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Abstract

Water is involved in almost all natural processes and is the element on which our life depends in
many ways. Alpine catchments as a specific part of the hydrological cycle have attracted
considerable attention as they serve both as water storage and as freshwater supply to its sphere of
influence. The hydrological cycle of such catchments is influenced by meteorological and climatic
processes, by topography and by human activities. In the Swiss Alps, the focus of investigating
changes in the hydrological cycle and water resources lies traditionally on changes in precipitation
amount and patterns in time and space. Among the most influential processes on runoff generation
are changes in local precipitation, snow cover patterns, reduced glacier storage and soil storage
capacity. Such natural processes show a high spatio-temporal variability. Due to the enormous
impact of changing circumstances such as climate, forestry, and energy production on the runoffprecipitation-relationship, it is essential for our understanding of the local water resources to
investigate and better comprehend how the water cycle is affected. Urban planning, water
management and societal resilience are only a few affected applications depending to a large extent
on hydrological data availability. A commonly used method to provide precipitation data on various
scales is the interpolation of measurements from rain gauge networks. The problem that the
resolution of the precipitation data set is often higher than the underlying rain gauge network is
known as problem of scaling. To overcome this problem, Frei & Isotta (2019) provide a promising
approach for Switzerland. Instead of single interpolation values, an ensemble of analyses in terms
of possible precipitation estimations is provided. Like the single interpolation method (deterministic),
the ensemble analysis (probabilistic) also depends on available measurement data but additionally
displays the estimation uncertainty. The aim of this research is to analyse the uncertainty—
measured by the variability of ensemble runs—from three different perspectives whereby spatiotemporal uncertainty patterns should be identified.
(1) The analysis of ensemble run variabilities within a subcatchment for different precipitation
occurrences mainly enables to address the uncertainty to seasonality.
(2) By contrast, spatial patterns are recognized in comparing the variability measures between the
subcatchments.
(3) Finally, the probabilistic data set mean is compared to the deterministic one to quantify the
general performance of the probabilistic data set.
From the findings of these three research approaches, it can be concluded that the ensemble data
on average differs slightly, if at all, from the deterministic data, resulting in neither a deterioration
nor an improvement of the runoff simulations. However, if the additional information about the
estimation uncertainty in the probabilistic data set is taken into account, the data identifies a spatiotemporal uncertainty cluster. The estimation of precipitation occurrence as well as the runoff is
observed to be increasingly more uncertain in the summer months and at higher altitudes. This
dependency can be attributed to various factors:
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(a) local, spontaneous precipitation (convective, difficult to interpolate) occurs with higher intensity and
more often during summer months compared to widespread precipitation (stratiform, easier to
interpolate);
(b) the measurement station density is lower in high altitudes which leads to more uncertain
interpolation values;
(c) the model accuracy decreases due to the difficult assessment of the soil storage capacity,
dependent of seasonality and elevation. Furthermore, the variability of the runoff influence
correlates with higher precipitation occurrences during summer months;
(d) the catchment size and the amount of discharge only plays a minor role in terms of estimation
uncertainty;
(e) the data set variability increases with a higher precipitation sum (heavy precipitation events) but
those events are not responsible for the highest measured variabilities.
This research provides an important basis to apply the new approach by Frei & Isotta (2019) for
runoff simulations in Switzerland. However, further research is needed to determine how the above
findings can be usefully transferred to runoff simulations and related applications.
Keywords: probabilistic data, RhydchprobD, deterministic data, RhiresD, spatio-temporal patterns, runoff
simulation, HBV, semi-distributed modelling, variability analysis, natural variability, methodological variability,
coefficient of variation, ensemble data
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Introduction

1

Introduction

Water is involved in almost all natural processes and is the element on which our life depends in
many ways. Hydrology as an applied science deals with surface and underground water. A specific
part of this science is concerned with water in alpine regions (Hendriks 2010). Alpine catchments
have attracted considerable attention as they serve both as water storage and as freshwater supply
to its sphere of influence. The hydrological cycle of such catchments is influenced by
meteorological and climatic processes, by topography and by human activities (EEA 2009).
Moreover, the water cycle is dependent on the catchment behaviour, i.e. the production and
transfer function of precipitation (Kusumastuti & Jokowinarno 2012). Due to the enormous
impact of changing circumstances such as climate changes, forestry, and energy production, it is
essential for our understanding of the local water resources to investigate and better comprehend
how the water cycle is affected. In the Swiss Alps, the focus of investigating changes in the
hydrological cycle and water resources traditionally lies on changes in precipitation amount and
patterns (EEA 2009; Brönnimann et al. 2018). Several studies, among others Brönnimann et al.
(2018), forecast a decrease in summer precipitation and more intense perennial precipitation
extremes in the Swiss Alps. Even moderately extreme events (e.g. 10-year return period events,
maximum annual precipitation events) tend to be important for climate change adaptation of
nature and creatures. Besides changes in precipitation in volume and pattern caused by climate
change, the generation process of precipitation may be responsible for precipitation variability. The
characteristics of precipitation events on a catchment scale differ between those of stratiform and
convective origin in the Alps, with a wide range of intensities (Lobligeois et al. 2014). Convective
precipitation events are typically responsible for larger peak values and smaller-scale variations in
the hydrographs on summer days (Frei & Isotta 2019). Such intense, transient precipitation events
can cause flash floods or floods (Huza et al. 2014). In comparison, stratiform and orographic
precipitation show a more gradual distribution, especially in autumn (Frei & Isotta 2019). Climate
change and human activities indirectly influence any kind of precipitation generation process which
is why changes in the runoff-precipitation-relationship on a large scale as well as on catchment
scale have been detected (Osborne et al. 2015). Due to these influences, Ternynck et al. (2016)
supported the inclusion of hydrograph classification based on hydrograph characteristics (e.g.
hydraulic structures, flood types characteristics) in extreme event modelling to ensure a better
understanding of the underlying processes and flood behaviours.
The discharge in mountain-dominated regions such as the Swiss Alps depend on various processes.
Among the most influential are changes in local precipitation, snow cover patterns, reduced glacier
storage related to climate change and soil storage capacity that will presumably influence the runoff.
The changes in the measures time to peak, discharge volume and peak flow will thus affect runoff
characteristics in such drainage basins (EEA 2009). As Winchel et al. (1998) summarized in their
early review, several studies show a high sensitivity of runoff-generation to spatial and temporal
variability of precipitation. Large flow variations can occur caused by spatial-temporal variability.
It is thus essential to broaden the knowledge of this variability to better understand the hydrological
response (Ochao-Rodriguez et al. 2015). Even though precipitation and runoff are two closely
related components of the water cycle, they have regularly been investigated separately (Xu et al.
1

2010). However, Osborne et al. (2015) suggested that runoff measurements can improve the
prediction of observed precipitation and quantify changes in the hydrological cycle.
A commonly used method to provide precipitation data on various scales is the interpolation of
rain gauge networks. The problem that the resolution of the precipitation data set is often higher
than the underlying rain gauge network is commonly known as problem of scaling. To overcome this
problem, Frei & Isotta (2019) provide a promising approach for Switzerland: instead of single
interpolation values, an ensemble of analyses in terms of possible precipitation occurrence is
provided. The ensemble members overcome the limited number of rain gauges by displaying more
realistic spatial variance and peak values (Frei & Isotta 2019). Like the single interpolation method,
the ensemble analysis also depends on available measurement data but additionally displays its
uncertainty. The ensemble enables the allocation of the uncertainties in relation to weather situation
(convective vs. stratiform; precipitation sum), density of observation network, and scale of spatial
and temporal aggregation (size of catchment, climate indices) (Frei & Isotta 2019). Territories with
a dense station spacing, as is the case in the Swiss Alps, tended to depend less on the scale of
measurement network. The uncertainty is rather dependent on the spatial variance of precipitation
occurrences within the observed catchment (Frei & Isotta 2019).

1.1

Motivation and Goal

This master’s thesis will compare the precipitation occurrence and the discharge modelling of the
various ensemble runs against each other, as well as examine the difference to the previously used
deterministic data set RhiresD in the catchment Andelfingen. The aim is to assess the contribution of
the new approach in the probabilistic data set RhydchprobD to discern precipitation patterns and to
model discharge simulations in Swiss alpine catchments. For this purpose, the first step is the
performance of analysis to investigate whether the precipitation occurrence shows significant
patterns in time (e.g. months, seasons, years, study period) and space (different size classification
of hydrological units). It should further be described how the intra-catchment and inter-catchment
variability of the ensemble data behave compared to the single interpolation method. Second, the
two data sets will be used for runoff modelling in the Hydrologiska Byråns Vattenavdelning (HBV)
model. Those simulations will, like in the first part, be examined for spatial and temporal variations.
To validate the simulations, the output will be compared to discharge data from the Federal Office
for the Environment’s (FOEN; German: Bundesamt für Umwelt, BAFU) measurement stations at the
basin outlet and at various locations within the catchment Andelfingen. The findings of this thesis
should give an indication of whether the probabilistic data set RhydchprobD increases the accuracy
in terms of time to peak and volume of hydrograph modelling in HBV. More reliable forecasts provide
a considerable resource potentially suitable for a better understanding of hydrological response and
local water resources of scientific and public interests.
The comparison of probabilistic precipitation data with deterministic data relying on the same
measurement network certainly provides valuable insights on the application of probabilistic
precipitation data in hydrological simulations. With regards to the research objectives, several
findings are expected. Spatial precipitation variability supposes to be dependent on scale and event
characteristics. A large scale enhances the probability to capture spatial heterogeneity in a diverse
topographical catchment. Differences related to precipitation origin, however, generally point to
less spatial variability for stratiform events and higher values for convective events. Additionally,
2
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the meteorological differences in space are closely related to the catchments’ topography, e.g.
elevation gradient. Urban and agricultural areas characterise the north of the catchment Andelfingen,
while rugged areas predominate in the southern part. The generation of precipitation in the
southern mountainous upstream area will most often be affected by orographic effect and strong
altitudinal gradient, which causes convective precipitation. In contrast, stratiform events will
predominate in the lowlands in the northern region. Previously published studies have identified
trends showing strong spatial variability for shorter precipitation events and shorter but stronger
precipitation events in summer due to convective storms with high spatial variability. Therefore,
the intra-ensemble variability is expected to increase with convective precipitation events as well as
with smaller scales. It is furthermore assumed that such high variability decreases slower with a
coarser spatial and temporal resolution compared to ensemble variability of large-scale stratiform
events. However, the similar computational methods for the data set RhiresD and the data set mean
of all ensemble runs from RhydchprobD indicate that merely no differences in meteorology or
hydrology can be expected. Finally, streamflow modelling in catchments with high spatial
heterogeneity is expected to benefit from precipitation input in a higher spatial resolution. This
dependency will most likely be strongest for small and short precipitation events. Due to the
additional information of uncertainty, the ensemble approach is less likely to support conditional
biases, unrealistic spatial smoothing, underestimation of extremes and overestimation of wet-day
frequencies.

1.2

Research Objectives

With the following research objectives, this thesis intends to contribute to the outlined research
gaps, whereas the questions in the meteorological and hydrological part follow the same structure.
Meteorological part
RO.1.1 What are measurable spatio-temporal differences in meteorological variability within the
probabilistic precipitation data set (RhydchprobD)?
RO.1.2 What is the influence of heavy precipitation events on meteorological variability?
RO.1.3 To what extent do the daily precipitation sums per subcatchment of the deterministic
(RhiresD) and probabilistic data sets (RhydchprobD ensemble mean) coincide?
Modelling part
RO.2 To what extent does the probabilistic data set (RhydchprobD) influence the accuracy of
hydrological simulations?
Hydrological part
RO.3.1 What are measurable spatio-temporal differences in hydrological variability within the
probabilistic precipitation data set (RhydchprobD)?
RO.3.2 What is the influence of heavy precipitation events on hydrological variability?
RO.3.3 To what extent do the daily runoffs per subcatchment of the deterministic (RhiresD) and
probabilistic data sets (RhydchprobD ensemble mean) coincide?

3

1.3

Structure

Chapter 2 introduces the scientific background of this master’s thesis. The importance of
meteorological data for hydrological modelling as well as current and past application of runoff
modelling are elucidated. Furthermore, the knowledge of natural precipitation and runoff cycle in
alpine catchments is indispensable in order to analyse and discuss the results of meteorological and
hydrological variability in the catchment Andelfingen. Subsequently, chapter 3 introduces the study
site. Given that every model is subject to several structural uncertainties and the uniqueness of
model and catchment, the research is limited to an alpine catchment without glaciological influence.
The data sets used in this study are presented in chapter 4 and cover a large time period of more
than 50 years, a promising duration for detailed statements on variability and hydrological
processes. Chapter 5 explains the basic methodology from the analysis of the meteorological
variability to the runoff modelling using HBV and the measurements of the runoff variability. All
ensemble analyses are compared to the RhiresD data set. Chapter 6 presents the results that are
subsequently discussed in chapter 7. Both chapters are structured into the three parts meteorology,
modelling and hydrology, analogous to the research objectives. Finally, chapter 8 concludes the
findings and points out future research opportunities.

4
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2

Scientific Background

The presence of water is decisive for hydrological processes. Beside snow and ice melt water, it
mainly enters the water balance in the form of precipitation. This chapter will give an overview of
the natural cycle of precipitation and runoff in the Swiss Alps as well as its driving factors.
Precipitation and runoff are strongly interlinked natural phenomena of which many mechanisms
and influencing factors remain unknown. Therefore, it is even more important to lay out the
current knowledge of such processes in order to analyse and discuss the results later on and identify
possible new relationships. Observed precipitation and runoff data enable several hydrological
applications, including runoff simulations. The importance of meteorological and hydrological data
for runoff modelling and particularly the use of probabilistic data will thus be explained.

2.1

Use of Technical Terms

Before introducing the scientific background, several terms used throughout the thesis are clarified.
First, it should be noted that the term «variability» is used in two different ways. On the one hand,
variability describes spatial and temporal differences in precipitation and runoff occurrence. The
use of the term in this sense is mainly used to describe the inter-subcatchment patterns. On the
other hand, the term is used later in this work to characterise the intra- and inter-ensemble
variability and with it the uncertainty of precipitation values in the probabilistic data, measured as
standard deviation and coefficient of variation. Intra-variability refers to the differences of the ensemble
runs during a defined time-space unit (e.g. how different do the ensemble runs perform on one
day in specific subcatchments TEZGNR40), whereas inter-variability refers to the differences of
location and time unequal units (e.g. ensemble run variability in various subcatchments
TEZGNR40 during one precipitation period) (Figure 1). In this context, the term «variability» is
always complemented by the term «ensemble run» or described as «ensemble spread».
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Figure 1: Definition of terms «value range», «intra-variability», «ensemble spread» and «inter-variability».
«Value range» is used for the spread of the catchment’s ensemble run values, «intra-variability» and «ensemble
spread» as synonyms for the variability measure within the ensemble and «inter-variability» as the term for the
variability comparison of different catchments.

Second, if not pointed out specifically, «precipitation» is understood to be the process by which
water particles fall from the atmosphere to the earth’s surface in both liquid (rain, drizzle) and solid
form (snow, graupel, hail, ice pellets). The HBV model uses a degree-day method that allows to
consider precipitation either as snow or rain. Lastly, the term «deterministic data set» is
synonymously used for the data set RhiresD, while «probabilistic data set» is used for RhydchprobD.
For the sake of clarity, Figure 2 shows the terms used in relation to the precipitation data sets.
From the measured values at the stations, precipitation is interpolated for the entire entity. The
result is a deterministic grid, RhiresD. This data set is contrasted with the data set RhydchprobD,
where measured values of the same stations are also interpolated for the entire entity. However,
compared to RhiresD, the data set RhydchprobD is composed of different interpolation realisations,
the ensemble runs. A single run can be equated with the deterministic grid. The 50 ensemble runs
together form the ensemble. Further information on the data sets will be given in Chapter 4.

Figure 2: Data types. Interpolated precipitation estimations are provided as one realisation in the deterministic
data set «RhiresD» whereas the probabilistic data set «RhydchprobD» consists of a 50-member ensemble. The
term «ensemble run» is used for one of those ensemble members.
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2.2

Precipitation and Runoff Generation

Precipitation is understood as any falling liquid (drizzle or rain) or solid (snow, graupel, hail, ice
pellets) water as a result of gravity that originates from atmospheric water vapor condensation in
clouds and fog (Häckel 2016). Depending on the processes leading to the air uplift and its process
scale, three main forms of precipitation generation can be distinguished.
(1) Convective precipitation results from local lifting and cooling of air particles due to thermal
convection that causes strong vertical air current with high condensation if the ascending air mass
has a high degree of humidity. This process mainly occurs in the interior of continents and is typical
of strong summer precipitation in cold front areas. The time series of precipitation in Figure 3
shows that the more frequent convective precipitation in the alpine catchment Andelfingen is mainly
responsible for the increase of annual precipitation cycle during summer months.
(2) On the windward side of mountains, orographic precipitation results from horizontal air currents
that are forced to rise over natural barriers (Hendriks 2010). These circumstances are responsible
for the increase of the precipitation rates with elevation (Sikorska & Seibert 2018). Both convective
and orographic precipitation are local, often short and intense, typical of thunderstorms and occur
in mountainous basins (Hendriks 2010; Yu et al. 2015). Both types of precipitation are caused by
strong vertical air currents, which is why many studies do not distinguish between these types of
precipitation (e.g. Frei & Isotta 2019; Gobiet et al. 2014; Lobligeois et al. 2014; Thurai et al. 2016).
For this reason, the term convective precipitation is used in the following for local precipitation
occurrences.
(3) The last type of precipitation generation is the stratiform precipitation. These cyclonic precipitations
are formed by a large-scale updraft mostly at a warm front. When gradually lifted and cooled air
masses condensate, moderate precipitation over a long duration arises (Hendriks 2010).
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Figure 3: Time series of monthly mean precipitation and runoff in the catchment Andelfingen for the
hydrological years 1999–2004 (RhydchprobD monthly ensemble mean). The seasonal patterns of precipitation
(green) and runoff (blue) is illustrated for exemplary years. The months May to October are assumed to be snow
free.

When precipitation falls onto the surface, it begins to move either into the groundwater or to a
large proportion as surface runoff due to gravity. The volume of water that flows through a stream
on the surface in a particular time interval is defined as runoff (Q) in this thesis. It is the result of
precipitation (P), evaporation (E) and change in storage (DS), i.e. Q = P - S - DS (Hendriks 2010).
During the colder months November until April, almost all precipitation is discharged by the river
—as long it does not settle as snow. Low soil storage capacity as well as high field capacity and
frozen surface make it difficult for the precipitation to be absorbed by the soil. Furthermore, due
to the low temperatures and small angle of incidence of the sun’s radiation, there is only little
evaporation. These circumstances can be seen in Figure 4 by the parallel lines during the winter
months. In March, the evaporation rates rise because of increasing temperature and thus bind an
increasing part of the precipitation. As a result, the runoff rate becomes smaller than the
precipitation, i.e. decreasing runoff curve despite increasing precipitation. Until April the
evaporation rate strongly increases so the water stored in the soil is gradually dissolved. The soil
moisture content decreases continuously. Although a decrease in runoff can thus be expected in
the months of March to May, the runoff reaches the annual peak due to the snowmelt and the
associated decrease in the snow reservoir in May (Häckel 2016). These correlations show that soil
moisture conditions are of particular importance for hydrological processes, as they have a
significant influence on the relative proportion of precipitation input to the surface and subsurface
pathways (Massari et al. 2013). The increasing precipitation towards the end of the summer
gradually replenishes the soil reservoir. The rising soil moisture together with the decreasing
8
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evaporation ultimately leads to an increase in the runoff rate at the end of the summer. Finally, in
December, when the field capacity is reached, the entire precipitation is again discharged by the
runoff (Häckel 2016).

Figure 4: Water balance of Switzerland. The seasonal behaviour of evaporation (yellow), soil moisture (brown)
and snow reservoir (grey) give indication of the processes generating runoff (blue). Figure modified from Liechti et
al. (2020).

2.2.1

Alpine Regions

With the focus on the catchment Andelfingen, alpine regions are very important for the hydrological
cycle in three different ways. First, the orographic effect in mountains is responsible for a higher
accumulation of precipitation occurrence. Second, colder temperatures due to the higher altitudes
cause precipitation from exceeding evapotranspiration and therefore implicate a positive water
balance. Lastly, water is temporarily stored in form of snow and ice before it is released to the
runoff with a delay. All those conditions influence the amount and time of runoff that originate
from mountainous areas, whereby the water availability in the lowlands is controlled. The
dependency of the lowlands on water supply from the mountains is highest during summer season
when comparatively low precipitation occurrence coincides with high evapotranspiration and
irrigation demand (Zierl & Bugmann 2005). Compared to precipitation, which is a spatially
heterogeneous phenomenon and thus a measurement on catchment scale is not trivial (Sikorska &
Seibert 2018), runoff describes an aggregated response to the precipitation in a catchment that can
be measured at its outlet only (Vaze et al. 2011).
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2.2.2

Climate Change in Alpine Regions

The hydrological cycle in alpine catchment depends on local precipitation, snow coverage and
glacier ice melting. Although natural fluctuations occur interannually (Bartolini et al. 2009) and the
precipitation-runoff relationship shows a strong seasonal cycle dependency (Gourley & Vieux
2006), the water resources in mountainous regions are subject to climatic change and thus drive
changes in the seasonal cycle (Hock 2005). Temperature changes affecting snow as well as ice
accumulation and melt are the main processes controlling the runoff and peak discharge. Beside
the temperature influence, changes in spatial patterns, seasonality and amount of precipitation are
expected to be the key subject of changed hydrological cycles (Nakicenovic & Swart 2000). Heavy
precipitation events are likely to occur more frequently (Sikorska & Seibert 2018), whereas
precipitation trends show an increase in winter and a decrease in summer months (Zierl &
Bugmann 2005). In many alpine streams, a short-term increase of discharge has been monitored
due to glacier melt in the last few years. Nevertheless, the long-term annual runoff is expected to
decrease with the disappearance of glaciers (Stahl & Moore 2006; Huss et al. 2008; Huss 2011).
The similar patterns and trends of hydrological and meteorological changes imply a close relation
of the two process chains (Burn & Hag Elnur 2002). These expectations will affect the water
availability and flood control, wherefore better process understanding is required and adaptation
strategies for example in terms of water management measures have to be elaborated carefully (Xu
& Singh 2004).

2.3

Hydrological Modelling

Hydrological models contribute to the quantification of hydrological interactions and a better
understanding of its variables. These models rely on measured precipitation and runoff values in
order to learn from realistic values (calibration) and obtain simulation values that are as accurate as
possible (validation) (Seibert & Vis 2012). For this reason, several questions arise: (1) what should
the accuracy of observed data be as model input; (2) what will improve the resolution; and (3)
which application possibilities are enabled by simulated runoff.

2.3.1

Data Accuracy and Improvement

The key factor affecting the hydrological processes is precipitation. Streamflow simulations are
thus strongly depending on the way precipitation is described by the simplified representations of
the reality in a hydrological model (Rafieeinasab et al. 2015). Several studies conclude that spatial
information on precipitation is indispensable, and its importance increases with decreasing
catchment sizes (e.g. Beven 2000; Gourley & Vieux 2006; Rafieeinasab et al. 2015). On the one
hand, higher spatial resolution in precipitation inputs results in significantly improved streamflow
simulations for catchments featuring diverse topography. This term refers to the different
characteristics of the earth’s surface (Girons Lopez & Seibert 2016). The spatial variation of terrain
elevation is responsible for convective precipitation events because the humid air mass rises at
topographical obstacles resulting in heavy precipitation (Isotta et al. 2014; Sikorska & Seibert 2018;
Thurai et al. 2016). On the other hand, several authors conclude that the precipitation volume is
more important than its spatial pattern (e.g. Lobligeois et al. 2014; Winchell et al. 1998). The
precipitation amount also depends on the surface characteristics. In flat catchments with low
10
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topographical variability, precipitation is dominated by stratiform origin from a weather front,
which leads to a dependency on the precipitation volume (Lobligeois et al. 2014).
To improve the quality of streamflow simulations, various technologies can be consulted to gather
precipitation information. First, Geographic Information Science (GIS) and analysis of time series allow
to visualise and evaluate spatio-temporal patterns of precipitation and runoff (Amiri & Mesgari
2016). This work benefits from these possibilities of GIS-technologies. Second, remote sensing data
from satellites and radar can help to improve the spatial resolution of input data for simulation
models, conditional on the data resolution. This improvement can, as a result, increase the
information content of the predicted precipitation amount (Girons Lopez et al. 2015).

2.3.2

Probabilistic Data

Not only different data systems such as GIS and remote sensing but also alternatives of data
processing can improve the data accuracy. Precipitation data from spatial interpolation of
underlying measurement stations are an important basis for meteorological and hydrological
applications. Such data are commonly available in a regular, deterministic grid (Frei & Isotta 2019)
and are the result of a single, optimal realization (e.g. Georgakakos et al. 2004; Huizman et al. 2009).
Deterministic data find application in hydrological modelling, climate model evaluations and
calibration of satellite retrievals (e.g. Fantini et al. 2018; Isotta et al. 2015; Viviroli et al. 2009).
Because the grid resolution is most likely higher than the rain gauge network, values in the data
sets are subjects to uncertainties in precipitation estimates which are only partially captured by the
conventionally used cross-validation approach (Frei & Isotta 2019; Antolini et al. 2015; Hijmans et
al. 2005). For the high spatio-temporal variability in precipitation occurrence, however, this
uncertainty can be of great importance for application and its performance validation (Frei & Isotta
2019; Huizman et al. 2009). In contrast to deterministic data, the application of a probabilistic
ensemble data set enables addressing various sources of uncertainty (Strauch et al. 2012). Explicitly
allocating the uncertainties derived from the limited spatial distribution is a main advantage of the
probabilistic estimates over single estimates (Frei & Isotta 2019). This alternative concept of
precipitation estimation provides a probabilistic likelihood measure constituting several, although
not equally likely, representative realizations of the system response for each time unit (Duan et al.
2007; Huizman et al. 2009). The widely used approach of equiprobable realizations in form of
ensemble data benefits a range of research activities in three ways: (1) probabilistic data is found to
provide the benefit of more reliable weather forecasts in terms of precipitation and temperature
(Wu et al. 2011; Buizza et al. 1999; Yu et al. 2015); (2) the implementation of greater uncertainty
knowledge improves reservoir managements and early warning systems (Georgakakos et al. 2004;
Yu et al. 2015); and (3) the application of such a data set contributes to a generally more realistic
spatial knowledge on precipitation variability (Frei & Isotta 2019). This more realistic knowledge
is a crucial improvement over the deterministic interpolation due to the fact that it reduces the
exaggerated smoothing and the biased extremes depending on the spatial rain gauge distribution
(Schroeer et al. 2018; Chappell et al. 2012). The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) and National Centres for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) have been
producing probabilistic precipitation data sets since 1992. This illustrates the widespread
application of this concept and its implementation. Although the use of probabilistic data also
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retains uncertainties and inaccuracies, such data seem to outperform the deterministic approach in
various ways (Frei & Isotta 2019).

2.3.3

Significance and Application

Various value-added applications of simulation data exist. Because precipitation has a decisive
influence on runoff generation, the spatial and temporal distribution and the amount of
precipitation are of great interest for various applications (Girons Lopez et al. 2015). Urban
planning, water management and societal resilience are only a few affected sectors depending to a
large extent upon hydrological data availability (Girons & Seibert 2016). While coarse spatial and
temporal data resolution and the resulting low forecast quality are suitable for some hydrologically
related applications, more detailed spatial and temporal knowledge of precipitation occurrence is
necessary for (semi-)distributed hydrological modelling and forecasting (Girons Lopez et al. 2015).
The accuracy of spatial and temporal changes in precipitation patterns relies on the characteristics
of precipitation data inputs (measurement and estimation accuracy, network density, reliability...).
A number of studies have shown that the neglection of precipitation variability frequently causes
inaccurate model predictions (e.g. Dawdy & Bergmann 1969; Troutman 1983; Duncan et al. 1993;
Faures et al. 1995; Lopes 1996; Andréassian et al. 2001; Bárdossy & Das 2008). Such hydrological
predictions should, however, provide a convenient data basis for climate change or land use change
evaluations, economic incentives or flood management (Beven 2000; Falkenmark & Rockström
2004). Moreover, early warning systems and emergency management — especially in mountainous
catchments — heavily depend on observed and forecasted precipitation data with a high
spatiotemporal resolution (Rafieeinasab et al. 2015).
Alpine catchments with their special characteristics of steep terrain and rapid discharge generation
are strongly affected by heavy precipitation events (Girons & Seibert 2016). Such rapid discharge
generation in the regions of headwaters can lead to severe natural hazards (Girons & Seibert 2016;
Girons et al. 2017). Unfortunately, estimating precipitation in these mountainous areas is difficult
and uncertain because of the high spatial as well as the elevation-dependent variability in
combination with high intensities and large amounts of precipitation events. Prediction of such
heavy events should nevertheless be as accurate as possible. Early warning systems benefit from
more accurate knowledge of precipitation and runoff generation which in turn can minimise the
risks of such hazardous events (Sikorska & Seibert 2018). Girons et al. (2015) have shown that
areas with large precipitation variability positively correlated with precipitation amounts. The
application of ensemble weather data for forecasts in mountainous catchments can thus help to
capture this uncertainty in quantifying the variations of ensemble runs and enhance the reliability
of hydrological variability-based forecasts (Yu et al. 2015).
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The expression «water tower of Europe» gives indications for the significance of the Alps for
regional and supraregional water cycles (EEA 2009). The Rhine, one of the major European rivers
originate in the Swiss Alps. With only 20% of the total catchment area, the headwaters of the Swiss
Alps contribute almost 50% of the mean discharge of the Rhine in Switzerland (Viviroli et al. 2003).
The topography largely influences the generation and flow characteristics of discharge. The Swiss
Alpine area is characterized by a wide range of topography, containing flatlands, mountain massifs,
deep valleys and several small-scale hill ranges in the foreland (Isotta et al. 2014). This chapter
describes the topography and hydrology of the catchment Andelfingen with the main river Thur
(Figure 5), which forms part of the large-scale catchment Rhine. The former is divided into
hydrologically similar subcatchments on different spatial aggregation levels by FOEN (2019),
whereas the numbers in the abbreviations give indication of the average size of a subcatchment.
TEZGNR1000 is the denotation of the entire catchment Andelfingen, divided into subcatchments
of on average 150 km2 (TEZGNR150), which in turn are further subdivided into areas with an
average size of 40 km2 (TEZGNR40).

Figure 5: Map of Switzerland with the catchment Andelfingen highlighted (Data by swisstopo 2020).
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3.1

Catchment Andelfingen (TEZGNR1000)

Figure 6: The river system in the catchment Andelfingen. The rivers are coloured according to their average
runoff (Data by swisstopo 2020).
Table 1: Characteristics of catchment Andelfingen (HYDROmaps 2020).
Area

1712 km2

Affiliation to large-scale catchment

Rhine

Catchment length and width

56.2 km/62.5 km

Catchment shape factor (width/length)

1.11

Minimum altitude

358 m a.s.l.

Maximum altitude

2 500 m a.s.l.

Mean altitude

768 m a.s.l.

Measurement station

356 m a.s.l.

Slope

10° (difference in ground elevation between upstream most
point and outlet/catchment length)

Flow regime type

Nivo-pluvial

Landcover

Grassy and herbaceous vegetation (31%), agriculture (30%),
forest (28%), urban area (8%), wetlands (1%), loose rock
(1%), bush vegetation (1%)
à no glaciation and lake/artificial water constructions

IMP (sealed surface)

8%

The catchment Thur-Andelfingen (in the following Andelfingen or TEZGNR1000) in the north east
of Switzerland, #2044 in the national inventory of hydrological stations of FOEN, has been chosen
as a data base for the present study due to its appropriate characteristics (Table 1). These
characteristics are outlined in the following. The 1 712 km2 large catchment is to a large extent
covered by grassy vegetation and forest (59 %). The southern, more mountainous part extends to
2 431 m a.s.l. and features smaller mountain streams, whereas the rivers in the northern lowlands
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(~350 m a.s.l.) carry more water and are dominated by agricultural and urban areas (Figure 6). The
detailed land cover classification is attached in the appendix A.1 Additional Illustrations Figure 66.
The main river in this catchment Thur with its inlets is the largest non-regulated river in Switzerland
and is part of the northern front ranges of the Swiss Alps (PEER 2010). Apart from the two larger
agglomerations St. Gallen and Frauenfeld within the examined area, the population is mainly
concentrated in scattered settlements of rural character (HYDROmaps 2020; CLC 2018; swisstopo
2005; FOEN 2019; Girons & Seibert 2016). To minimize uncertainty outside the data sets,
methodology and technical processing, the study examines an area not affected by glaciers, lakes
and regulated rivers (Woosley et al. 2007).
In order to be able to interpret the results and place them in the context of natural events, it is
important to describe the characteristics of the catchment Andelfingen. The prevailing combination
of a (pre-)alpine climate is characterized by moderate winters in the lowlands, cold winters in
mountainous areas, and summer months with relatively large deviations from the annual mean
temperatures (Yang et al. 2007). Figure 7 represents the annual mean precipitation. The highlighted
hydrological years 1999 (above average annual precipitation), 2003 (below average annual
precipitation) and 2013 (average annual precipitation) are used as examples for the different annual
precipitation in this work. The average precipitation is approximately 1 300 mm per year
(MeteoSwiss 2020d), whereas the monthly mean temperatures fluctuate between 10 and 25° C in
summer months and −15 and 7° C during winter months (Yang et al. 2007). Clear trends can be
observed during the summer. Whereas both the precipitation and the temperature show a peak
during this time, a positive elevation gradient for precipitation and a negative one for temperature
is determined (Girons & Seibert 2016). Dominated by snowmelt input (nivo-pluvial), the annual
average of the runoff at the Andelfingen station is about 2.39 mm per day, the 100-year high flow is
53.80 mm per day and the 100-year low flow 0.16 mm per day (FOEN 2020). The steep terrain
and short concentration times support a rapid discharge build-up at the basin outlet during heavy
precipitation events in the headwaters (Girons & Seibert 2016). The meteorological and
hydrological data used in this research have been measured by 21 weather stations and ten runoff
measurement stations within the catchment and five temperature gauges within and close to the
catchment (MeteoSwiss 2020a).
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Figure 7: Annual precipitation sum in the catchment Andelfingen. The highlighted years 1999 (very high
precipitation sum), 2003 (very low precipitation sum) and 2013 (average precipitation sum) are used as examples
to illustrate several patterns and behaviours in the following.

3.2

Subcatchments TEZGNR150

As described above, the catchment Andelfingen is very heterogeneous in terms of topography,
precipitation and runoff. For this reason, a finer subdivision into eleven subcatchments
TEZGNR150, which present an average area size of 150 km2, is useful. These eleven
subcatchments are based on natural phenomena (catchment areas) according to the classification
of FOEN (2019). Therefore, all spatially aggregated meteorological analyses, where the natural
properties are mainly responsible for precipitation patterns and non-overlapping areas are required,
are calculated for the subcatchments TEZGNR150.
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3.3

Subcatchments TEZGNR40

Figure 8: Subcatchments TEZGNR40 in the catchment Andelfingen. The subcatchments are coloured and
numbered by ascending average elevation (Data by FOEN 2019).

The catchment Andelfingen is, according to the classification of FOEN (2019), divided into 40
subcatchments for hydrological terrain units (also referred to as «Basisgebiete» or «Teileinzugsgebiete
40 km2»), which are henceforth named by ascending mean elevation—starting with 1 for the
subcatchment with the lowest mean elevation and going up to 40 referring to the highest
subcatchment (Figure 8). The highlighted subcatchments #5 (lowlands), #14 (average catchment
elevation), #29 (above average elevation) and #36 (high elevation) are used as examples for
differently characterised subcatchments in further analysis. Because the probabilistic precipitation
data set RhydchprobD provided by MeteoSwiss is limited to the resolution of subcatchments with an
average size of 40 km2, all the present study analyses are carried out at this level of spatial
aggregation. The subcatchments TEZGNR40 with one assignable outlet are based on the
topographical classification for hydrological terrain units of FOEN (FOEN 2019). In general, the
long-term annual precipitation sum of the subcatchments positively correlates with the elevation
gradient because of precipitation generation processes, shown in Figure 9. The relationship
between precipitation volume and elevation will later be important in distinguishing between
natural precipitation variability and estimation uncertainty. The lowest monthly precipitation mean
is recorded in February for all 40 subcatchments, whereas the peaks vary between June and August
with a tendency for an earlier peak in lower regions (Figure 10).
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Figure 9: Annual mean precipitation sum of the subcatchments TEZGNR40. The highlighted subcatchments
TEZGNR40 #5 (lowlands), #14 (subcatchments average), #29 (slightly above the long-term average precipitation
sum) and #36 (highlands) are used as examples to illustrate several patterns and behaviours in the following.

Figure 10: Monthly mean precipitation sum of subcatchments TEZGNR40. The lowest and highest monthly
precipitation sums are coloured in purple and green respectively.
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3.4

Measurement Stations

This work is based on measured values from two different measurement networks. The
precipitation measurement data come from meteorological stations of MeteoSwiss, the runoff
measurement data from FOEN. The weather measurement station network of MeteoSwiss,
visualized in Figure 11 (black), comprises over 400 high-resolution manual and automatic gauges
of which 27 lie within the study catchment (MeteoSwiss 2019; MeteoSwiss 2020a). All
interpolations for precipitation and temperature data are based on this subset of stations.

Figure 11: Stream (white) and rain gauges (black) in the catchment Andelfingen (Data by MeteoSwiss 2019;
MeteoSwiss 2020a; HYDROmaps 2020).

The measurements from eight FOEN stream gauging stations used for hydrological simulations
are mapped in Figure 11 (white) and their characteristics (corresponding river, catchment name,
FOEN code as well as area and elevation) are listed in Figure 12 and Table 2. It is important to
note that the size-dependent hydrological classification of FOEN’s subcatchments differs from the
runoff measurement station catchments of FOEN (further named MSC in combination with the
station number of FOEN, e.g. MSC 2044 for the catchment Andelfingen) in terms of classification.
Instead of being divided into areas of similar size, the MSC are determined by the location of the
measuring stations. Each of these FOEN measurement stations is located at the outlet of an MSC.
The discharge measured at these stations can be allocated to a defined drainage basin. Therefore,
it happens that especially MSC, with the measuring stations in the lowlands, also include
mountainous MSC, where smaller mountain streams flow into larger rivers. Because of the
dependencies of observed runoff at these stations, the hydrological analysis and simulations are
based on eight subcatchments of runoff measurement stations within the catchment Andelfingen to
verify the simulated with the observed runoff. Some of the MSC overlap or are composed of several
subcatchments. Because the catchment area of two measurement stations, i.e. 2305 Zellersmühle
and 2414 Mosnang, are smaller than the spatial resolution of the underlying subcatchments
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TEZGNR40, these measurement stations will not be used in this thesis. Even though the
measurement stations of both networks (MeteoSwiss and FOEN) are evenly distributed from a
spatial perspective, altitudes above 1 200 m a.s.l. remain underrepresented. Meteorological as well
as hydrological stations are predominantly installed at low elevations with higher population density
and correspondingly higher hazard risk (Frei & Schär 1998). A systematic underestimation of
precipitation in high altitude areas is the result of the spatial representation bias (Girons et al. 2015),
although the general mean precipitation increasing with altitude should be observed carefully (Peck
& Brown 1962).

Figure 12: Measurement station catchments (MSC). The catchments are defined by the location of FOEN’s
stream gauges. The MSC are listed and coloured according to their average elevation (Data by HYDROmaps 2020;
swisstopo 2005).

Table 2: List of FOEN’s stream gauges with their corresponding identification code, location name, main
river, catchment area and elevation of station (HYDROmaps 2020).
FOEN code

Location name

Main river

Area [km2]

Station elevation
[m a.s.l.]

2044

Andelfingen

Thur

1712

356

2386

Frauenfeld

Murg

213

390

2181

Halden

Thur

1085

456

2126

Wängi

Murg

80.2

466

2414

Mosnang

Rietholzbach

3.2

682

2468

St.Gallen

Sitter

261

527

2303

Jonschwil

Thur

493

534

2374

Mogelsberg

Necker

88.1

606

2305

Herisau, Zellersmühle

Glatt

16.7

679

2112

Appenzell

Sitter

74.4

769
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Data

This chapter describes all data sets used in this research concerning precipitation and runoff
variability. A brief overview of these data sets is given in Table 3. Two different daily precipitation
interpolations of the same underlaying rain-gauge network of Switzerland, namely RhiresD and
RhydchprobD, form the data base for the following meteorological and hydrological analysis. The
measurement stations provide data covering the time period from 1961 until present. While the
spatial distribution of rain-gauge stations within the catchment Andelfingen is fairly homogenous in
the west-east directions, a clear heterogeneity in the north-south directions emerge. Particularly,
areas above 1 200 m a.s.l. are underrepresented (Frei & Schär 1998). Additionally, ten runoff
measurement stations within the catchment Andelfingen by FOEN provide hourly data and will be
used to benchmark the runoff simulations. To generate these simulated values, air temperatures
found in the TabsD (MeteoSwiss 2020b) data set are included as well.
Table 3: Overview of included data sets. (MeteoSwiss 2020b/c/d; HYDROmaps 2020; FOEN 2020)
Precipitation
(RhiresD)

Precipitation
(RhydchprobD)

Runoff

Air temperature
(TabsD)

Data type

Interpolation fields

Interpolation fields

Measurement entity

Interpolation fields

Interpolation
method

Climatological
mean precipitation
(local weighted
linear regression)

Probabilistic
analysis of mean
precipitation
(ensemble with 50
members by transGaussian random
fields)

–

Climatological
mean air
temperature (local
weighted linear
regression)

Number of
measurement
stations included

25 (of total 420 to
520 in CH)

25 (of total 420 to
520 in CH)

10 (of total 251 in
CH)

8 (of total 84 to 93
in CH)

Period

1961 to 2020

1961 to 2020

1980 to 2019
(partly from
1974/1975)

1961 to 2020

Temporal
resolution

Daily D; 06:00 UTC
of day D to 06:00
UTC of day D+1

Daily D; 06:00 UTC
of day D to 06:00
UTC of day D+1

Hourly mean

Daily D; 06:00 UTC
of day D to 06:00
UTC of day D+1

Spatial resolution

2.3 km2 (N–S) x 1.6
km2 (W–E)

40 subcatchments
with average size of
40 km2

Variable
(depending on
catchment size)

2.3 km2 (N–S) x 1.6
km2 (W–E)

Unit

mm (=l/m2)

mm (=l/m2)

m3 per s

°C

Data source

Swiss rain-gauge
network,
MeteoSwiss

Swiss rain-gauge
network,
MeteoSwiss

Measurement
stations, FOEN

Swiss rain-gauge
network,
MeteoSwiss
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4.1

Deterministic Grid Data RhiresD and TabsD

The deterministic data set RhiresD for daily precipitation (ch02.lonlat) and TabsD (TabsD v1.2 in
ch02.lonlat) for daily air temperature are two of the data sources provided by MeteoSwiss. RhiresD is
the result of a distance and angular weighting interpolation technique. In this technique,
measurements of the weather stations are interpolated considering the local precipitationtopography relationships at the climatological time scale for the entire territory of Switzerland.
Relative anomalies of observed daily precipitation totals are derived from climatological reference
fields by Schwarb et al. (2001), similar to the method of Widmann & Bretherton (2000). With the
use of climatological reference fields for the interpolation of daily precipitation, systematic errors
in high elevation regions are expected to be reduced. Measurement stations are often
underrepresented in such areas (Widmann & Bretherton 2000). Nevertheless, an underestimation
of the measured precipitation is expected at high elevations, during winter days with snowfall and
at wind-exposed locations (e.g. Sevruk 1985; Isotta et al. 2014; Fantini et al. 2018).
As it is the case for the precipitation data, spatial differences are also taken into account for the
interpolation of air temperatures within TabsD. The data set TabsD is based on the digital elevation
models USGS GTOPO30 (2 km grid) and SRTM (1 km grid) as well as on near-surface, mostly
automated air temperature measurement stations of the operational station network SwissMetNet
by MeteoSwiss (2 m above ground level). To reproduce the spatially different temperatures, a supraregional vertical temperature dependence is estimated with a non-linear parametric profile
independently for each day. This procedure allows to reproduce temperature inversion and warm
boundary layers based on the measured temperatures at the weather stations. The deviations of
measurements from the vertical profile are then interpolated by a non-Euclidean distance weighting
function (Deng & Stull 2005). The resulting raster data set is assumed to represent the spatially
heterogeneous temperature more realistically (MeteoSwiss 2020b).
Both products feature a spatial resolution of approximately 2 km2, although the distance between
the measuring stations is greater. The distance between the stations vary from 10 km in densely
covered areas in the north-west of the catchment up to 25 km in remote areas in the south (Isotta
et al. 2014). Frei & Isotta (2019) argue that a consistent station network is an inevitable
precondition for various reasons: (1) the estimations are more reliable; (2) inhomogeneities in
reconstruction are avoided; and (3) observed data are needed for interpolation. The statistical
results thus rely on the measurement station density and its estimation accuracy. Even though raingauges only provide exact measurements for limited locations, they are a widely used data base to
record precipitation (Frei & Isotta 2019). Such data have the advantage that the precipitation is
measured above the surface and thus provides ground-level precipitation observations with limited
errors (Song et al. 2015). However, these point measurements are vulnerable to wind drifts and
shading effect from slopes (Frei et al. 2006). Such disturbances can reduce the increasing
precipitation rate with elevation (Viviroli et al. 2011; Xie et al. 2007) and ignore spatially restricted
precipitation events (Sikorska & Seibert 2018). The above-named effects often result in an
underestimation of true precipitation values (Neff 1977; Yang et al. 1999). Thus, in combination
with the limited spatial resolution, it is pointed out that the data set is unsuitable for the analysis of
local heavy weather events (MeteoSwiss 2019; MeteoSwiss 2020a). A finer spatial interpolated grid
can thus only improve the estimations if the measurement station availability in high elevations is
simultaneously increased (Sikorska & Seibert 2018).
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Data

The data provided by MeteoSwiss are originally stored in multidimensional NetCDF-files. The daily
mean air temperature and precipitation values for each hydrological subcatchment TEZGNR40
are extracted and aggregated from the data stacks in RStudio.

4.2

Probabilistic Grid Data RhydchprobD

The second data source provided by MeteoSwiss is the probabilistic grid data set RhydchprobD
(ch01h.swisscors), which features daily precipitation data as a 50-member ensemble (ensemble runs) of
possible spatial precipitation occurrence. The probabilistic data set has some similarities with the
deterministic RhiresD: the data are based on the same high-resolution rain-gauge network, covers
the same time period and the interpolation method follows the concept of local stationarity or local
likelihood (Kuusela & Stein 2018; Frei & Isotta 2019). These circumstances enable a comparison
of the precipitation estimation. Nevertheless, the probabilistic approach differs from conventional,
deterministic spatial interpolations in two fundamental aspects: the precipitation estimations are
provided (1) as daily area-means over hydrological units TEZGNR40 rather than in points on a
regular grid and (2) represent an ensemble of possible realizations. The concept of equifinality—
which describes the possible existence of equally likely representations of natural phenomena—
concerning precipitation realisations is common and well adopted in scientific studies (e.g.
Germann et al. 2009; Schleiss et al. 2012; Ahrens & Jaun 2007). The advantage over conventional
single, deterministic estimates is the provision of daily variation within the ensemble, which is a
measure of interpolation uncertainty. Such uncertainties can arise from the limited availability of
measurement stations. Furthermore, the probabilistic interpolation reproduces characteristics of
extremes more accurately (Frei & Isotta 2019). However, estimation error uncertainties (systematic
and random) remain disregarded which results in an underestimation of the effective uncertainty
given by the ensemble spread. Further details on the interpolation method, stochastic model and
parameter set ensembles are described in Frei & Isotta (2019).
A disadvantage shared with the deterministic approach is the fact that the model does not include
a component for topographic features (e.g. elevation, slope, wind exposition). As a consequence,
the data sets do not reflect precipitation-topography relationships smaller than the station network
resolution. The producers thus discourage from using the product for applications focussing on
long-term precipitation sums. They rather support the data application for the analysis of
precipitation occurrence and statements about the precipitation estimation uncertainties at daily or
event time scale purposes (MeteoSwiss 2020d).

4.3

Runoff Measurements

Most of the water produced by precipitation is discharged by rivers. Not only the amount of
precipitation but also the runoff is measured regularly. The basic monitoring network of FOEN
currently encompasses about 250 measurement stations in surface waters. About 200 of these
stations automatically measure the runoff as hourly mean in m3 per second, which enables fast data
availability. Ten out of the 250 measurement stations are located in the catchment Andelfingen, eight
of which are used for hydrological simulations and considered as ground truth for runoff analysis.
Because the catchment area of the measurement stations 2305 Zellersmühle and 2414 Mosnang are
smaller than the spatial resolution of the underlying subcatchments TEZGNR40, the runoff data
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of these stations will not be used in this thesis. The historical data measured at the various stations
are aggregated into daily averages from 06:00 UTC of day D to 06:00 UTC of day D+1 equivalent
to the precipitation data of MeteoSwiss. According to the Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland
(HADES), all studied rivers are categorised as members of the nivo-pluvial flow regime type
(HADES 2015).
Although the rivers belong to the same flow regime type, their runoffs differ. How different the
runoff behaviour in the various subcatchments is, is visualized with the daily long-term mean
runoff in Figure 13. While the lower-lying areas have a relatively small seasonal amplitude with the
runoff peak in the winter months, the seasonal differences are greater in the alpine areas due to
snow melt. Their maximum runoff is recorded in the spring months April and May. By taking a
closer look at the runoff data and their metadata (e.g. size, elevation, terrain), it becomes clear that
the size of the catchment area has a marginal effect on the runoff amount compared to the
topography. As an example, the magnitude and pattern of seasonal variability in the runoff of
subcatchments 2374 Mogelsberg and 2181 Halden are relatively similar, although the catchment size
of Halden is twelve times larger than Mogelsberg (1 085 km2 vs. 88 km2).

Figure 13: Daily long-term runoff for each MSC.
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Methods

The main methodological procedure is visualised in Figure 14. The methodological steps are
divided into the two pre-processing sections 5.1 Data processing and 5.2 Measures of variability followed
by the three main sections 5.3 Meteorological data analysis, 5.4 Hydrological simulations and 5.5 Hydrological
data analysis with six analysis steps. While section 5.3 investigates meteorological data and processes,
the parts 5.4 and 5.5 process these data and focus on hydrological simulations. Each of these
processes involve several sub-processes which are explained in detail in the following sections.

Figure 14: Flow chart illustrating the different aspects of the applied methodology and the data sources
included. The five methodological steps (listed in blue) and the corresponding analysis steps (number in circles)
are shown (Icon sources are listed in A.4 Icons).

Software
For all processes and visualisations of the precipitation and runoff data except for the hydrological
simulations, RStudio is used. The appendix A.3 Software gives an overview of the software applied,
including all packages extending the base functionalities. The runoff simulations are outputs of the
semi-distributed model HBV in the HBV Light version.

5.1

Data Processing

Some data sets in their original form did not correspond to the desired spatial extent. For this
reason, they are pre-processed before being used for further analysis.

5.1.1

Processing Geometry of Subcatchments TEZGNR40

Based on the definition by FOEN, catchments and subcatchments are derived from topography.
Every subcatchment is allocated to a single catchment which by definition has exactly one outlet.
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This research work focuses on the catchment Andelfingen which consists of 44 (TEZGNR40) and
10 (TEZGNR150) hydrological subcatchments, depending on the spatial aggregation. The
geometry used by MeteoSwiss to interpolate the precipitation on a subcatchment scale is not
congruent with the hydrological division as used by FOEN (MeteoSwiss 2020d; HYDROmaps
2020). Even though the FOEN’s hydrological classification is more accurate, four TEZGNR40
subcatchments are manually merged to their larger hydrological unit used by MeteoSwiss. This step
is enforced by the lower spatial resolution of the precipitation data by MeteoSwiss. With this step,
the geometrical inconsistency is overcome. MeteoSwiss plans to recalculate the spatial interpolation
based on the subcatchments provided by FOEN in the near future (Frei 2020).

5.1.2

Spatial Aggregation of RhiresD and TabsD

Before the two data sets RhiresD and RhydchprobD can be used and compared, they need to be
aggregated into the same spatial entities (TEZGNR40). For this purpose, the mean value of the
grid data RhiresD is extracted for each subcatchment TEZGNR40. Even though the median value
would in fact provide a more robust value against outliers, spatially averaged precipitation is
common in the literature (e.g. Brown et al. 2012; Martin et al. 2010) and subsequently used
statistical coefficients also include mean values. The difference between the aggregated mean and
median value ranges between −7.70 and 8.43 mm per day for the entire data period and between
−4.24 and 5.55 mm per day for the exemplary year 1999, respectively.

Figure 15: Precipitation difference of Rhydchprob ensemble mean and Rhydchprob ensemble median per
subcatchment TEZGNR40. Negative values indicate a higher median value compared to the mean and positive
values a higher mean value than the median.

The hydrological simulations are run for the subcatchments of eight measurement stations which
sometimes adjoin but can also contain each other. Therefore, all subcatchments TEZGNR40 are
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assigned to one or multiple measurement station subcatchments. For all data sets, i.e. RhiresD,
TabsD and RhydchprobD, the spatial resolution is adjusted to the measurement station
subcatchments by the calculation of mean values.

5.2

Measures of Variability

The application of a variability measure is based on the assumption that a high variability within
the ensemble can be equated with a high interpolation uncertainty. The standard deviation is a
common descriptive measure of such variability and is used to describe ensemble spreads, i.e. the
variability within the ensemble (Martin et al. 2010). Compared to other measures of dispersion such
as the variance, this measure is recorded in the same unit as the underlying measured values, which
simplifies the interpretation. Because the standard deviation is based on the squared deviation of
all measurements from their arithmetic mean, it includes all measurements and can be defined as
the absolute ensemble spread (Benninghaus 2007). But this total inclusion has the consequence that the
standard deviation is highly susceptible to outliers; it is not a robust measure (Stahel 2009). A high
absolute ensemble spread implies that the precipitation or runoff values are on average far from
the arithmetic mean. Conversely, a small absolute ensemble spread means that all ensemble run
values are close to the arithmetic mean. However, the deviation for smaller values does not have
the same weight as the same deviation for large precipitation and runoff occurrences. For example,
given the samples [4, 2, 6, 5] and [200, 198, 202, 201]: even though they have the same absolute
ensemble spread (= 1.48), the weight of the interpolation uncertainty is higher for the first sample
with lower values. In certain cases, however, such as in the analysis of heavy precipitation events,
the application of the absolute ensemble spread is justified and reasonable.
In order to deal with the above-mentioned bias of the standard deviation, the absolute ensemble
spread is commonly normalised with its mean value (e.g. Girons Lopez et al. 2015; Kling et al.
2012; Rakovec et al. 2012). This relative standard deviation is known as the coefficient of variation
(CV). The ratio of the values standard deviation to their mean express the interpolation uncertainty
within the ensemble. The relative ensemble spread thus allows a comparison of the ensemble variability
during different precipitation and runoff periods—regardless of their intensity—and with focus on
the model accuracy (Rakovec et al. 2012). Although different precipitation and runoff intensities
lead to different mean values, the standard deviation is often approximately proportional to the
mean value, which is why the coefficient of variation remains roughly the same (Stahel 2009). While
the standard deviation for the above introduced example results in the same value, the CV for the
samples is 0.34 and 0.007, respectively.
A calculation of this relative ensemble spread for all values would result in a large number of very
high relative variability caused by the division of a small precipitation amount. Therefore, the
definition introduces a minimum precipitation threshold of 1 mm per day for a wet day (Rivoire et
al. 2019). For all ensemble with a daily mean precipitation below this threshold, the CV is
considered 0. A CV > 1 implies that the standard deviation is higher than the mean precipitation.
The threshold value for a wet day is certainly at the lower limit and could be increased if reasoned.
It can be assumed that the proportion of high relative variability for weak precipitation events will
decrease with a higher threshold. In order to give importance to such weak events and to test the
performance of the probabilistic data set with as few conditions as possible, the value 1 mm per
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day is retained in this work. The variability analysis shows that this threshold could actually have
been set higher. For the majority of precipitation occurrences (95% = 820 040 entries) the
probabilistic ensemble data features a precipitation uncertainty measured by the ensemble spread
of less than 3.15 mm per day (absolute) and 2.35 mm per day (relative). These occurrences have an
average precipitation sum of 3.08 mm per day. Furthermore, these observations show that a
combined analysis of absolute and relative ensemble spread provides the most explicit statements.
A high absolute variability does not always imply a high degree of estimation uncertainty in the
amount of precipitation, as the absolute variability is strongly depending. Conversely, a high relative
variability does also not necessarily imply a high degree of uncertainty. However, if the absolute
and relative variability both show high spread values for an average precipitation amount of more
than 3.08 mm per day, it can be assumed that the precipitation estimation on that day for the
concerning subcatchment TEZGNR40 is subject to uncertainty.

5.3

Meteorological Data Analysis

Research objectives 1.1, 1.2, 3.1 and 3.2 intend to verify the spatial and temporal precipitation
variabilities in comparing various statistical values. The analysis distinguishes between intra- and
inter-ensemble variability as well as variabilities between the probabilistic data set mean of
RhydchprobD and the deterministic data RhiresD. Standard deviation, median and mean values give
a first impression of the precipitation occurrence at different spatio-temporal levels (e.g. daily,
monthly, seasonal, yearly, study period in combination with TEZGNR40, TEZGNR150 as well as
the entire catchment TEZGNR1000). Because topographical barriers—information on obstacle
function is derived from the elevation—influence the precipitation generation, the subcatchments
are classified based on their mean elevation from 1 to 40. This classification allows the comparison
of subcatchments with similar characteristics regarding precipitation formation (see 2.2 Precipitation
and Runoff Generation).

5.3.1

Precipitation Event and Period

The static definition of Rivoire et al. (2019) for a wet day does not consider natural preconditions
for precipitation formation such as elevation. To extend the definition from literature, the longterm precipitation mean for each subcatchment TEZGNR40 is included in this research. A
precipitation event is registered if 80% of all ensemble runs for a TEZGNR40 subcatchment on a
single day are above the threshold of long-term precipitation mean. With this extended definition,
very small precipitation values are excluded. Furthermore, the precipitation occurrence can be
differentiated according to its type of formation (convective and stratiform). Based on the
definition of precipitation in chapter 2.2 Precipitation and Runoff Generation, the threshold for a
stratiform precipitation event is set to a coverage of at least 80% of the catchment area. If
precipitation is classified on a day but covers a smaller area, it is defined as convective precipitation.
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Figure 16: Terms related to precipitation occurrences. A precipitation period consists of at least two precipitation
events (= daily precipitation occurrences). The threshold1 of 1 mm is included to filter out small, irrelevant
precipitation estimations from the analysis. A precipitation period with a precipitation event more intense than 95 %
of all precipitation estimations (= threshold2 of 20 mm) during the study period is defined as a heavy precipitation
period.

While the previous definition considers precipitation types on a daily scale, it is important to include
longer lasting precipitation periods as well. Especially because the reaction of the runoff to
precipitation occurrence is delayed, it is of great interest to analyse the characteristics of
precipitation and runoff over several days. Therefore, for each ensemble run and year in the various
MSC, precipitation periods are defined with regards to the preceding and following day. A day is
considered relevant for a precipitation period if the precipitation value is above 1 mm or the
preceding and following day meet this condition. With this assumption, a day with less or no
precipitation is still accounted to the on-going precipitation period in a larger weather system. After
at least two days with no precipitation, a new precipitation period is defined. The inclusion of a dry
day has a major influence on the number of precipitation periods. If this parameter is excluded
from the definition, the number of precipitation periods increases. At the same time, their duration
and their precipitation sums would decrease. In combination with the previously explained spatial
relationships of precipitation generation types, it can be assumed that this pattern of change is not
the same throughout the catchment: for the lowlands, where stratiform, longer-lasting precipitation
periods are more frequently detected (Hendriks 2010), the number of precipitation periods should
change less with an adapted definition. For the higher elevation areas, where short-lasting, heavy
precipitation events are recurring (Hendriks 2010; Yu et al. 2015), the number of individual
precipitation periods is expected to be greater. Because of the temporal accumulation of such
convective precipitation occurrence in spring and summer months, the change in the number of
precipitation periods will be intensified during this time. Without an adjustment of the threshold
parameter, however, short-term, local precipitation events are aggregated into longer precipitation
periods. The higher variability in temporal patterns, i.e. number and duration of precipitation
periods, compared to the spatial patterns can be explained with the used definition of a
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precipitation period. The findings suggest that, despite topographic differences, the catchment
Andelfingen is not large enough for major, natural spatial differences in precipitation period
occurrences. Nevertheless, the estimated total precipitation sum and with it the risk potential
during the summer months is not affected by the definition of precipitation periods.
On the one hand, the introduction of precipitation periods makes it possible to compare the
performance of the individual ensemble runs (Figure 17). The periods defined with this method
per year and ensemble run are characterized by their duration, maximum precipitation sum and time to
peak. On the other hand, generating such periods enables the verification of the dependence of
runoff on precipitation and the examination of the behaviour of the runoff in the different
precipitation periods at a later stage.

Figure 17: Exemplary excerpt of precipitation period definition for the various ensemble runs. The
precipitation periods #15 to #25 in the year 1999 are illustrated. Differences in the precipitation estimations within
the ensemble runs lead to different precipitation period classification and numbering.

5.3.2

Natural Precipitation Variability

Regardless of the individual ensemble runs, it is interesting to analyse the natural fluctuations and
annual cycle of precipitation occurrence (e.g. Bartolini et al. 2009; Gourley & Vieux 2006). Mean
precipitation as well as precipitation sum in combination with the absolute and relative variability
give an indication of temporal and spatial patterns. While the consideration on distinct monthly,
seasonal and yearly time scale reveal inter- and intra-annual patterns, long-term patterns become
apparent from combined analysis on the same scales.
As precipitation formation is elevation-dependent (Sikorska & Seibert 2018), the mean elevation
of each subcatchment TEZGNR40 is added to analyse the temporal variations. One of the basic
concepts in geographical processes, Tobler’s First Law of Geography, describes that «everything is
related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things» (Tobler 1970).
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Transferred to precipitation formation, this concept indicates similar patterns of closer
subcatchments.

5.3.3

Precipitation Variability within Ensemble Runs

So far, naturally occurring precipitation variabilities have been identified. As a next step, this thesis
focus on the examination of intra- and inter-variability and with it on the uncertainty of
precipitation values in the probabilistic data. How variabilities or uncertainties are classified is
described in the following chapters. Although the data set RhydchprobD is provided and validated
by MeteoSwiss and the applied methodology should return independently distributed results, a
general independency verification is carried out before working with the data. To check for
independent predictability performance of the ensemble runs, the ensemble run values are
compared with the daily probabilistic data set mean value for each subcatchment TEZGNR40. A
uniform distribution of values below and above the mean value is assumed in case of runindependency.
With the independent distribution of ensemble run values, the pre-condition for meaningful
variability analysis is fulfilled. An initial overview of data behaviour is provided by the daily
ensemble spread. The standard deviation and coefficient of variation as measures for absolute and
relative ensemble spread are used to characterise the intra-ensemble-variability. On the one hand,
the precipitation value range can be compared to the ensemble spread. Higher values for the
absolute as well as the relative spread are expected in combination with large ranges, whereby the
coefficient of the absolute ensemble spread will almost always be higher than the relative because
it is not standardised with the amount of precipitation. On the other hand, the comparison of
ensemble spread and the ensemble mean precipitation sum per subcatchment TEZGNR40 enables
to find dependencies between variability and precipitation amount. Regarding the spatial location,
the variabilities of more intense, large-scale precipitation events are, according to Tobler’s First
Law of Geography, based on a cost distance (Tobler 1970). Translated into reality, this implies
similar variabilities for closer and comparable subcatchments and similarly behaving precipitation
events.

5.3.4

Heavy Precipitation Events

Heavy precipitation events are difficult to record due to changeable characteristics and often short
generation times, wherefore their estimation accuracy is usually overestimated (Brown et al. 2012).
This is why a closer look at the behaviour of the data sets during such events can help to improve
an interpretation of such events and to locate spatial variabilities in precipitation occurrences. In
this study, heavy precipitation is defined as precipitation events with an intensity above the 95th
percentile of all ensemble runs over the entire study period and subcatchments. By including all
precipitation estimations, the ensemble spread as well as the interpolation uncertainty is
maintained. Topography is a main driver for the occurrence of heavy precipitation events, but the
above introduced threshold is a constant for the entire catchment. For this reason, no specific
threshold is given for the subcatchments. If 80% of the ensemble runs (40 out of 50) per day and
subcatchments TEZGNR40 are above the 95th percentile, the precipitation occurrence is
characterized as a heavy precipitation event.
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As described in chapter 2.2.1 Precipitation and Runoff Generation in Alpine Regions, the type of
precipitation event is important for the hydrological response, i.e. the streamflow reaction to
precipitation. For large-scale, stratiform events, the precipitation and runoff are accumulated within
the catchment and reach the area outlet in large quantities. Based on the definition of precipitation
in chapter 5.3.1 Precipitation Event and Period, a stratiform heavy precipitation event is described with a
coverage of at least 80% of the catchment area. If heavy precipitation events are classified on a day
but extend over a smaller area, they are defined as convective heavy precipitation events. In the following,
the potential correlation between event type and precipitation sum is analysed specifically for heavy
precipitation events.

5.3.5

Aggregation of Meteorological Data

Up to this point, the data have been used in the highest possible resolution across all data sets
provided by MeteoSwiss. Due to the high variability of precipitation (Lobligeois et al. 2014), an
expected approach in hydrological studies would be to always use the best available spatio-temporal
resolution (Rauthe et al. 2013). However, with the data accuracy constantly increasing, this
assumption is no longer expected and the added value of overly accurate data might become
negligible (Girons Lopez & Seibert 2016). With regards to precipitation estimations and
meteorological variability, many studies conclude that the quality of the data benefits from a high
temporal and spatial resolution of the precipitation occurrence information (e.g. Winchell et al.
1998; Lobligeois et al. 2014; Sikorska & Seibert 2018). To what extent the ensemble data are
sensitive to temporal and spatial variabilities will be investigated by aggregation in the sections
below. Intrinsically, under idealized conditions of perfect models and precipitation input, an
increase of spatio-temporal specificity and accuracy is expected with higher resolution
(Rafieeinasab et al. 2015). However, the benefit of improved resolution of precipitation estimates
is often limited by errors in precipitation input and hydrological applications, e.g. model
parameterization and imprecise initial conditions (Rafieeinasab et al. 2015; Craig et al. 2012; Biggs
& Atkinson 2011).
Temporal Aggregation
An important variable for the resolution is the time unit in which the data is available. The
precipitation data sets provided by MeteoSwiss come with a maximum temporal resolution of one
day. On a daily temporal resolution, it is assumed that the effect of short-lasting precipitation on
the interpolation uncertainty will be recorded. For a larger time window, however, the ensemble
spread is expected to decrease and short but strong precipitation events mitigated. To confirm this
assumption and to show the time span over which estimation uncertainties of individual
precipitation events are significant, a rolling mean is calculated for different aggregation windows.
2, 3, 7, 14 and 30 days are defined as aggregation windows. Initially, smaller aggregation steps are
chosen to observe the reaction time before the time windows are doubled. With the rolling mean
approach, the same number of data points is retained, but the values are smoothed over time. The
absolute and relative ensemble spread of the aggregated precipitation values are calculated using
the approach described in chapter 5.2 Measures of Variability. In a further step, the additional
information of precipitation sum per aggregation window might indicate a dependency between
ensemble spread and precipitation sum. One method to quantify the differences of temporal
aggregation is the empirical cumulative density function. The empirical cumulative density function
(ECDF) gives for each value x the proportion of the values of the sample that are smaller than or
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equal to x (Stahel 2009). Cumulative relative frequency with values between 0 and 1 are represented
on the y-axis, whereas the x-axis displays the corresponding ensemble spread. The advantage of
using the ECDF approach is mainly the ease to interpret results and that it is nonparametric, which
makes it independent of normality assumptions (Hoffman et al. 2017). The character is given by
the steepness of the density function and the point on the x-axis at which the relative frequency of
1 is reached. Because smaller variability of the precipitation values for smoothed data are assumed,
the steepness should increase for a larger aggregation window. In detail this means: (1) the curve
should reach the level of 1 faster in the case of larger aggregation values but (2) less values close to
an ensemble spread of 0 exist due to the ensemble spread calculation method (number of days with
less than 1 mm precipitation that are classified with CV = 1 correlates negatively with the
aggregation window). (3) Assuming that the CV at a cumulative relative frequency of 50% is 0.2,
half of the relative ensemble spreads of the examined time period are less or equal to 0.2.
Spatial Aggregation
In addition to the temporal resolution, the spatial extent in which the data are available is important.
The accuracy of a precipitation data set not only depends on the temporal but also on the spatial
resolution. Precipitation estimations strongly interact between the two variables (Ochoa-Rodriguez
et al. 2015). Varying the size of subdivision in the newly calculated data sets illustrates the spatial
dependency of precipitation variability and the quality of its analysis. The maximum size of the
basin in this research is limited to the catchment area, which is divided into the finer subcatchments
TEZGNR150 and TREZGNR40. Reduced to the measurement station density, a small-scale
interpolation would assume to estimate and capture precipitation-topography relationships more
reliable. However, residual inhomogeneities and sampling limitations by the station network can
distort the variability analysis and small scale precipitation trends (Hiebl & Frei 2018). With the
spatial aggregation of precipitation values to the various subcatchments, the ensemble spreads
increase because of spatial precipitation heterogeneity, whereas the precipitation sums itself are
smoothed in using the mean precipitation for each spatial unit. The precipitation sum (in mm per
day) is divided by the subcatchment areas of the aggregation level to keep the relative spatial
reference. Based on the new spatially aggregated data sets, the same temporal aggregation approach
as for the subcatchments TEZGNR40 is applied. The ECDF as a measure for difference again
allows to compare the various behaviours. The coarser spatial resolution suggests that the absolute
and relative ensemble variability is larger for the aggregation on TEZGNR150 as well as on
catchment scale compared to the original spatial resolution TEZGNR40. These assumptions speak
for a flatter empirical cumulative density function curve. However, if the spatial and the temporal
resolution are combined, it can be assumed that the increased variability with spatial aggregation
declines in combination with a temporal aggregation.
Meteorological Data Aggregation for Model Input
Finally, a further spatial aggregation of the meteorological data sets is necessary. The meteorological
input data for simulations in the Hydrologiska Byråns Vattenavdelning (HBV) model must have the
same resolution as the measurement station subcatchments (MSC) (see chapter 3 Study Site). For the eight
partially overlapping areas as defined by the various stream gauge subcatchments, the daily mean
precipitation values are calculated for the RhiresD and the RhydchprobD data set. The process of
calculating the probabilistic data set is distinguished within the individual ensemble runs and the
ensemble mean.
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5.3.6

Precipitation Variability between Deterministic Data Set and Probabilistic Data Set
Mean

Since the deterministic and probabilistic data sets are based on the same precipitation
measurements, it is expected that the precipitation values will be relatively similar in their entirety.
The main advantage of the probabilistic data set RhydchprobD is that it facilitates the analysis of the
uncertainty due to the limited sampling of the spatial distribution by the station network. This
information is eliminated when calculating the daily ensemble mean per subcatchment
TEZGNR40. It is therefore assumed that the mean values of the probabilistic data are similar to
those of the conventional deterministic approach (hypothesis on RO.1.3). The histogram should
correspond to a Gaussian Normal Distribution. The difference between the two data sets is related
to the mean precipitation and the ensemble spread to allocate possible relationships. As will be
discussed in the following sections, past studies have shown that a conditional bias may exist.
Ensemble precipitation forecasts seem to systematically overestimate low observed precipitation
and underestimate high precipitation, respectively (Brown et al. 2012). On et al. (2018) additionally
specify for a study area in Japan that ensemble data set means underestimate the observed
precipitation amount by averaging ensemble members. If these results can be transferred to the
comparison between deterministic and probabilistic data based on the same measurement network,
it is expected that the deterministic data set outperform the probabilistic data set mean when
applied to heavy precipitation events.

5.4

Hydrological Simulations in HBV

The research objectives focus on the uncertainties in interpolated precipitation and simulated
runoff values. The runoff simulations are based on the meteorological input data. Because of this,
chapter 5.4 Hydrological Simulations describes how the two data sets RhiresD and RhydchprobD are
used as inputs in HBV to model runoff and thus creates the possibility to investigate the
meteorological-hydrological response relation. In the first part, the semi-distributed model HBV
with its functionality and parameters is explained. A semi-distributed model allows to divide
simulations into different elevation and vegetation zones as well as into different subcatchments
(Seibert & Vis 2012). On the one hand, this semi-distributed approach allows for better
improvements in model performance, which is dependent on spatial precipitation estimation in the
input data and the model parameters (Lobligeois et al. 2014). On the other hand, variability of
precipitation patterns and magnitudes can be identified and allocated to different origins of
precipitation generation (i.e. convective and stratiform precipitation generation). This advantage of
semi-distributed simulations is used in the following chapter 5.5 Hydrological Data Analysis for
hydrological variability analysis, after the discussion of the different calibration and validation
alternatives applied in this research (section 5.4.2).

5.4.1

HBV model

The semi-distributed precipitation-runoff model HBV, introduced by Bergström in 1976, has been
continuously developed and is an internationally established application for runoff modelling
(Bergström 1976; Bergström 1990; Bergström 1992). The model in the version HBV Light with its
twenty parameters builds on the original version and is adapted for research and educational usage
(Seibert & Vis 2012). Runoff simulations, usually on daily time steps, are calculated using time
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series of precipitation, temperature, observed runoff and the monthly long-term potential
evaporation as input (Seibert & Vis 2012).

Figure 18: Modules of HBV model. The abbreviations of the parameters are explained below in Table 4
(Illustration by Seibert & Vis 2012).

The model is made up of different modules. The modules are as follows: the snow routine (snow
accumulation, snow melt and melt water retention), the soil moisture routine (groundwater recharge
and actual evaporation), the response or groundwater routine (runoff as a function of catchment storage)
and the routing routine (runoff routing depending on triangular weighting function). The model
structure allows different model types, which differ in the computation method of the routines. As
there are no glaciers in the area Andelfingen, the standard version is used, in which the snow and soil
routines are performed separately for each elevation zone (Seibert & Vis 2012). The abovementioned modules are connected by the runoff which is composed of three contributions: (1)
additional runoff (Q0), which is generated when the water hold capacity (UZL) in the upper soil zone (SUZ)
is exceeded; (2) a steady runoff (Q1) partially released and transferred into the lower soil zones by the
SUZ; and runoff (Q3) which is the released and evaporated water in the lower soil zones. Several
control values influence the runoff processes within the modules. With a defined threshold temperature
(TT), precipitation is distinguished in either rain or snow during simulation. Because temperature
and precipitation are elevation-dependent, different elevation zones are implemented for which the
values are adjusted with the two parameters PCALT [percentage decrease of precipitation per 100
m] and TCALT [temperature decrease per 100 m]. For further information on model structure and
parameters, see Seibert & Vis (2012) and HBV-Help (Version 4.0.0.23; access in 2020). The HBV
model requires additional inputs, namely daily air temperature, evaporation rate and elevation
classes. These inputs and their processing are described in the following.
Daily Air Temperature
In order to distinguish precipitation between rain and snow, the mean daily air temperature
provided in the data set TabsD by MeteoSwiss is used (MeteoSwiss 2020b). Analogue to the
preparation of the precipitation data set, the air temperature data are pre-processed so that the data
set has the same spatial resolution as the measurement station catchments. Together with the
precipitation and observed runoff information, the thus compiled environmental variable data set
(ptq-data set) is completed.
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Evaporation Rate
Evaporation reduces the amount of water, which is why the information about the potential
evapotranspiration (PET) in each measurement station subcatchment is considered in the
simulations. A simple and efficient method for calculating the PET is provided by Oudin et al.
(2005). Within their study, they identified that the atmospheric variables temperature and radiation
tend to be the most relevant to compute an accurate potential evapotranspiration estimation for
precipitation-runoff modelling. The biggest advantage of this method is that it requires only an
average air temperature and the latitude as inputs. The average air temperature can be derived from
the long-term, monthly averages. With this approach, the following calculation is implemented:
PET =

𝑅𝑒
𝜆𝜌

∗

𝑇𝑎+5
100

if Ta +5 >0, otherwise PET = 0

PET = potential evpotransporation [mm per day]
Re = extraterrestrial radiation [MJ per m2 per day]
l = latent heat flux [MJ per kg]
r = density of water [kg per m3]
Ta = mean daily air temperature [° C], derived from long-term average

The result is the long-term, monthly potential evapotranspiration for each measurement station
subcatchment. Compared to the values used in Girons & Seibert (2016), only small differences in
decimal places can be identified and are therefore negligible. These differences are most likely due
to different time periods (here 1961–2019; Girons & Seibert (2016) 2003–2010) and calculation
methods for average temperatures.
Elevation Classes
The model supports the classification of the catchment area into different elevation bands for a
more realistic representation of hydrological processes. Such a differentiation is recommended if
elevation differences are expected to affect temperatures within in the catchment. Based on the
dhm25 from swisstopo (2005), the elevation bands of the equal percentile distribution are used to
define ten elevation zones per measurement station subcatchment. The mean elevations of these
bands are used as the input variables. Vegetation zones were not taken into account in this study
for simplicity reasons (recommended by Seibert & Vis 2012).

5.4.2

HBV Model Calibration

Based on the processed data and the functionalities of the above discussed model modules (see
5.4.1 HBV Model), the HBV model has been calibrated. Grouley & Vieux (2005) emphasize that it
is important to address sensitive model parameters and to reduce the value range to an appropriate
extent. Since the deterministic approach is the more established precipitation data type, the genetic
calibration algorithm (GAP) is run for the RhiresD data set with a warm-up period of three years (197410-01 to 1977-09-30) followed by a 17-year-long calibration period (1977-10-01 to 1995-09-30).
The warm-up period is needed to get appropriate initial values of the different state variables at the
beginning of the simulation period. This calibration step results in ten equally likely parameter sets
which will later be used for the model validation. It is an important prerequisite that the warm-up
as well as the calibration period covers at least one annual hydrological cycle. Otherwise, the state
variables cannot appropriately develop from standard initial values to their appropriate values
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according to meteorological conditions and parameter values (Seibert & Vis 2012) and neither can
the model acquire the knowledge of altering flow regime behaviours (Sikorska & Seibert 2018).
According to Wu et al. (2011) and Hamill et al. (2008), an extended calibration time improves the
forecast skill. The calibration and validation period of equal length enables the time periods to be
reversed, i.e. calibration period 1998-10-01 to 2016-09-30 and validation period 1977-10-01 to
1995-09-30. If this inversion returns a more or less identical result as in the original simulation, the
model is not dependent on the time period of the input data and is therefore well calibrated. The
ideas of this approach are further explained in section 5.4.8 Model Calibration and Validation
Alternatives.
HBV offers various possibilities for (automatic) model calibration. In this work, the GAP method
is used. The GAP searches for optimized parameter sets through an evolution of parameter sets.
During the evolution progress, the parameters are selected and recombined resulting in the
optimized parameter sets selected on its model efficiency (Reff). The initial, random parameter set
lies within the user defined parameter boundaries listed in Table 4. Even though parameter
uncertainty can be reduced, better results in parameter sets might lead to equifinality (Bormann &
Diekkrüger 2003). This problem is counteracted by calculating ten independent calibration rounds.
From the initial parameter set population, 3 500 times two parameter sets are used to generate a
new one. The selection of the parameter sets is random, although the likelihood increases for sets
with a better fitness (i.e. Reff). The evolutionary process results in ten equally reliable parameter sets
whose parameters are used for the validation (Seibert & Vis 2012). Using the same initial
parameterization for model calibration for all subcatchments and simulation alternatives, the result
of the semi-distributed precipitation-runoff simulations are comparable with measures such as peak
flow, time to peak and runoff volume.
The following input files and parameterisation are used for the GAP-optimization:
– ptq: daily precipitation, temperature and observed runoff from RhiresD
– simulation.xml (model settings): start of warming up period 1974-10-01, start of
simulation period 1977-10-01, end of simulation period 1995-09-30
– clarea.xml: mean elevation of elevation zones for each measurement station subcatchment
– EVAP.txt: monthly long-term potential evapotranspiration for each measurement station
subcatchment
– GAP_parameters.xml (model parameters):
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Table 4: Parameters of the HBV model. A parameter range (minimum and maximum) is defined for the model
calibration.
Parameter

Explanation

Minimum

Maximum

Unit

Vegetation Zone parameters: snow and soil routine
TT

Threshold temperature

−1.5

2.5

°C

CFMAX

Degree-day factor

1

10

mm°C-1d-1

SP

Seasonal variability in degree-Dt factor

1

1

–

SCF / SFCF

Snowfall correction factor

0.4

1

–

CWH

Water holding capacity

0

0.2

–

CFR

Refreezing coefficient

0

0.1

–

FC

Maximum of SM (storage in soil box)

50

500

mm

LP

Threshold for reduction of evaporation (SM/FC)

0.3

1

–

BETA

Shape coefficient

1

6

–

CET

Correction factor for potential evaporation

0.03

–

Catchment parameters: Response routine
K0

Recession coefficient 0

0.1

0.5

d-1

K1

Recession coefficient (1; upper box)

0.01

0.4

d-1

K2

Recession coefficient (2; lower box)

0.001

0.15

d-1

PERC

Maximal flow from upper to lower box

0

3

mm d-1

MAXBAS

Routing, length of weighting function

1

7

d

UZL

Threshold parameter

0

70

mm

PCALT

Change of precipitation with elevation

10

10

%/100m

TCALT

Change of temperature with elevation

0.6

0.6

%/100m

Pelev

Elevation of precipitation data in ptq file

Dep. on
catchment

Dep. on
catchment

m

Telev

Elevation of temperature data in ptq file

Dep. on
catchment

Dep. on
catchment

m

Table 5: HBV Model settings for the calibration process.
Model settings

Number

Number of Runs

3500

Number of Powell Runs

0

Number of Parameter Sets

50

Number of Populations

1

Number of Calibrations

10

5.4.3

HBV Model Validation

Because of equifinality, the model is validated with ten equally likely parameter sets as a result of
the model calibration for all probabilistic ensemble runs as well as the deterministic data set within
the period between 1998-10-01 and 2016-09-30 (17 years validation = 50 % of the used data). The
average of each of the ten single runs per input data set is used as a simulation result. The goodness
of fit (= performance of each validation) is represented by various performance measures, among
others the model efficiency, the Kling-Gupta efficiency (parametric and non-parametric), the volume error
and the Spearman Rank correlation coefficient (Table 6).
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Table 6: Model performance for each MSC. The mean accuracy of the simulated runoff values is determined
using the following performance measures: Model efficiency, Kling-Gupta efficiency (parametric) Kling-Gupta
efficiency (non-parametric), Volume error and Spearman Rank.
Measurement station
subcatchment (FOEN
code and name)

Mean Model
efficiency

Mean KlingGupta
efficiency
(parametric)

Mean KlingGupta
efficiency
(nonparametric)

Mean
volume
error

Mean
Spearman
Rank

2044; Andelfingen

0.67

0.56

0.62

0.67

0.82

2112; Appenzell

0.34

0.24

0.37

0.44

0.73

2126; Wängi

0.79

0.82

0.84

0.93

0.85

2181; Halden

0.53

0.38

0.48

0.54

0.78

2303; Jonschwil

0.45

0.31

0.42

0.49

0.75

2374; Mogelsberg

0.67

0.56

0.64

0.71

0.79

2386; Frauenfeld

0.78

0.84

0.85

0.99

0.85

2468; St.Gallen

0.57

0.42

0.51

0.58

0.77

5.4.4

HBV Model Calibration and Validation Alternatives

Some of the results from the standard simulation do not fully meet expectations. This led to the
calculation of two further alternatives of runoff simulations: (1) Version B the swapping of the time
periods for calibration and validation allows a statement about the model independence on the
used input data. Consequently, the time period 1998-10-01 to 2016-09-30 is used for calibration
and 1977-10-01 to 1995-09-30 for validation. All other model parameters remain unchanged. (2)
Version C So far, the model has been calibrated with the deterministic data set before the runoff
has been simulated for the probabilistic data set. Contrary to expectations, relatively small runoff
variability can be identified in the resulting ensemble realisations. Whether this smoothing of the
ensemble spread is a (direct) result of the model calibration has to be verified by a modified
calibration. In this alternative, the model is calibrated for all ensemble runs. As with the regular
method, the ten best parameter sets per ensemble run are determined. For each ensemble run, ten
parameter sets result in a total of 500 parameter sets, which can ultimately be used for the validation
of the deterministic precipitation values.

5.5

Hydrological Data Analysis

The results of the semi-distributed precipitation-runoff simulations not only enable the
identification of variability of precipitation patterns and magnitudes but also the allocation to
different origins of precipitation generation (i.e. convective and stratiform precipitation
generation). For this reason, three aspects in connection with simulations and runoff are considered
in this section, namely (1) the validation of model simulations with runoff measurements (observed
runoff) at each subcatchment outlet, (2) the examination of temporal, spatial and scale variability
in runoff as in the precipitation pattern analysis, and (3) the analysis of the 50 ensemble simulations
compared to the ensemble mean simulations and the deterministic simulation. In particular, the
uncertainty of precipitation and runoff simulations during the five days preceding a runoff peak
event is examined. The comparisons drawn in (3) enable statements about a possible accuracy
increase of model simulations with ensemble data. Special attention must be paid to precipitation
in the form of snow and how it influences the model performance.
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5.5.1

Runoff Deviation

To start the hydrological analysis, the deviation of observed and simulated runoff values is
quantified. The performance measures listed in chapter 5.4.3 Model Validation, which are all smaller
than one (one is equal to 100% model accuracy), already indicate that the simulated runoff differs
from the observed measurements. In calculating the difference between observed and simulated
runoff values, the differences can be quantified more precisely.
The analysis on a daily granularity enables the determination of short-term, major changes in
runoff. However, it is possible that the precipitation values averaged for a catchment area are too
imprecise for this temporal resolution, and thus imprecision in the runoff simulation should be
expected. An event-based consideration of the differences between observed and simulated runoff
values intercepts outliers and enables the description of the interplay of processes over several days.
Therefore, four different event measures are used to compare observed and simulated runoff data:
(1) precipitation event duration is defined by the time span between the first and last day of a
precipitation period; (2) time to peak describes the time of the first precipitation day to the runoff
peak which is (3) the maximum runoff (runoff peak) of a precipitation period; (4) the last parameter
is the precipitation sum of a precipitation period. The comparison of these parameters is expected to
show the extent to which the model is able to capture longer lasting processes in relation to daily
runoff values.

5.5.2

Variability of Daily Ensemble Run Simulations

A major research objective in this thesis deals with the performance of the various ensemble runs
in hydrological simulations in HBV. To answer this question, the standard deviation (absolute
variability) and coefficient of variation (relative variability) of the simulated runoff values per day and
measurement station subcatchment are calculated. Whether the precipitation and runoff variability
coincide over time and space is both in numbers and visually verified. As the days prior to a runoff
peak event are mainly responsible for the different runoff behaviour, the variability analysis focuses
on the characteristics of the five days prior to a runoff peak and the runoff peak day itself. Further
details on this event detection are explained in the following chapter 5.5.3 Variability of Ensemble
Runs within 5 Days prior to Runoff Peak. For all those peak events, the absolute precipitation as well
as runoff ensemble spread per day and measurement station subcatchment (MSC) are assumed to
increase with higher precipitation sum. This assumption is based on the mathematical calculation
of the standard deviation which does not standardise the spread value by the precipitation sum. To
overcome this bias, the relative ensemble spread is also provided.

5.5.3

Variability of Ensemble Runs within 5 Days prior to Runoff Peak

The previous analysis focused on differences and variability including all ensemble runs and the
entire validation period of about 17 years. However, the ability to capture uncertainties in model
simulation over such a large data amount—one of the main advantages of probabilistic data—is
quite low. These interesting but infrequent events are likely to be masked out by the large amount
of data and the calculation of various averages. Therefore, and because large amounts of runoff
accumulated prior to such events pose great risks, the five days prior to a runoff peak and the peak
day itself are examined more closely. A special focus is given to the runoff during heavy
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precipitation events. For this objective, runoff peaks must be identified. The runoff peaks are, for
comparative purposes, defined in the probabilistic data set mean, to which the ensemble run data
are attached in a later step. A simulated runoff value is classified as a peak if it meets all of the three
following conditions: (1) the value is the highest runoff value in a time window of six days; (2) the
precipitation three days prior to the considered day exceeds 1 mm per day; and (3) the simulated
runoff is higher than the third percentile of all simulated runoff values (= 2.1725 mm per day). The
first and second condition are set to find noticeable changes in the runoff because of precipitation.
To ignore very small runoff fluctuations for peak classification which are less important for
minimising flood risks, environmental planning, etc., the last condition is introduced. For each
measurement station catchment, the five days prior to a runoff peak in the ensemble data set mean
are extracted. Because the day of a runoff peak in the individual ensemble runs does not always
coincide with the dates in the ensemble data set mean, a moving window of three days (one day
prior/after the runoff peak in ensemble mean) is used to select the corresponding runoff peak
within each ensemble run. The resulting data includes precipitation and simulated runoff values for
each ensemble run and the ensemble mean five days prior as well as on the runoff peak days.
The data set is used to derive a number of indicators, namely (1) the absolute and relative precipitation
and runoff ensemble spread, (2) the runoff peak, (3) the precipitation sum, (4) the ratio of runoff peak to precipitation
sum and (5) the runoff range. All of them quantify the different behaviour of precipitation and runoff
prior to a (2) runoff peak event. First, the respective performances of the ensemble runs are described
with the (1) absolute ensemble spread (standard deviation) and relative ensemble spread (coefficient of
variation). It is expected that the absolute spread of (3) precipitation sum and runoff peak positively
correlate with the increasing precipitation sum per runoff peak event. The effect of large numbers
is mainly responsible for this trend, which is why—in the same way as before—the relative
ensemble spread is used to eliminate this bias in the analysis. The difference between the ensemble
spreads for either precipitation and runoff give indication to the uncertainty and variability of the
computed values. In order to consider not only the differences on the day of the runoff peak and
the precipitation sum responsible for this, the range of precipitation and runoff values in the 5 days
prior to a runoff peak event are calculated for each ensemble run and examined as a function of
the precipitation sum. Second, (4) the ratio of runoff peak to precipitation sum is calculated as an
approximation of the runoff coefficient to describe the character of runoff peak events. This simplified
calculation is based on the runoff coefficient defined by Hendriks (2010). It uses the runoff
coefficient on a storm basis defined as quickflow volume [mm] as a percentage of the precipitation
volume [mm]. The runoff coefficient is expected to be higher for runoff peak events with very
small precipitation sums and runoff peaks. Such observations are most likely accompanied by the
occurrence of snow fall during the winter months rather than by heavy precipitation events which
go with an increase in runoff volume. This expectation contrasts with to those of the runoff peak
flows and precipitation sum. To emphasise the observation, the behaviour of the runoff peak and
(5) runoff range depending on the precipitation sum during the runoff peak events illustrate the
relationships between meteorological and hydrological processes. With this detailed analysis, the
variability of the ensemble runs is quantified. The 10th and 90th percentiles show how many events
are responsible for this very small and large variability, respectively.
The indicators introduced above represent the behaviour of the runoff peak events in its entirety.
As outlined in chapter 5.3.4 Heavy Precipitation Events, heavy precipitation events are particularly
noteworthy. With an interest in the impact of such heavy precipitation events on runoff, for
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example from the perspective of natural hazard management, the behaviour of runoff during these
days is examined more closely. This approach builds on the definition of Rafieeinasab et al. (2015),
which also determines the runoff peak events depending on precipitation thresholds per
subcatchment and focuses on the response of runoff peaks to precipitation event. The heavy
precipitation definition in chapter 5.3.4 Heavy Precipitation Events distinguishes between regional,
convective and large-scale, stratiform events. Since the spatial resolution in runoff modelling is
lower and features a higher variability than in the prior meteorological analysis, the evaluation of
runoff during heavy precipitation events is limited to stratiform events. The runoff data of all
ensemble runs as well as for the ensemble mean within a timeframe of two days prior to and three
days after the heavy precipitation record are selected for further analysis. If the time lag from a
precipitation event to the change in runoff is measured, a time lag of two days on average can be
determined. In order to also monitor the reaction of the runoff after the peak flow, three days after
the peak are included. The analysis can either focus on a single event or the different behaviour of
several events in terms of precipitation and runoff simulation. On an event basis, the performance
of the ensemble runs during one event are considered. It becomes apparent how great the
simulation uncertainty is and how the uncertainty differs within the days investigated. In contrast,
the different characters of runoff peak events are described, showing their course in the
probabilistic data set mean.

5.5.4

Differences of RhiresD and RhydchprobD Simulations

So far, the research work mostly focuses on the performance of the probabilistic data set. As a last
aspect in this thesis (RO.3.3), however, the difference of the established deterministic and the
probabilistic data set mean with regard to simulations of hydrological processes are examined.
According to the expectations in chapter 5.3.6 Precipitation Variability between Deterministic Data Set
and Probabilistic Data Set Mean, the difference between the runoff simulations based on the
deterministic (RhiresD) and the probabilistic data set (RhydchprobD probabilistic data set mean) should
be negligible. Nevertheless, the simulated runoff difference of the two data sets is quantified. This
comparison gives a first impression of the simulation performance. Nevertheless, the absolute
difference between the two data sets gives no indication of how well simulations approximate the
observed values. For this reason, two further indicators for the data set comparison are calculated,
namely (1) the deviation of either simulated values to the observed runoff and (2) the quantification
of the frequencies each data type perform better. The deviation from observed runoff is used as a
measure for simulation performance, i.e. the larger the deviation of a simulated value from the
observed value, the worse the model performs. Combined with the information of precipitation
sum—the precipitation is mainly responsible for runoff changes—the visual analysis of runoff time
series indicates whether the performance of the data types depends on the amount of precipitation.
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6

Results

As outlined in the methodology (chapter 5 Methods), the first main section «meteorology» (6.1
Meteorological Data Analysis) is followed by a minor section featuring the description of the model
performance (6.2 Hydrological Simulations in HVB) leading into the second main section «hydrology»
(6.3 Hydrological Data Analysis). In both main sections, the intra-ensemble variability (RO.1.1 and
RO.3.1) within the probabilistic data set are quantified by the measures described in the previous
chapter. As events of great interest, the behaviour of the variability during heavy precipitation
events will be examined more closely (RO.1.2 and RO.3.2). The RO.1.3 and RO.3.3 aim to describe
the coincidence of the deterministic and probabilistic data sets. Based on all these results,
statements on the influence of the new data set on hydrological simulations in HBV can later be
formulated (RO.2).

6.1

Meteorological Data Analysis

The first main section focuses on the natural fluctuation of precipitation patterns, as well as on the
uncertainty involved in estimating precipitation. Chapter 6.1.1 gives an overview of the natural
precipitation occurrence in the catchment Andelfingen. Based on the knowledge of the natural
variability, the following chapters 6.1.2–6.1.5 deal with the variability in the form of methdological
uncertainties. A distinction is made between daily precipitation uncertainties, the behaviour during
heavy precipitation events, the dependence of interpolation accuracy on spatio-temporal resolution
(scale), and the data set variabilities between the RhiresD and RhydchprobD.

6.1.1

Natural Precipitation Variability

At the beginning of this thesis, it was pointed out that variability in relation to precipitation can be
understood either as the natural pattern of precipitation occurrence or the uncertainty of
precipitation sum estimation. To later distinguish between natural and methodological variability
in the results, the natural meteorological variations of the study area Andelfingen are described. For
this purpose, the variability of precipitation is considered on different temporal units: (1) daily, (2)
precipitation period, (3) longer timeframes such as months, seasons and years. The variability
analysis is related to different influencing factors and parameters, namely the type of precipitation
generation, the duration of a precipitation period, the precipitation sum or the long-term variability
quantified using the standard deviation.
(1) The topography of the catchment combined with the type of precipitation generation
(convective or stratiform) explains the main pattern precipitation occurrence. While convective
precipitation occurs with a moderate intensity but at shorter intervals in higher altitudes (long-term
mean ~4.9 mm per day in subcatchment TEZGNR40 #19 to #40), such spontaneous precipitation
caused by raising humid air is less frequent and intense in lowlands (long-term mean ~3.7 mm per
day in subcatchment TEZGNR40 #1 to #18). Such spatial differences are also visible for
stratiform precipitation with an average precipitation sum of 9.3 mm per day for the lowlands and
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13 mm per day for mountainous areas, respectively (Figure 19). Those results clearly reflect a strong
spatial correlation for natural precipitation occurrence and intensity.

Figure 19: Precipitation events divided according to their type of origin: «convective» or «stratiform».
Precipitation events with a precipitation sum less than 1 mm are defined as «no precipitation event». The symbol
size of a precipitation events is depending on the precipitation sum found in the data set mean.

Beside the location, the season is an important driver for precipitation generation types. These
findings result in the following spatio-temporal patterns: Stratiform precipitation appears more
frequently and with a higher intensity in the summer months May to August in all subcatchments
TEZGNR40 (Figure 20). For convective precipitation, a more variable spatio-temporal correlation
can be determined. The clear seasonal difference in intensity and occurrence for convective
precipitation is most noticeable in the high mountainous subcatchments TEZGNR40 (#30 to
#40 with average elevation > 1 000 m a.s.l.) during July and August.
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Figure 20: Average number of precipitation events per month divided according to their type of origin:
«convective» or «stratiform». With the exemplary subcatchments TEZGNR40 #5, #14, #29 and #36 the seasonal
patterns of precipitation events are illustrated.

(2) Precipitation occurrences, which constitute a natural phenomenon, are not linked to the
classification of a day. It is therefore important to look at the precipitation pattern over a longer
time period. According to the methodology described in chapter 5.3.1 Precipitation Event and Period,
precipitation periods are defined as precipitation events lasting several days with an intensity of
more than 1 mm per day. As seen in Figure 21, exemplary for the entire catchment Andelfingen in
summer 1999, the definition of individual precipitation periods differs between ensemble runs. The
differences are attributed to the distinct ensemble run values and the threshold value for a
precipitation-relevant day. Over a hydrological year, however, neither the period count of
precipitation periods of the individual ensemble runs nor the average period count of such events
in the different measurement station catchments (MSC) differ significantly (Figure 21). Because the
precipitation periods are later used in the runoff analysis, the precipitation variability is shown for
the MSCs and not the subcatchments TEZGNR40.
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Figure 21: Precipitation period definition per ensemble run (left) and the precipitation period count per
month and MSC (right). The average period count and mean duration of precipitation periods depends on the
seasonality.

Contrary to the weak period count dependency on ensemble runs and space, clear seasonal patterns
can be seen in the period count of precipitation periods. The increased occurrence of stratiform
precipitation in summer months leads to longer precipitation periods, especially in June (Figure
21). The long-term average in June is 2.56 periods per month, with an average event duration of
10.4 days. The precipitation periods last longest in the MSC 2374. This spatial occurrence is
certainly linked to the topography. The steep flanks of the Säntis mountain begin in this area which
force the humid air mass to rise. In contrast, August is the month with the highest average period
count of 4.06 periods in all MSC, but these are clearly of shorter duration (average 3.77 days).
Figure 21 shows that in the long-term average, the natural variability of precipitation periods is
more significant for temporal than for spatial differences.
Based on the periods of precipitation, it is determined whether intra-annual patterns emerge and
how the ensemble runs vary. Therefore, the natural, annual variability in precipitation periods is
shown for the ensemble runs (Figure 22) as well as depending on the duration and mean
precipitation sum per period (Figure 23). Differentiating the precipitation periods per hydrological
year makes it possible to visualise natural fluctuations in precipitation occurrence. Although the
annual precipitation sum of the example years 1999, 2003 and 2013 differ considerably (1 691,
1 055 and 1 341 mm per year, respectively), only small differences in the period count of
precipitation periods (between 30 to 40 periods per MSC and year) can be detected. From this
observation it can be concluded that the number of rain events is relatively constant over the years,
but their duration and intensity vary greatly. These irregularities are responsible for the annual
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precipitation sums. The data indicates that the amount of precipitation per event depends on the
duration of the event. In 1999, one of the wettest years in the study period (1691 mm per year),
precipitation periods are above average in duration and intensity. In the extraordinary dry year 2003
(1055 mm per year), however, these precipitation periods are characterised by short durations and
low intensities. A trend analysis of the change in precipitation is deliberately omitted, as this is not
the focus of this thesis and requires further research (reference to studies on climate change e.g.
EEA 2009). Inter-annual patterns regarding the event duration and intensity within the ensemble
runs or various MSC cannot be observed. Only the small-size MSC 2374 shows, as already in the
long-term monthly average, a weak conspicuousness. Although not in the period count, most years
record the highest values in terms of duration and intensity in this area (Figure 22 and 23). This
annual balance supports the previous assumption that the precipitation periods for the ensemble
runs are not the same, but that there are no major inter-annually differences.

Figure 22: Precipitation period count of each ensemble run per MSC for the hydrological years 1999, 2003
and 2013. Because of the precipitation period definition, the count of such periods varies across the ensemble runs.
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Figure 23: Precipitation periods per MSC depending on their duration and precipitation sum for the
hydrological years 1999, 2003 and 2013. The figure illustrates the positive correlation of precipitation sum and
duration of precipitation periods.

(3) Finally, on the subject of precipitation occurrences in the study area, the natural variability on
larger timeframe is analysed. The standard deviation of the precipitation values of the individual
ensemble runs is considered as a measure of variability for the subcatchments TEZGNR40. It is
assumed that larger weather differences are reflected in a larger interpolation uncertainty and
consequently in a larger standard deviation within the considered time-space unit. In the annual
overview, the more saturated colours of the subcatchments TEZGNR40 #1 to #18 show that the
interpolated ensemble values vary slightly less in the lowlands than in the mountainous areas
(Figure 24). Over the years, the variability fluctuates in an irregular pattern (from 2.4 to 12.3 mm
per day). On the monthly and seasonal scale, the spatial and temporal differences become more
clearly visible: the variability of the ensemble runs increases with the higher precipitation volume
in the summer months. The positive correlation between variability and altitude is also
strengthened. The extent to which the probabilistic precipitation uncertainty follows a spatial or
temporal pattern will be discussed in the next sections.
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Figure 24: Natural variability of precipitation. The natural variability is characterised by the absolute variability
(standard deviation) within the probabilistic data set RhydchprobD for the time scales year, season and month.

6.1.2

Precipitation Variability within Ensemble Runs

After having pointed out the natural variations of the precipitation occurrence in the catchment
Andelfingen in the previous part, the analysis on ensemble run variability builds on these results.
This section focuses on the intra-ensemble and inter-ensemble differences of the data set
RhydchprobD from several perspectives. These are (a) the precondition of normal distribution, (b)
the overall variability behaviour, (c) the annually variability behaviour, and (d) variability
dependency on precipitation sum.
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(a) Precondition of normal distribution
The evaluation of the ensemble runs spread yields the expected normal distribution. This random
distribution of the deviations from the probabilistic data set mean value in the individual runs can
be seen in Figure 25 exemplarily for the subcatchments TEZGNR40 #5, #14, #29 and #36. For
all ensemble runs, the values are randomly distributed around zero, independent of time and space.
Therefore, the ensemble runs are considered independent.

Figure 25: Deviation of ensemble run values from probabilistic data set means for the ensemble runs #05,
#14, #29 and #36. Negative deviations indicate higher ensemble run values compared to the probabilistic data set
means whereas positive deviations illustrate smaller ensemble run values.

(b) Overall variability behaviour
As the data set RhydchprobD fulfils the precondition of being normally distributed, the ensemble
can be used for uncertainty examinations. The normal distribution is important for the uncertainty
analysis insofar as the results are not biased by the ensemble run number, i.e. a certain parameter
set does not always lead to an overestimating/underestimating ensemble run. One of the major
advantages of the probabilistic data set is the provision of an equally likely ensemble of precipitation
realisations per time and space unit. It is therefore of great interest how these realizations differ.
As described in the methodology (chapter 5.2 Measures of Variability), the absolute ensemble spread
(standard deviation) and the relative ensemble spread (coefficient of variation) are used as measures of
dispersion. Not surprisingly, the absolute ensemble spread increases with higher precipitation
values due to the effect of large numbers. This absolute ensemble spread is shown in Figure 26 as
a grey band around the probabilistic data set mean curve. In order to standardise the mentioned
bias between precipitation volume and variability, the relative ensemble spread is applied. In Figure
26 it is clearly evident that the relative variability measure changes on a different scale, almost no
variability of the relative ensemble spread is visible. The maximum difference of precipitation
realisations in absolute terms is more than twice as large as in relative terms (59 mm per day and
26 mm per day, respectively).
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Figure 26: Methodological variability. The value range of the ensemble runs (grey) together with the probabilistic
data set mean (black) and the resulting relative variability (red) for the exemplary subcatchment TEZGNR40 #29
for the months May to August in the hydrological year 1999. The figure illustrates the relationship of a higher value
range and relative variability in combination with an increasing precipitation sum.

These maximum spread values should, however, be considered in relation to the 5/95th percentiles:
for both absolute and relative variability, the lowest 5% of the data points show a variability of 0
mm per day whereas 95% of the data are below a spread of 3.15 mm per day for the absolute
variability and 2.35 mm per day for the relative variability, respectively. Especially the spread values
for the 95th percentile clarify that only less than 5% of the data—but which nevertheless still covers
43 160 entries (i.e. ensemble spread in one of the subcatchments TEZGNR40 on one day)—are
responsible for the large variability range. A closer inspection of the highest 5% relative spreads
shows that the high values are attributable to the calculation definition of the relative ensemble
spread. In order for a relative variability to be calculated on a day and subcatchment TEZGNR40,
the assumed threshold value must exceed a minimum precipitation amount of 1 mm per day. If
the relative spread for a subcatchment TEZGNR40 with an average precipitation slightly above 1
mm per day is calculated, this computation will almost certainly give a large relative variability
measure. This assumption is supported by the fact that 95% of the precipitation values of these
5% very high relative spread entries are less than 5.1 mm per day.
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(c) Annually variability behaviour
The analysis of natural precipitation variability has already shown that even in a catchment area of
about 1 000 km2, large temporal and spatial differences in precipitation occurrences are recognised.
In order to enable the detection of such spatio-temporal patterns in terms of interpolation
uncertainty, the ensemble spreads as a function of the probabilistic data set mean precipitation is
examined in greater detail for a single year. Taking the average meteorological year 2013 as an
example, the relative ensemble spread shows higher values more frequently in the months of May
to September. In addition, these variabilities occur more often in the higher elevation
subcatchments TEZGNR40 #19 to #40. This temporal and spatial clustering of the variability is
also unambiguously visible in the dry year 2003. In order to illustrate the spatio-temporal patterns,
only precipitation events with an intensity greater than the long-term mean per subcatchment
TEZGNR40 is shown in Figure 27. Small precipitation events can be found about the same
frequency all year round and in the entire catchment (see Figure 19 in chapter 6.1.1 Precipitation
events).

Figure 27: Precipitation events with an intensity greater than the long-term mean per subcatchment
TEZGNR40 in the hydrological year 2013. Each precipitation event is symbolised with the corresponding
precipitation sum of the probabilistic data set mean (size) and the absolute variability within the probabilistic data
set (colour). A spatio-temporal increase of precipitation sum and absolute variability for high elevation areas during
the summer months is recognisable.

(d) Variability dependency on precipitation sum
It appears that there is a certain correlation between ensemble spread and precipitation sum. To
highlight this, Figure 28 shows the absolute and the relative ensemble spread as a function of the
mean precipitation sum per day and subcatchment TEZGNR40. The distributions support the
statement that the ensemble spread depends more on the seasonality rather than on the spatial
situation. While the absolute ensemble spread enlarges with increasing precipitation, the relative
ensemble spread decreases. Except for February, when sporadic, more intense precipitation events
occur, the data points of the absolute and relative dispersion of the lowlands (subcatchment
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TEZGNR40 #1 to #18) and the high elevations (subcatchment TEZGNR40 #19 to #40) are
similar. From this observation it can be concluded that within the ensemble runs no large daily
spatial differences in precipitation variability are observed over the 58-year study period. While the
dispersion of the ensemble spreads and the mean precipitation sum are comparatively low in the
months of October to April, the gap is growing wider in summer. Both for low precipitation
occurrences as well as for heavy precipitation, the higher measures of dispersion become visible in
the summer months.

Figure 28: Precipitation events over the entire study period as a function of the absolute and the relative
variability and the daily precipitation sum of the probabilistic data set mean. The analysis is divided in
subcatchments TEZGNR40 in the lowlands (#1 to #18) and highlands (#19 to #40).

6.1.3

Heavy Precipitation Events

The results of all precipitation events show that the heavy precipitation values are smoothed out
in the large amount of data because they occur less frequently. For the period 1. October 1961 to
30. September 2019 (58 years; 21 447 days), 1 571 days of heavy precipitation events are recorded,
according to the definition in chapter 5.3.4 Heavy Precipitation Events. Conversely to the general
precipitation analysis, heavy precipitation events occur more frequently in the form of convective
precipitation. Of all heavy precipitation events, 221 extend over the entire basin, which is equivalent
to stratiform precipitation. The remaining 1 350 events occur only in certain subcatchments
TEZGNR40. The results of heavy precipitation occurrence analysis can be divided into (a) spatial
and (b) temporal patterns.
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(a) With regards to spatial patterns, the occurrences of this particular type of precipitation event
correlates positively with the average elevation of the subcatchments TEZGNR40 (Figure 29). The
number of heavy precipitation events in the ten highest subcatchments TEZGNR40 is on average
about six times higher (~600 events) than in the ten lowest areas (~100 events). This comparison
is only valid because the catchments TEZGNR40 are about the same size. The spatial distribution
thus resembles the natural pattern of precipitation in the catchment Andelfingen as outlined in
chapter 6.1.1 Natural Precipitation Variability.
(b) From a temporal perspective, convective events occur throughout the year, with higher
frequency in the summer months than in winter. However, apart from few exceptions, heavy
stratiform precipitation does not occur during the summer months. In more detail very few heavy
stratiform precipitation events occur in the summer months of June, July and August. By far the
most frequent heavy precipitation events occur in May, and occasionally in September to
December as well as in February and April.

Figure 29: Heavy precipitation events during the hydrological years 1999, 2003 and 2013. Events with a
precipitation sum above the long-term 95th percentile of the ensemble runs over the entire study period and
subcatchments TEZGNR40 are defined as heavy precipitation events (> 20 mm). The colour indicates the
precipitation generation type, green for convective and blue for stratiform precipitation, whereas the size of an event
shows the precipitation sum.
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Figure 30: Convective precipitation event count per subcatchment TEZGNR40. The number of convective
precipitation events positively corelates with the subcatchment’s mean elevation.

Now spatial and temporal patterns of heavy precipitation occurrences have been explained, the
interpolation uncertainty of such events is appended. The values of the ensemble variability indicate
that the highest interpolation uncertainties are attributable to very strong heavy precipitation
events. Since the heavy precipitation event definition already excludes very low precipitation values
and thus very high, precipitation-dependent ensemble variability, only the absolute ensemble
spread is used as a measure in the extreme event analysis. If this weren’t the case, the variability
would be considered twice as a function of the precipitation sum. The maximum absolute
variability of 23.5 mm per day for heavy precipitation events—which corresponds to a precipitation
range of 113 mm per day—is over three times larger than the 95th percentile value (approximately
7.04 mm per day). Since the study period of about 58 years is relatively long, the 5% with the
highest variability still correspond to 59 occurrences. This is equal to one very strong heavy event
featuring very high interpolation uncertainty per year and thus should not be neglected.
Furthermore, the uncertainty in heavy precipitation estimation shows a high spatio-temporal
correlation with the type of precipitation generation. As Figure 31 shows, the ensemble variabilities
for less frequent, stratiform heavy precipitation events are considerably higher than for convective
events, which is emphasised by the average absolute ensemble spreads of 4.42 and 3.68 mm per
day, respectively. The majority of the data (within the 5/95th percentiles) are estimated with an
uncertainty of 1.85 to 6.37 mm per day for convective precipitation and 2.10 to 9.81 mm per day
for stratiform events. This relationship is well illustrated by the two stratiform heavy precipitation
events in June 1999 and the one event in June 2013 by the darker coloured points compared to
other heavy precipitation events (Figure 31). In summary, the results show that the ensemble
variability is dependent on the generation type of precipitation. Due to the natural seasonal
dependence of precipitation formation, variability also fluctuates inter-annually.
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Figure 31: Absolute variability of heavy precipitation events during the hydrological years 1999, 2003 and
2013. The illustration on the left shows all extracted heavy precipitation events (see Figure 29) with the
corresponding absolute variability (colour) and precipitation sum (size). How the number of events are distributed
across the generation types «convective» and «stratiform» and the absolute variability can be seen in the graphs
on the right.

6.1.4

Aggregation of Meteorological Data

The results in the previous chapters showed that precipitation occurrences feature a high spatial
and temporal variability due to natural and mathematical processes. Whether such variabilities are
significant over a longer time period and over a larger area is to be found out by applying three
different aggregations. More precisely, it is first examined separately for (a) the temporal
aggregation and (b) the spatial aggregation followed by (c) the combined spatio-temporal
aggregation over which time/space the uncertainties remain recognisable or whether they are
smoothed out over time. The analysis should provide indications of desirable spatio-temporal
resolution for precipitation data.
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(a) Temporal Aggregation
The first aggregation analysis is on the persistence of the ensemble variability over time. Figure 32
shows the relative ensemble spread values aggregated over time with different moving windows
(1, 2, 3, 7, 14 and 30 days) for the exemplary years 1999, 2003 and 2013. Up to the aggregation
window of 7 days, only small differences are discernible, regardless of the seasonality. The temporal
aggregation of less than a week is not sufficient to noticeably smooth out even small local
variability, which can be seen in the remaining variable events (darker coloured tiles) for the
aggregation levels of 1, 2, 3, 7 days. The same pattern can be seen for the precipitation sum (Figure
32). This auxiliary information allows to link the relative ensemble spread with the amount of
precipitation. Even the shorter but heavier precipitation events remain visible up to an aggregation
window of one week. Only after two weeks does a more homogeneous, less variable pattern
become apparent. With an aggregation window of 30 days, 95% of the precipitation events show
a relative ensemble spread of less than 0.11 mm per day with a precipitation sum less than 14.5
mm per day. This is a 76% decrease in relative variability (0.47 mm per day) and a 58% decrease in
intensity from the time resolution of 1 to 30 days. Despite the temporal aggregation, the spatiotemporal variability patterns found in the previous sections remain visible. In other words,
precipitation events in the higher-lying areas and in late spring or early autumn days are estimated
with a higher uncertainty even with an aggregation window of one week.
The empirical cumulative density function (ECDF) represents the distribution of the relative
ensemble spread values equivalent to the percentile in a graphical, descriptive way (Figure 33 and
34). Independent of the year and the corresponding precipitation amount, the number of very low
relative ensemble spreads decreases with increasing number of aggregation days. While initially,
more than 50% of the values have a relative ensemble spread of 0 mm per day, this extent drops
to less than 10% for 30 days. The range of spread values, in which a large part of the data varies,
is also decreasing, i.e. the curve of the ECDF is becoming increasingly steeper. Whereas a large
part of the data variability originally had reached a relative ensemble spread of less than 0.75 mm
per day (red curve), this probability reaches only about 0.3 mm per day with an aggregation window
of 30 days (yellow curve). Overall, as can be seen in Figure 33, the ECDF curves differ only
minimally in their course between the study years. For the above-average wet year 1999 and the
average wet year 2013, the curves are almost identical, while for the very dry year 2003, the values
are on average somewhat higher at the beginning. This leads to less steep and slightly closer curves,
especially the 30-day curve is closer to the 14-days-curve than in the other two years.
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Figure 32: Temporal data aggregation for the hydrological years 1999, 2003 and 2013. The probabilistic data
set is temporally aggregated with a rolling window of 1, 2, 3, 7, 14 and 30 days per subcatchment TEZGNR40. The
relative variability in the data set (first lines) as well as the precipitation sum (second line) per day and subcatchment
are illustrated.
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Figure 33: Empirical cumulative density function for the temporal aggregated data during the hydrological
years 1999, 2003 and 2013. The functions show the probability of an event to have a certain relative variability for
the aggregation windows 1, 2, 3, 7, 14 and 30 days.

In contrast to the observation level «year», on which only very slight differences become visible,
differences are recognisable in the spatio-temporal analysis. In all example subcatchments
TEZGNR40, the number of events for the initial ensemble spread of 0 mm per day decreases with
increasing mountainous character. Furthermore, the curves for all aggregation windows in areas
with a larger mean elevation increase less rapidly due to the higher precipitation variability. In the
same way as in other analysis, the largest ensemble run variability is still measured for the month
of June.
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Figure 34: Empirical Cumulative Density Function for the temporal aggregated data for subcatchments
TEZGNR40 #5, #14, #29 and #36. The functions show the probability of an event to have a certain relative variability
for the aggregation windows 1, 2, 3, 7, 14 and 30 days.

(b) Spatial Aggregation
The second aggregation analysis focusses on the persistence of the ensemble variability in space.
The Andelfingen catchment area TEZGNR1000 can be divided into the hydrological subcatchments
TEZGNR150 (see chapter 3 Study Site) in addition to the finer resolved subcatchments
TEZGNR40. As can be seen in Figure 35, the relative ensemble spread increases with a larger
spatial aggregation. This visual observation is also reflected in the statistical key figure: the value of
the 95th percentile increases for both the absolute and relative ensemble spread (the 5th percentile
remains close to 0 mm per day and is therefore not further considered). While 95% of the absolute
ensemble spreads are below 3.12 mm per day in the finest resolution, the value increases to 4.04
mm per day for the subcatchments TEZGNR150 and to 7.49 mm per day for the entire catchment
area TEZGNR1000. The picture is similar for the relative ensemble spreads, where the 95th
percentile increases from 0.47 mm per day to 0.6 mm per day and 1.02 mm per day, respectively.
However, because the local precipitation is distributed over a larger area during spatial aggregation,
the precipitation sum per area decreases proportionately (Figure 35).
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Figure 35: Spatial data aggregation for the hydrological years 1999, 2003 and 2013. The probabilistic data set
is spatially aggregated with the expansion of the hydrological units TEZGNR150 and TEZGNR1000. The relative
variability in the data set (first lines) as well as the precipitation sum (second line) per day and subcatchment are
illustrated.
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(c) Spatio-temporal aggregation
So far, the temporal and spatial scales have been investigated separately. But the moving window
as well as the ECDF allow to combine those levels. While the spatial aggregation by itself causes
an increase of the ensemble spreads, in combination with the temporal aggregation it strongly
decreases. How the statistical key figures, namely 50th percentile, 95th percentile and maximum
relative ensemble spread (100th percentile), decrease with spatio-temporal aggregation is shown in
Table 7 as well as in Figure 36. The visual consideration clearly shows the decrease of the relative
ensemble spread with lower spatio-temporal resolution. Half of the precipitation events on all
spatial aggregation levels show no ensemble spread (0 mm per day), most of them correlate shortlasting events (1 day) with small to moderate precipitation sums. If the temporal resolution is
decreased, this ensemble spread increases because of the higher variability up to the aggregation of
3 days. This development is visible in all spatial aggregation levels. With a temporal aggregation of
more than 3 days, the variability of the less variable half of the data set (below 50th percentile) also
follows the general development of the variability decrease.
Table 7: Relative variability values for the various spatio-temporal aggregation levels. The values for the 50th,
95th and 100th percentiles are given for the temporal aggregation windows of 1, 2, 3, 7, 14 and 30 days as well as
for the spatial extensions TEZGNR40, TEZGNR150 and TEZGNR1000.
50th percentile

95th percentile

100th percentile

TEZGNR

40

150

1000

40

150

1000

40

150

1000

1 day

0

0

0

0.47

0.35

0.20

3.95

1.72

0.52

2 days

0.08

0.06

0.03

0.39

0.28

0.14

3.46

1.27

0.50

3 days

0.09

0.07

0.03

0.34

0.24

0.12

3.35

1.04

0.47

7 days

0.08

0.06

0.03

0.25

0.17

0.08

1.64

0.86

0.26

14 days

0.07

0.05

0.03

0.18

0.12

0.06

1.10

0.66

0.19

30 days

0.06

0.04

0.02

0.11

0.08

0.03

0.44

0.23

0.07

Figure 36: Relative variability values for the various spatio-temporal aggregation levels. The values for the
50th, 95th and 100th percentiles are given for the temporal aggregation windows of 1, 2, 3, 7, 14 and 30 days as well
as for the spatial extensions TEZGNR40, TEZGNR150 and TEZGNR1000.
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Transferred to the ECDFs, the curves of TEZGNR150 and TEZGNR1000 consequently rise
steeper than for the subcatchments TEZGNR40. Precipitation events are below 0.5 mm per day
with almost 100% certainty in all spatio-temporal aggregations with only small differences between
TEZGNR150 and TEZGNR1000. The uncertainty level of 0.5 mm per day is half that of
TEZGNR40 subcatchments, for which a 100% certainty is only achieved at a level of 1 mm per
day. However, and independent of temporal aggregation, spatial aggregation implies that initially
fewer values show a variability of 0 mm per day. Apart from these two differences, the course of
the curves, especially the change with temporal aggregation, is similar to that of the ECDFs in the
previous section.

6.1.5

Precipitation Variability between Deterministic and Probabilistic Data Sets

Before the probabilistic data set has been realised for Switzerland, the deterministic data set was
used as a basis in various application fields. It is therefore interesting to find out how the novel
data set differs from the established one. For this purpose, the probabilistic data set means of
precipitation sums are compared to the deterministic data. If the individual runs rather than the
probabilistic data set mean had been compared with the deterministic data, this would mean 50
times more comparisons and thus a much more complex analysis. The deviation is defined as the
difference from the RhiresD data set to the RhydchprobD. Whereas half of the entries (approximately
420 000) have a deviation close to zero (~0.1 mm per day; 50th percentile), the range of 90% of the
values is equally represented between −1.04 and 1.09 mm per day (5th and 95th percentile,
respectively) within the total study period. Nevertheless, if the data set is reduced to the three
sample years 1999, 2003 and 2013 and four sample subcatchments TEZGNR40 #5, #14, #29 and
#36, small differences can be observed. In the same way as before, the reduction of data points
enables to discover irregularities. First, it is noticeable that in the lowlands (subcatchment
TEZGNR40 #5) there are conspicuously more deviations close to 0. With increasing altitude, the
values show a slightly larger distribution, even if in a very narrow range. Second, the distribution
of the values shifts from the lowlands to the mountains somewhat more from negative range into
the positive, i.e. the probabilistic data set mean often records lower values than the deterministic
data set values (Figure 37).
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Figure 37: Data set deviation of RhiresD and RhydchprobD. Negative deviations indicate a higher precipitation
estimation of the probabilistic data set mean compared to the deterministic data set while positive deviations
illustrate a higher precipitation estimation of the deterministic data set.

Based on the spatio-temporal variabilities explained previously, the question arises whether these
variabilities have an influence on the deviation of the data records. For this purpose, the deviations
are analysed in combination with the (a) precipitation sum and (b) the seasonality. (a) For 90% of
the precipitation values (between the 5th and 95th percentile) no dependence of the deviation of the
two data sets on precipitation sum can be established. The deviation varies between −1.04 and 1.09
mm per day for both small and strong precipitation occurrences. (b) On the temporal scale, it is
noticeable that the probabilistic data set mean tends to show higher values than the deterministic
data set in the winter months November to February for values within the 90th confidence interval.
Conversely, the deviations in the summer months are more positive, which are caused by higher
deterministic than mean probabilistic precipitation values. Nevertheless, it becomes clear that the
differences between the two data sets are very small and therefore negligible.
Since a majority of the data do not show any significant observations, the outliers are examined
more closely. The outliers outside the 90th confidence interval show three conspicuousness: (1) the
outliers occur mainly during the summer months; (2) they indicate that the averaged probabilistic
approach estimates higher precipitation values for stronger precipitation events. These coherences
result in more frequent negative deviations during the summer months (more in red saturated
points in Figure 38); (3) the subset also highlights the previous statement that higher deviations do
not only occur more frequently in the summer months, but also from a spatial perspective more
frequently in the mountainous areas. As with the findings within the 90th confidence interval,
however, it is pointed out that the deviations of the outliers are also very small.
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Figure 38: Data set deviation of RhiresD and RhydchprobD outside the value range -1.1 to 1.1 mm per day
for the hydrological year 2013. The precipitation events are illustrated with the corresponding data set variability
and precipitation sum.

6.2

Hydrological Simulations in HBV

The precipitation data analysed so far is used as an input to the HBV model which results in
predictions of the amount of water in rivers. This section summarises the results of these
simulations compared to observed values for the various calibration-validation versions (A) the
deterministic-probabilistic approach where the model is calibrated with the RhiresD data and
validated with the RhiresD and RhydchprobD ensemble runs in the recent 17 years; (B) the inverted
deterministic-probabilistic approach where the same data as in Version A is used but the time
periods of calibration and validation is inverted; and (C) the probabilistic-deterministic approach
where the calibration is done with the RhydchprobD ensemble runs, which are then used in the
validation with RhiresD for the same period as Version A.

6.2.1

HBV Model Calibration and Validation Version A

The standard Version A of the model calibration-validation uses the RhiresD data from
1st October 1977 to 30th September 1995 for calibration and the RhiresD and RhydchprobD data both
from 1st October 1998 to 30th September 2016 for validation. The HBV model calibration step
using the GAP for the RhiresD data sets results in ten equally reliable parameter sets for each
measurement station catchment. The best achieved results of model calibration for the individual
measurement station catchments are listed in Table 8. In general, the validation with the
probabilistic data set (RhydchprobD) compared to the one with the deterministic data set (RhiresD)
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does not increase the model accuracy. The resulting accuracy depends on the size in combination
with the elevation of the catchment, whereby the most precise calibration is achieved for
MSC 2386 (mean elevation 648 m a.s.l. and area 80.2 km2) and the most inaccurate for MSC 2112
(mean elevation 1 250 m a.s.l. and area 74.4 km2). A large catchment area has a higher variability of
processes affecting the runoff generation and thus an increased difficulty in simulating. In contrast,
precipitation in mountainous areas results almost one to one as runoff due to steeper flanks and
less deep soils which simplifies the runoff simulation.
Table 8: Model efficiency for the calibration and validation processes per MSC. The model efficiency is
characterised with the measures Reff and Volume Error. The validation values are given for the data sets RhiresD
and RhydchprobD whereas the model is only calibrated with the data set RhiresD.
RhiresD
Calibration
Measurement station
subcatchment

RhydchprobD
Validation

Validation

min

max

min

min

min

max

Reff for top ten GAP
results/Model efficiency

0.61

0.66

0.67

0.69

0.65

0.65

Volume Error

0.67

0.70

0.67

0.70

0.65

0.65

Reff for top ten GAP
results/Model efficiency

0.81

0.83

0.78

0.79

0.77

0.77

Volume Error

0.96

0.99

0.95

0.99

0.97

0.97

Reff for top ten GAP
results/Model efficiency

0.49

0.53

0.51

0.54

0.50

0.50

Volume Error

0.54

0.57

0.53

0.55

0.53

0.53

Reff for top ten GAP
results/Model efficiency

0.80

0.81

0.78

0.79

0.78

0.78

Volume Error

0.90

0.94

0.89

0.94

0.91

0.91

Reff for top ten GAP
results/Model efficiency

0.69

0.71

0.66

0.69

0.65

0.65

Volume Error

0.74

0.78

0.70

0.73

0.70

0.70

Reff for top ten GAP
results/Model efficiency

0.55

0.58

0.56

0.59

0.54

0.54

Volume Error

0.58

0.61

0.57

0.6

0.56

0.56

Reff for top ten GAP
results/Model efficiency

0.42

0.45

0.44

0.47

0.42

0.42

Volume Error

0.49

0.51

0.49

0.50

0.47

0.47

Reff for top ten GAP
results/Model efficiency

0.28

0.30

0.32

0.37

0.30

0.30

Volume Error

0.43

0.44

0.44

0.46

0.43

0.43

2044; Andelfingen

2386; Frauenfeld

2181; Halden

2126; Wängi

2374; Mogelsberg

2468; St.Gallen

2303; Jonschwil

2112; Appenzell

The aim of the automatic model parameter calibration using GAP is to minimize total prediction
uncertainty. The evaluation of the 80 best performance GAP parameter sets from all catchments
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with the RhiresD data show the parameters PERC (maximal flow from upper to lower box), CFR
(refreezing coefficient) and CWH (water holding capacity) to be the most volatile. As in previous
results, the higher altitudes show more uncertain parameters within the possible parameter range,
for example MSC 2374 with the PERC range of 1.23 mm per day (defined range is 0 to 3 mm per
day), MSC 2468 with the CFR range of 0.09 (defined range is 0 to 0.1) and MSC 2303 with the
CWH range of 0.1 (defined range is 0 to 0.2). Nevertheless, a significant correlation between the
catchment size and the parameter uncertainty cannot be identified. The parameter ranges are
chosen so that none of the best performances exceed the defined limits (see Table 4 in chapter
5.4.2 HBV Model Calibration).
From the model efficiency measures in Table 8, it can be concluded that except for the MSC 2112
the model performance is sufficient. The change in performance between calibration and validation
is twofold: while for the MSC 2044 and 2112 a slight increase of the model efficiency and volume
error can be noticed, for all other catchments the performance remains the same or even decreases.
However, the transitions are marginal.

6.2.2

HBV Model Calibration and Validation Versions B and C

It has already been pointed out in the methodology that the results from the standard deterministicprobabilistic approach used (Version A) do not fully meet the expectations. In contrast to the
meteorological analysis, relatively small ensemble spreads are present in the hydrographs. For this
reason, two further simulation approaches are applied: Version B is calibrated and validated with
swapped time period whereas Version C is calibrated with the ensemble data set RhydchprobD and
validated with the RhiresD data set. The accuracy of these simulation alternatives for each MSC is
compared to each other using three different approaches. The first approach analyses the model
efficiency measure. Figure 39 shows these measures for the different simulation versions. From
the scattered points on the y-dimension it can be seen that the runoff for the individual MSCs is
generally simulated with very different accuracy. However, the results differ only minimally
between the simulation Versions A, B and C, visible in the slightly different values on the
x-dimension. It should be noted in particular that the efficiency of Version A and C does not differ
in all MSC. In some cases, the results in the Version B are slightly lower (MSC 2386, 2126, 2112) or
higher (MSC 2374) than A and C. Overall, the simulation results of the different approaches lead,
however, to very similar results. The second approach focuses on the comparison of the parameter
sets. The analysis of the parameter sets resulting from the GAP-calibrations and used for the
simulations leads to the conclusion that no significant patterns can be found both between the
MSC and between the approaches A, B and C (see appendix A.1 Additional Illustrations Figure 67).
All parameters spread over the predefined range. Finally, several measures such as the average
observed and simulated runoff, observed and simulated time to peak or number of runoff peak
events are compared. All this analysis shows very similar behaviour which underlines the similarity
of the simulation results.
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Figure 39: Model efficiencies for the various calibration-validation-versions per MSC.

6.3

Hydrological Data Analysis

The results of HBV simulations are runoff estimates for all MSCs for 17 hydrological years (1999
to 2016). The following sections focus on the variability analysis of these outputs. In a first step
(6.3.1), the deviation of simulated and observed values is described. The absolute deviation is
complemented by two descriptive measures for runoff events, namely time to peak and event duration.
Both are used to characterise the performance of the probabilistic data set in hydrological
simulations compared to observed values. The accuracy quantification is followed by the inter- and
intra-ensemble variability analysis of the runoff data using the measures absolute and relative
ensemble spread. This second part (6.3.2) puts the runoff simulation uncertainties in the context
of space (MSC) and time (seasons). In a third part (6.3.3 and 6.3.4), it is investigated whether the
precipitation variability correlates with the runoff variability. The focus thereby lies on two special
subsets: the runoff behaviour is specifically observed on the five days prior to a runoff peak and
during heavy precipitation events. In the final part (6.3.5), the coincidence of the deterministic
(RhiresD) and the probabilistic data set (RhydchprobD ensemble mean) are identified analogue to the
meteorological analysis.

6.3.1

Runoff Deviation

The consistent model performances <1.0 listed in chapter 6.2.1 HBV Model Calibration and
Validation Version A already give evidence of deviating simulation values (Qsim) from the observed
runoff values (Qobs). On average the simulations underestimate the runoff by 1.05 mm per day
(5th percentile = −0.91 mm per day, 95th percentile = 4.40 mm per day; negative values indicate
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higher simulation than observed values). Only in 20% of the simulations the runoff is
overestimated (20th percentile = 0.08 mm per day). The model efficiency in the previous section
showed a weak size-dependent performance, which is why such a dependency is questioned also
for the deviation. Although a dependency of the deviation on MSC size could be expected, the
analysis contradicts this assumption. The comparably equally-sized MSC 2126, 2374 and 2112 show
very different mean deviations (Figure 40): (a) the simulated runoff values in MSC 2126 differ only
slightly from the observed runoff with the highest deviation in winter (0.39 mm per day), while (b)
the simulations in MSC 2374/2112 deviate up to 1.11/3.18 mm per day from the observations in
spring/fall. The deviation in the entire catchment MSC 2044 with an annual average of less than
1 mm per day is comparably small. Still, there remain some noteworthy correlations. On the one
hand, from a spatial perspective the runoff in mountainous catchments is, according to the
deviation results, more uncertain to simulate. Even though the mean elevation of MSC 2181 is not
that high, it extends over the MSC 2374, 2468, 2303 and 2112 and thus it remains more complex
to simulate the runoff. On the other hand, from a temporal perspective, the simulated values are
generally higher underestimated in spring and summer months, when the majority of snowmelt
flows down the streams and overlaps with an accumulation of precipitation occurrence.

Figure 40: Average deviation between simulated to observed runoff per season and MSC. A positive deviation
illustrates higher observed runoff values compared to simulated values whereas a negative deviation indicates on
average higher simulated runoff values compared to observed values.

Runoff Peak Event Characteristics
The previous sections have analysed the difference of Qsim and Qobs on a daily basis. Since the
runoff is a complex system (e.g. Gobiet et al. 2014) and often has a reaction time of several days
(EEA 2009), the differences between the simulated and observed values are examined on a larger
temporal scale. Based on the same precipitation period classification as in the meteorological
analysis (see chapter 5.3.1 Precipitation Event and Period), the difference between the simulated
(probabilistic data set mean) and observed runoff peak event characteristics are examined.
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Figure 41 and Table 9 show that the simulation and observation do not significantly distinguish in
terms of time to peak.
Table 9: Time to runoff peak simulated and observed. The 5th, 50th and 95th percentile values are listed for the
observed as well as the simulated data.
observed

simulated

1 day

1 day

50 percentile

2 days

3 days

95th percentile

9 days

10 days

5th percentile
th

The range of time to peak is slightly higher during the above average wet year 1999 compared to the
other exemplary years 2003 and 2013. Nevertheless, the median value of time to peak does neither
differ between observed and simulated runoff nor between the individual years. Additionally, no
differences in the median time to peak values between the MSCs can be detected although several
outliers exist for example in the MSC 2044 and 2374.

Figure 41: Time to runoff peak observed and simulated during the hydrological years 1999, 2003 and 2013
per MSC.

The previous results have shown that there are no significant differences in observed and simulated
time to peak intra-annually and within the MSCs. In contrast, temporal patterns become visible in
the values on a monthly consideration. For the monthly differentiation, the day of precipitation
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start per event is decisive. Figure 42 illustrates the negligible difference of Qsim and Qobs on a runoff
peak event scale. The inclination of the lines is independent of seasonality very close to 1. But the
perspective reveals a dependency of time to peak on the duration of precipitation period and the
precipitation sum. Runoff events with a time to peak less than five days (which cover 83% of all runoff
events) last on average for three days (95th percentile = 13 days) with an intensity of 13.5 mm per
day (95th percentile = 43.3 mm per day). Those events are visualised in small, light green points in
the lower left corner in Figure 42. The remaining 17 % of the runoff events are characterised by
an average precipitation amount of 46.6 mm (95th percentile = 132.5 mm) over a period of eight
days (95th percentile = 19 days). By far the highest values are recorded in June, illustrated in dark
green, larger bubbles. In summary, this means that a prolonged precipitation period is linked to a
larger precipitation sum and causes a delay in the runoff peak.

Figure 42: Precipitation periods during the hydrological years 1999, 2003 and 2013 as a function of
precipitation sum and duration. The precipitation periods are illustrated with the corresponding probabilistic data
set mean of precipitation sum (size) and duration (colour).

The statistical differentiation of the time to peak analysis on monthly basis looks consequently
slightly more variable (Figure 43). In January 90% of all runoff peaks (between 5th and 95th
percentile) are reached on average within two days (value range of one to six days), whereas in
August it takes on average three days to reach the runoff peak. However, this period is increasingly
delayed by up to 17 days (95th percentile in MSC 2044). The similar temporal pattern within the
MSC—although with slightly different value ranges—suggests that the variability of time to peak
depends heavily on seasonality rather than on catchment size and topography. This observation is
similar to the difference found between Qsim and Qobs.
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Figure 43: Simulated time to runoff peak per MSC and month. The figure shows the spatio-temporal patterns
of the time between the first precipitation and the following runoff peak.

While the time span from first precipitation record to the runoff peak has been analysed previously,
the relationship between the day of the precipitation peak and runoff peak is analysed in the following
part. This relationship is graphically shown in Figure 44, in which the entire precipitation period is
visualised as a black line and the moment of the runoff peak as a point. In addition, the runoff peak is
marked depending on the duration of precipitation (colour) and the runoff peak flow (size).
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Figure 44: The influence of precipitation periods on runoff. The entire precipitation period is visualised as a
black line and the moment of the runoff peak as a point. In addition, the runoff peak is altered depending on the
duration of precipitation (colour) and the runoff peak flow (size).

The character of precipitation periods is highly variable and can be described with several
parameters. Aside from the duration of an event and the time to runoff peak, the time at which a large
amount of precipitation is discharged into the runoff is of great importance for risk mitigation. For
this reason, the time lag of precipitation to runoff peak is calculated. Figure 45 illustrates the distributions
for observed and simulated values. The simulations do not distinctively differ from the observation.
In both analyses, the median time lag value is two days, i.e. in half of the precipitation periods the
runoff peak is delayed by two days to the precipitation peak. Nevertheless, the observed time lag
values are often 1 day longer. The higher value for the observed values in almost all MSCs indicates
that the simulation predicts the runoff peak somewhat earlier. This finding is underlined by the
distribution of values in Figure 46. Unlike the time to peak, the Figure 46 also illustrates that the time
lag is not significantly dependent on seasonality, nor on the sum of precipitation per precipitation
period. Only a slight tendency towards longer events for larger time lags is observable for the months
March, June, July, August, September and December. It is further noticeable that 5% of the events
have a negative time lag of two days on average. This case occurs when the runoff peak is recorded
on average two days prior to the precipitation peak. On closer inspection, it is apparent that such
a relationship exists especially in the combination of long-lasting events (on average 7 days) and
low precipitation sum (on average with 22 mm per period).
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Figure 45: Time lag between precipitation and runoff peak during the hydrological years 1999, 2003 and
2013 calculated with the simulated and observed data per MSC.
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Figure 46: Precipitation periods as a function of the time lag between precipitation and runoff peak
observed and simulated. The precipitation periods are illustrated with the corresponding duration (colour) and
precipitation sum (size).

From the parameters presented, it can be concluded that the simulations underestimate the runoff
values in general and particularly often in the summer months. Considering the runoff behaviour
during the precipitation periods, it becomes apparent that the time to runoff peak is delayed with
increasing duration of a precipitation period. This dependency also increases during the summer
months. However, the time lag of the precipitation and the runoff peak is not strongly influenced by
seasonality and precipitation sum.

6.3.2

Variability of Daily Ensemble Run Simulations

Only minor differences between the observed and simulated runoff characteristics exist. The
ensemble run variability in simulations has been excluded in the analysis until now. In this section,
one of the major advantages of the probabilistic data set, namely several equally realistic
interpolations, will be used to characterise the uncertainty of the runoff simulation. For this
purpose, the general course of absolute and relative spread of the ensemble realisations is
examined. From the statistical key figures (Table 10) and visual inspections (Figure 47), it becomes
apparent that both absolute and relative ensemble spread yield very low values. While the median
and the corresponding 95th percentile minimum/maximum values for the absolute spread are in
the same MSCs, the respective values for the relative ensemble spread differ.
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Table 10: Minimum and maximum variability within the simulated runoff values. The variability values of the
50th and 95th percentile are given as absolute and relative ensemble spread.
absolute spread
min

absolute spread
max

relative spread
min

relative spread
max

50th percentile

0.03 mm per day
(MSC 2044)

0.07 mm per day
(MSC 2374)

0.02 mm per day
(MSC 2112)

0.04 mm per day
(MSC 2126)

95th percentile

0.22 mm per day
(MSC 2044)

0.58 mm per day
(MSC 2374).

0.07 mm per day
(MSC 2044)

0.18 mm per day
(MSC 2374)

Although the ensemble variability is very small and thus less clear patterns could be assumed,
several patterns in the simulated runoff can be observed. On the one hand, seasonal and spatial
patterns are identifiable. As in other analysis, the absolute and relative ensemble variabilities are
above average during the summer months July and August as well as in areas at higher elevations
(MSC 2374, 2468 and 2112). On the other hand, the runoff variability does not show, identical to
precipitation period analysis, a clear dependency on MSC size. For example, the MSC 2386 and
2468 are of almost equal size but the MSC 2386 is at the lower limit and the MSC 2468 at the upper
limit of variability range. Nevertheless, their variabilities do not clearly differ from the
characteristics of other MSCs.

Figure 47: Daily precipitation and runoff during the hydrological years 1999, 2003 and 2013 for the MSC
2044 (Andelfingen). The figure shows the reaction of the runoff to precipitation occurrences. The observed runoff
(black) is on average higher than the mean simulated runoff (red). The red band gives indication to the value range
of the simulated runoff values. The corresponding relative variability is shown as a black dashed line.
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In the following the focus lies on the spatio-temporal correlation of runoff variability. That the
majority of spread values lies below 0.5 mm per day can divert from the fact that spatio-temporal
trends exist (Figure 48). If the runoff volume is combined with the absolute runoff spread, it is
possible to show correlations to (a) the mean elevation and thus from a spatial perspective;
(b) seasonality as well as (c) spatio-temporal relationships.
(a) The ensemble spread shows values above 0.5 mm per day more frequently in the four
catchments with higher mean elevation (MSC 2374, 2468, 2303, 2112).
(b) In winter months, the dispersion of runoff values in relation with ensemble spread is more
diverse, whereas less runoff events of moderate intensity with a low absolute ensemble spread are
discerned during summer months.
(c) Generally, the absolute (relative) variability increases (decreases) with higher runoff volume,
independently of seasonality and elevation. The highest absolute variabilities almost always arise
with a comparatively high runoff volume of above 10 mm per day. Very intense runoff events,
however, are not the responsible events for these high absolute variability values. The relative
ensemble spread, for which the absolute ensemble spread is normalised by its mean runoff,
illustrate this relationship (Figure 48). The curves exponentially decrease from high relative
variability at events with low runoff towards low relative variabilities at intense runoff events. The
majority of relative ensemble spreads behave almost the same for all months. One exception occurs
in July, where the same spatio-temporal differentiation from lowlands and mountainous areas as in
the absolute ensemble spread is identifiable. However, if the spatio-temporal patterns are
differentiated between lower-lying and alpine areas, differences become apparent. While from
December to April the cluster of absolute ensemble spreads in higher elevation areas is
considerably below 0.5 mm per day with a mean runoff of below 10 mm per day, the majority of
runoff events show an average absolute ensemble spread of 0.5 mm per day with the same average
runoff intensity. The maximum absolute ensemble spread of approximately 1.5 mm per day is
recorded in August. In comparison to the higher-lying areas, the small absolute variability in July
stands out in the lowlands. The average variability value is only 0.25 mm per day and reaches at
maximum a value of 0.7 mm per day, which is about half as much as the value in higher elevations.
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Figure 48: Daily runoff as a function of precipitation sum and variability over the entire study period. The
absolute and relative variability values per month for the lowlands (MSC 2004, 2386, 2181, 2126) and highlands
(MSC 2374, 2468, 2303, 2112).

Precipitation vs. Runoff Spread
The precipitation spread in chapter 6.1.2 Precipitation Variability within Ensemble Runs and the runoff
spread in the previous section have been analysed separately. The combined analysis substantially
contributes to the question of advantages from probabilistic data in hydrological modelling. The
applied precipitation-runoff-data show an average time lag between precipitation occurrence and
increasing runoff of three days. Because of this dependence, a time lag of three days is applied to
the precipitation data to analyse the impact of precipitation change on runoff. The temporally
shifted curves resulting from this modification are illustrated in Figure 49. The comparison of the
related values shows three main findings:
(1) the relative uncertainty of the runoff is almost always smaller than the relative precipitation
uncertainty; (2) a noticeably high runoff simulation uncertainty occurs mostly in correlation with a
high precipitation estimation uncertainty; (3) conversely, a high precipitation ensemble spread is
not necessarily accompanied by a high runoff ensemble spread.
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Figure 49: Relative variability of precipitation and simulated runoff during the hydrological years 1999, 2003
and 2013 in the MSC 2044 (Andelfingen). For a better comparison of the impact of precipitation on runoff changes,
the precipitation data has been moved forward by three days. Because the value range for precipitation sum is a
lot larger than for the variability, the visualisation zooms in to a range of 0 to 3 mm per day to show the behaviour
of the relative variabilities.

Figure 49 unveils a problem of long data time series for very irregular occurrences: the quantity of
runoff events with on average low to moderate ensemble variabilities distract from the fewer events
with large variabilities. Low to moderate ensemble variabilities often go along with days without
precipitation, whereas the variability usually increases with the presence of precipitation. However,
since it is precisely the events with high variabilities that are of great interest and often entail great
risk, a differentiated analysis of the spread behaviour prior to and during the runoff peak day is
apposite. The classification of such runoff peaks, according to the methodology described in
chapter 5.5.3 Variability of Ensemble Runs within 5 Days prior to Runoff Peak, is exemplified in
Figure 50.
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Figure 50: Exemplary visualisation of runoff peak events in the MSC 2044, 2374 and 2468 during the summer
months of 2013. Five days prior to a runoff peak are considered to display the behaviour of the simulated runoffs.

The interaction of runoff and precipitation within five days prior to a runoff peak can be described
as a function of ensemble variability and precipitation sum or range (Figure 51 and 52). The
development of the ensemble spreads depending on precipitation sum and precipitation range does
almost only differ in the level of ensemble spread. The amplitude of the precipitation spreads
shown in dependence on precipitation sum is twice as large as the depending on precipitation
range. Due to the similar patterns, only the development of the spread values that depend on
precipitation sum will be discussed in the following. In the same way as the results of daily
precipitation variability, the absolute precipitation and runoff spread increase with a higher
precipitation sum whereas the relative spread decreases. The following patterns, subdivided (a) in
terms of measure and course as well as (b) in terms of space, can be observed.
(a) On the one hand, the general behaviour of the spread values differ depending on measure
(absolute/relative spread) and process (precipitation/runoff). The absolute ensemble spread of the
precipitation is always higher than the one of the runoff, whereas the relative regression lines cross
each other at a precipitation rate of approximately 25 mm per day in all MSCs. The regression
curves of the absolute variability analysis exceed its maximum of 5 mm per day with a precipitation
of about 150 mm per day in the MSC 2374. This value is not corresponding to the highest measured
precipitation value. For very high precipitation sum (>150 mm), the absolute spreads slightly
decline in all MSCs. In contrast to the absolute precipitation regression lines, the regression lines
of the relative precipitation spread exponentially decrease from 0.25 to 0.05 mm per day below a
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precipitation of 50 mm before decreasing at a constant level towards 0 mm per day. Even though
a clear increasing and decreasing pattern of variability for precipitation is noticeable in both
measures, these uncertainties are not directly transferred to the runoff values. The absolute runoff
ensemble spreads steadily increase up to only 1 mm per day, while the relative runoff ensemble
spreads do not peak as a function of the lowest precipitation levels comparable to the relative
precipitation spread. The relative runoff ensemble spreads rather increase to a maximum of
0.1 mm per day on average with moderate precipitation (approximately 50 mm per day) before
they slowly diminish towards 0 mm per day. Finally, it should be noted that with precipitation
higher than 25 mm the relative runoff spread is larger than for the relative precipitation spread in
contrast to the absolute values.
(b) On the other hand, spatial differences exist. There are almost no spatial differences in absolute
variability of precipitation and runoff as a function of the precipitation sum, whereas the relative
variability differs. With lower precipitation values (<25 mm), the relative runoff spreads are
generally smaller than the relative precipitation spread and are comparatively very small for the
MSC 2044, 2181 and 2303. For the MSC 2386, however, the relative runoff spread is the same as
the precipitation spread.

Figure 51: Precipitation and runoff values five days prior to a runoff peak as a function of absolute
variability and precipitation sum per MSC. The regression lines of the precipitation (blue) and runoff (red) values
summarise the development depending on the absolute variability and the precipitation sum. In general, both lines
show a positive correlation.
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Figure 52: Precipitation and runoff values five days prior to a runoff peak as a function of relative variability
and precipitation sum per MSC. The regression lines of the precipitation (blue) and runoff (red) values summarise
the development depending on the relative variability and the precipitation sum. In general, both lines show a
negative correlation.

Because a detailed knowledge of the runoff peak behaviour as a consequence of precipitation
occurrence helps to interpret the runoff uncertainties, the relationship of the runoff (y-axis), runoff
range (colour, line) and precipitation (x-axis) within the same five pre-peak days is pointed out in
Figures 53 and 54. The runoff range is visualized with a fine line and a dot coloured in the
corresponding range colour at the level of the simulated runoff. The runoff simulations give no
indication of the presence of snow, which is why the following results are limited to the months
May to October. Over the validation period of 17 years, between 102 (MSC 2386) and 155 (MSC
2374), runoff peaks are addressed during these months. The highest peak levels are thereby
simulated for MSC with higher mean elevation (MSC 2374, 2468, 2112). It can be observed that a
larger runoff peak range over all correlates on the one hand with a higher runoff and on the other
hand with a higher precipitation amount.
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Figure 53: Runoff events five days prior to a runoff peak as a function of runoff peak and precipitation sum
per MSC. The vertical line and the colour of the runoff peak indicate the value range of the runoffs during the
consideration period of six days (five days prior to runoff peak and runoff peak itself). The data is limited to the
months May to October.

To take these plots into differentiated consideration, the events with the lowest and highest
ensemble run variability (10th/90th percentile) are analysed individually. The low runoff ranges go
along with small precipitation intensities (lower left corner). There are clear spatial differences
between the MSCs in the number of detected runoff values corresponding to low ensemble run
variability. While up to 35 runoff values in the areas with a lower mean elevation (MSC 2044, 2386,
3281) are below the 10th runoff range percentile, only a few runoffs with a low range are recorded
in the higher elevation areas (MSC 2126, 2468, 2303, 2112). The slightly increased number of runoff
values in MSC 2303 is certainly due to the size of the subcatchment area, as it includes MSC 2374,
2468 and 2112. The reverse observation can be made for the distribution of runoff values with the
highest runoff ranges: the number of runoff values above the 90th percentile is generally increasing
in the mountains (MSC 2126, 2374, 2468, 2303 and 2112). In contrast to the low runoff range
distribution, the largest runoff ranges occur both at small runoff values and low precipitation as
well as at high runoff values and high precipitation.
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Figure 54: Runoff events five days prior to a runoff peak as a function of runoff peak and precipitation sum
per MSC with a runoff range below the 10th percentile and above the 90th percentile respectively. The vertical
line and the colour of the runoff peak indicate the value range of the runoffs during the consideration period of six
days (five days prior to runoff peak and runoff peak itself). The data is limited to the months May to October.

6.3.3

Variability of Ensemble Runs within 5 Days prior to Runoff Peak

The timely restricted precipitation and runoff data to the 5 days prior to a runoff peak enabled
statements about the interaction of the parameters precipitation sum, runoff intensity range and ensemble
variability. Because of this relation, the subset of days within a time window of five days prior to a
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runoff peak already used in the previous section is further investigated. In previous sections, the
influence of the storage capacity of soils on the runoff has been shown. One of the indications to
storage capacity in the different MSCs is the runoff coefficient. To simplify the analysis, the coefficient
is only shown for the probabilistic data set mean. Therefore, in this case, the term «variability» is
related to the temporal and spatial differences of runoff events and not to the inter-ensemble
uncertainty. A runoff coefficient equal to 1 implies that the total precipitation amount is converted into
runoff and 0 that none of the precipitation volume is transferred to runoff. The majority of the
runoff coefficients is smaller than 0.5. Figure 55 illustrates the seasonal as well as spatial differences of
the coefficient. In terms of seasonality, the runoff coefficients are comparably higher in all MSCs during
winter months. Occasionally values above 1 can be observed where the precipitation sum is larger
than the runoff. Such events occur mainly in the higher areas of MSC 2374, 2468, 2303 and 2112
in January to March. In contrast, the lowest mean runoff coefficient is calculated for July. From a spatial
perspective, it is noticeable that the MSC 2374 and 2468 have in principle slightly higher average
values than the other MSCs, a fact that will be taken up at a later stage.

Figure 55: Runoff coefficient per month and MSC. The ratio of runoff volume to precipitation sum during the
considered runoff peak events. The highest value ranges are registered for the months December to April.

To better relate the runoff coefficient to meteorological and hydrological processes, the runoff coefficients
as a function of simulated runoff and precipitation sum are illustrated in Figure 56. The data points
are differentiated in colours depending on the possibility of snow influence (assumed from
November to April; the probability increases with higher elevation), which allows a better allocation
of the processes. The seasonal variability of the runoff coefficient mentioned above are also visible in
dependence of the runoff and the precipitation sum. Despite higher precipitation and runoff in the
summer months, most events occur with a runoff below 10 mm per day and an intensity of around
50 mm per day. In contrast, most high runoff coefficients in winter are the result of a combination of
low runoff and moderate precipitation. The change in runoff remains absent despite precipitation
occurrence.
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Figure 56: Runoff coefficient as a function of simulated runoff peak and the precipitation sum. The ratio of
runoff volume to precipitation sum during the considered runoff peak events. The highest runoff coefficients (size)
are listed for small precipitation sum and a moderate runoff peak during the months May to October. The runoff
events are coloured into the probability to be snow affected. It is assumed that the MSC are not affected by snow
lying on the ground from May to October.

6.3.4

Runoff Behaviour during Heavy Precipitation Events

As mentioned at various points, heavy precipitation leads to high changes in runoff and therefore
represents greater human and natural risks. In the following, the runoff variabilities during the
heavy precipitation events which have been identified in chapter 6.1.3 Heavy Precipitation Events are
examined. For this purpose, the ensemble run values are used from two days prior up to three days
after a heavy precipitation peak, defined by previously determined reaction times (chapter
6.3.1 Runoff Deviation). The absolute variability of simulated runoff and precipitation of each
ensemble run is illustrated exemplarily for one heavy precipitation event (Figure 57). Three
conditions should be considered: (1) To compare the behaviour during events between the MSCs,
the visual results are limited to stratiform events even though heavy precipitation events more often
occur as a convective, local event. (2) As for the precipitation spread analysis during heavy
precipitation events, only the absolute spread is considered because the events are determined
already depending on the precipitation event and thus do not have to be normalised. (3) In contrast
to previous comparisons between runoff and precipitation spread, the time lag in runoff generation
is not adjusted for the analysis. This allows to compare the runoff reaction time during heavy
precipitation events to the general reaction time analysis. The following three connections can be
recognised in the exemplary event—selected because of its meaningful behaviour—from
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29. August 2002 to 03. September 2002: (a) independently of the catchment size and elevation, the
precipitation varies most significantly on the third day, the day of the precipitation peak; (b) for the
simulated runoff, in contrast, the ensemble runs differ the most on day 4; (c) this example clearly
shows how variability of runoff and precipitation is dependent on intensity.

Figure 57: Behaviour of ensemble runs of precipitation and simulated runoff during a heavy stratiform
precipitation event per MSC. Two days prior and three days posterior to a precipitation peak are considered. The
highest variability of the ensemble runs of precipitation is recorded on peak day (day 3) whereas the runoff varies
the most one day after the precipitation peak (day 4).

The general behaviour of runoff and precipitation during stratiform heavy precipitation events is
shown using the probabilistic data set mean of 50 randomly selected events in Figure 58. The
observation window of runoff behaviour is based on the precipitation peak (see chapter
5.3.1 Precipitation Event and Period), wherefore the precipitation amount is highest on day 3. A typical
runoff change during heavy precipitation events starts rising on day 3 but reaches its maximum on
day 4, whereas the amplitude differs from event to event but not significantly within the various
MSCs. In most of the events, the water level settles down to an average level after three to four
days of post peak precipitation.
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Figure 58: Behaviour of probabilistic data set mean of precipitation and simulated runoff during 50
randomly selected heavy precipitation event per MSC. Two days prior and three days posterior to a precipitation
peak are considered. The highest variability of precipitation is recorded the day prior and after the precipitation peak
(day 3) whereas the runoff varies the most the two days after the precipitation peak (day 4 and 5).

The mathematical variability analysis of the absolute simulated runoff spread on each day over the
entire validation period underlines the visual perception (Figure 59). Not only does the amplitude
of runoff peak vary the most on day 4, but the absolute ensemble spread positively correlates with
higher runoff values. In all MSCs, the median runoff spread rises from around 0.04 mm per day on
day 1 up to on average 0.45 mm per day on day 4, where the increase is highest for MSC 2374 with
on average 0.7 mm per day. It is also MSC 2374 together with MSC 2468 and 2112, for which the
highest ensemble spreads are recorded. This clustering indicates a spatial relationship of runoff
simulation uncertainty and mean elevation during heavy precipitation events.
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Figure 59: Absolute variability of runoff values during heavy precipitation events per MSC. Two days prior
and three days posterior to a precipitation peak are considered. As already indicated in Figure 57, the runoff
ensemble spread is highest on day 4 with a time lag of one day to the precipitation peak. The higher-lying MSC
2374, 2468 and 2112 show the highest variability.

Girons & Seibert (2016) and Girons et al. (2017) warn of severe natural hazards triggered by rapid
discharge generation in Swiss Alpine regions. Figure 59 shows that such risks are most likely to
occur on day 4 of the considered periods, the day after the precipitation peak and most likely with
the highest runoff increase. As already stated, the simulations are almost always below the observed
runoff. Thus, the question that arises is if there is a difference between the deterministic and the
probabilistic simulations during these heavy events. In general, it can be stated that the probabilistic
data set mean shows nearly no deviation from the deterministic simulation. However, the
probabilistic simulation values above the median value—which was chosen as a threshold in order
to exclude the very low values but also include some with moderate intensity—of all runoff values
during heavy precipitation events tend to be above the deterministic simulated and closer to the
observed runoff value. The deterministic data has an average deviation of 5.71 mm per day whereas
the probabilistic data differs at 5.61 mm per day. Nevertheless, these differences are on a very small
range, which is why the probabilistic approach could only slightly improve the simulations.

6.3.5

Differences of RhiresD and RhydchprobD Ensemble Mean Simulations

As in the meteorological part, the performance of the deterministic and probabilistic data set mean
is examined for the simulation uncertainty. The histograms in Figure 60 illustrate the deviation of
Qsim and Qobs, where overperformed probabilistic (RhydchprobD data set mean) compared to
deterministic values (RhiresD) are negative and underperformed are positive. To simplify the
interpretation, only deviations below the 25th percentile as well as above the 75th percentile are
shown (reduced to 50% of the data points). Half of the runoff values show a deviation of Qsim and
Qobs between −0.5 and 1 mm per day (25th to 75th percentile), which indicates together with the
symmetric distribution that the data sets are almost identical. By extracting the 50% of all events
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with larger deviation values from the simulated to the observed values, spatial patterns can be made
visible. The excluded half of the data set has a very similar distribution in all MSCs. The distribution
of deviation values in the positive and negative areas is almost symmetrical for all MSCs. In
contrast, the number of runoff events with large deviation correlates positively with increasing
mean elevation. The fewest events are recorded in MSC 2386, the most in MSC 2112.

Figure 60: Deviation of simulated and observed runoff per MSC for half of the data set with major deviations
(below 25th percentile and above 75th percentile). The deviation of the deterministic (RhiresD) and probabilistic
(RhydchprobD data set mean) from the observed runoff is calculated. The data set with the smaller of the two
deviations is considered the better simulation. Negative deviations result from overperforming probabilistic
(RhydchprobD ensemble mean) compared to deterministic values (RhiresD) and positive from underperforming
values. The figure shows that most of the deviations are below 10 mm per day and the deterministic and probabilistic
perform equally well.

The values in Figure 60 show that the distribution of deviations is relatively narrow. In 29 029 daily
runoff simulations the RhiresD data sets is closer to the observed runoff whereas in 23 571 runoff
events the RhydchprobD data set corresponds more to reality. The same can be observed in the
five-day period prior to a runoff peak, the ensemble data set mean cannot predominantly achieve
a better performance. In 7 102 runoff simulations RhiresD performs with an average deviation of
0.08 mm per day better than RhydchprobD ensemble mean whereas in 5 150 runoff simulations
RhydchprobD is closer to the observation with an average deviation of 0.07 mm per day. These values
suggest that the deterministic data set RhiresD slightly overperforms the probabilistic data set
RhydchprobD. The visual analysis (Figure 61) additionally shows that performance does not depend
on seasonality or on the intensity of precipitation and runoff volume. It is evident that also in this
respect the topography and the associated natural precipitation occurrence are responsible for
higher, although not regular deviations.
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Figure 61: Runoff behaviour during the hydrological years 1999, 2003 and 2013 coloured in the better
performing data set. The outperformance of the deterministic (RhiresD) and the probabilistic (RhydchprobD data
set mean) is independent of seasonality and runoff volume. If the simulated runoff with the deterministic data set is
closer to the observed runoff, the runoff event is coloured in red. Vice versa, if the deviation of the probabilistic
runoff value from the observed runoff is smaller than the deterministic one, the runoff event is coloured in blue.
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Discussion

The previous section introduced the results based on the earlier outlined methodology in chapter
5 Methods. The data analysis revealed several spatio-temporal patterns in precipitation estimations
and runoff simulations. The intention of this section is to discuss the research objectives outlined
in chapter 1.2 Research Objectives by placing the findings into the scientific context introduced in
chapter 2 Scientific Background. The present chapter is structured analogue to previous chapters and
builds on the following three main parts: meteorology (7.1 Meteorological Data Analysis), model (7.2
Model Variability) and hydrology (7.3 Hydrological Data Analysis). All variabilities can be ascribed to
two different sources of origin, natural patterns in the precipitation and runoff occurrence (natural
variability) as well as methodological uncertainties (methodological variability). Natural variability occurs
due to natural influencing factors such as topography or seasonality, whereas the information on
methodological variability is derived from the spread of the ensemble run values in the probabilistic
data set RhydchprobD.

7.1

Meteorological Data Analysis

This section gives answers to the three research objectives by focusing on the variabilities found in
the precipitation data sets. The research objective RO.1.1 aims to describe spatio-temporal
precipitation patterns regarding their natural or methodological origin in the probabilistic data set.
The patterns during heavy precipitation events, intended to separate from general patterns, are
shown and discussed in RO.1.2 using an example event in the year 2013. Finally, the extent to
which the deterministic and probabilistic data set coincide is investigated in research objective
RO.1.3.

7.1.1

General Precipitation Variability

RO.1.1 What are the measurable spatio-temporal patterns in precipitation estimations within the probabilistic
precipitation data set (RhydchprobD)?
To answer the research objective 1.1, the patterns are described using the four variability types
temporal, spatial, spatio-temporal and scaling, combined with the different sources of origin.
Temporal Variability Patterns
In the following, the patterns that were found regarding the temporal variability in the probabilistic
precipitation data set (RhydchprobD) are discussed along their variability class, which is either natural
variability or methodological variability.
Natural Variability
Natural variability—defined as the natural deviation of the precipitation sums—describes the
interannual pattern of precipitation occurrence. Four main temporal patterns could be detected
through the data analysis. (1) A strong seasonal dependency with more frequent precipitation
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events in spring and summer months can be observed. (2) The larger probability of precipitation
events leads to the total precipitation sum being greatest in the summer months. (3) The
precipitation sums per month and season show a higher variability for spring and summer months
when compared over the full extent of the analysed time period (58 years; 1961–2019). (4)
Precipitation generated through convective processes is less frequent in winter months, whereas
stratiform precipitation occurs all year round. These findings of seasonal patterns in precipitation
occurrence are widely supported by earlier studies focussing on the interannual precipitation cycle
in alpine regions (e.g. Brönnimann et al. 2018; Bartolini et al. 2009). However, the data shows an
increased occurrence of precipitation during the studied period, which is the opposite of the
estimated decrease of summer precipitation occurrences (e.g. Bronnimann et al. 2018; Zierl &
Bugmann 2005). Whether a (negative) trend can be observed or not lies outside the scope of this
work. It is assumed that the reason for the contradicting findings is found in the considered time
horizon and the applied methodology. Therefore, the natural variability patterns in the mountainous
catchment area of Andelfingen differs from trend studies.
Methodological Variability
In general, the absolute interannually methodological variability of the probabilistic data set RhydchprobD
follows the natural precipitation variability pattern. (1) An increase of both absolute and relative
variability is observable during spring and summer months. (2) Regarding the absolute variability,
the above-mentioned temporal pattern of higher precipitation sum on spring and summer days is not
surprising due to the mathematical calculation of the absolute ensemble spread (standard deviation
of all ensemble run values without normalisation by precipitation sum). (3) The temporal
accumulation of relative variability during spring and summer months is linked to the previously
mentioned natural precipitation variability. On the one hand, if a linear uncertainty probability is
assumed, the methodological variability must be greater with more frequent precipitation occurrences.
On the other hand, the precipitation generation type seems to affect the relative methodological
variability. High relative variabilities are found for the more frequently occurring convective
precipitation events during spring and summer days which are more uncertain to estimate because
of their local occurrence. Although the relative variability calculation is not influenced by the
precipitation sum, the greater variability correlates with stronger, mostly convective precipitation
events. The increased variability—in this work used as an approximation of the estimation
uncertainty—in relation with higher precipitation sum supports the findings of Frei & Isotta (2019).
Based on these findings it can be concluded that within the probabilistic data set a higher
methodological variability for moderate to heavy precipitation events during spring and summer
months is found. The ability that the variability is translatable into estimation uncertainty underlines
the advantage of applying a probabilistic data set in precipitation estimations (Buizza et al. 1999;
Wu et al. 2011; Strauch et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2015; Frei & Isotta 2019).
Spatial Variability Patterns
In the same way as with the temporal variability patterns, the patterns that were found regarding
the spatial variability in the probabilistic precipitation data set (RhydchprobD) are structured into the
two variability classes: natural variability and methodological variability.
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Natural Variability
Regarding natural spatial patterns, a positive precipitation rate for local, convective precipitation
with increasing elevation is found. This spatial pattern agrees with previous studies (e.g. Sikorska &
Seibert 2018; Hendriks 2010; Yu et al. 2015). Compared to large-scale stratiform fronts, convective
precipitation occurs more often in the higher-lying areas in the southeast of the catchment
Andelfingen. Various studies have shown that large spatial topological heterogeneity leads to higher
precipitation variability and to more diverse precipitation formation processes in catchments
(Isotta et al. 2014; Sikorska & Seibert 2018; Thurai et al. 2016). Due to the existing topological
diversity in the study area, these findings can be applied to the present research. Therefore, it is
concluded that the above-mentioned temporal (chapter 7.1.1 Natural variability) as well as spatial
heterogeneous precipitation variabilities occur in the catchment Andelfingen due to seasonality of
natural processes and their spatial characteristics.
Methodological Variability
Greater precipitation estimation uncertainty positively correlates with the mean elevation. The
natural spatial variability of precipitation together with the density of the measurement station
network leads to this spatial pattern in the methodological variability. The spatial pattern of
precipitation variability supports the general uncertainty of precipitation estimates in the mountains
(Huizman et al. 2009; Girons et al. 2015; Sikorska & Seibert 2018; Frei & Isotta 2019). Nevertheless,
methodological variability is also observable in the flatlands. This weaker and less frequently occurring
correlation is most likely due to the precipitation generation processes and the storage capacity of
the soil.
Spatio-Temporal Variability Patterns
The discussion of the spatio-temporal patterns in the probabilistic precipitation data set
(RhydchprobD) follows the above used structure, except that there are only novel contributions in
respect of natural variability.
Natural Variability
Precipitation often occurs over a longer time period (>1 day), whereby the duration and intensity
greatly depend on the precipitation generation type. The analysis showed an elongation of
precipitation periods for May and June, regardless of the spatial location. This spatio-temporal
variability goes along with the above discussed natural, temporal variability patterns (more frequent
precipitation occurrence during spring and summer months). With a long-term average
precipitation period of 10.4 days, the longest wet periods are observed in June. Due to the high
saturation of soils during this stage, the potential to overload the runoff system and the associated
risk of natural hazards is increased. Since a precipitation period is defined by a minimum of two
days with no more than single dry days in between, it has a direct influence on the number of
resulting precipitation periods. The single dry day is added due to the assumption that the runoff
regime and soil cannot recover from exhaustion or complete saturation in less than 24 hours
without precipitation. The aggregation of consecutive, convective events in mountainous areas
leads to the regular spatial pattern of precipitation period duration.
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Scale Variability Patterns
As shown in the previous sections, higher variability is generally found for the (a) temporal, (b) spatial
and (c) spatio-temporal scales, which is in agreement with the findings of Girons et al. (2015) and Song
et al. (2014). The scale variability discussed in this section should give an indication of the resolution
needed to perceive such events of high variability or in other words, up to what resolution
individual variable events remain noticeable. Because the scale variability is characterised by the
ensemble spread in the probabilistic data set, only the methodological variability is discussed.
(a) Temporal scale: The methodological variability decreases with temporal aggregation. Nevertheless,
precipitation events featuring high methodological variability remain noticeable up to a temporal
aggregation window of seven days, even though they occur only locally. The empirical cumulative
density functions (ECDF) of the various temporal aggregation windows visualise that higher
precipitation occurrence in mountainous regions mitigates the temporal smoothing effect. The
value range of the methodological variability for spatially aggregated data is greater in higher elevations
than in the lowlands. (b) Spatial scale: A spatial aggregation results in more than a doubling of the
methodological variability. The extent of the change is dependent on the topography and the related
precipitation generation type. The spatial aggregation has a smoothening effect on local, convective
precipitation events with high variability (small-scale variability) compared to stratiform events with
high variability (large-scale variability). Such local precipitation is known to be typical for
mountainous catchments (e.g. Sikorska & Seibert 2018; Girons et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2015).
Nevertheless, the methodological variability remains observable up to the spatial resolution of the entire
catchment Andelfingen. (c) Spatio-temporal scale: From spatio-temporal aggregations it becomes
apparent that the methodological variability significantly decreases with coarser resolution.
With respect to the demand for high resolved precipitation data and thus accurate knowledge
(Girons Lopez et al. 2015), it is concluded that both spatial and temporal resolution are relevant,
whereas the exact resolution can be depending on the application. For spatially heterogeneous areas
like the catchment Andelfingen, however, the spatial resolution is certainly more important than the
temporal resolution. If an unsuitable data resolution is used, as Girons et al. (2015) pointed out,
the risk of missing relevant local, high-intensity events in meteorological analysis increases with
coarser resolutions. Song et al. (2014), in contrast, argue that the complexity of higher resolved
data can decrease the model accuracy because models can only deal with limited spatio-temporal
information. Therefore, it is a sensitive question of the optimal data resolution for the intended
application. The optimal resolution does not necessarily have to be the highest possible. The results
have shown that for the diversified catchment Andelfingen, the spatio-temporal resolution of the
subcatchments TEZGNR40 on daily basis is suitable to also have reliable information on local
heavy precipitation. The variability patterns of such events are discussed in the next section.

7.1.2

Precipitation Variability during Heavy Precipitation Events

RO.1.2 What are the spatio-temporal patterns of the occurrence of heavy precipitation events and what is their
influence on precipitation estimates?
The analysis of natural and methodological variability has indicated that the estimation uncertainty
is likely to be higher for heavy precipitation events. Such events show— similar to the general
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analysis—(a) temporal and (b) spatial characteristics. (a) Heavy precipitation events occur more
frequently in summer months. The methodological variability follows the temporal pattern of the natural
variability increase during this period. Since heavy precipitation events are, for example with respect
to natural hazards (Girons & Seibert 2016; Girons et al. 2017; Sikorska & Seibert 2018), of
particular interest, further positive coherences are being examined. The general comparison of the
probabilistic data set mean to the deterministic value reveals the highest ensemble variabilities and
precipitation sums for stratiform precipitation. Heavy precipitation events, however, occur more
frequently in form of convective precipitation. Consequently, it can be concluded that the greatest
ensemble variabilities are not detected for heavy precipitation events. (b) The classification of the
precipitation occurrence type is accompanied by a spatial correlation of the estimation
uncertainties. Convective precipitation and thus heavy precipitation events occur with a higher
frequency in mountainous regions. This spatial cluster of higher variability in more mountainous
regions aligns well with the results of Girons et al. (2015) and supports the application of ensemble
weather data for forecasts in mountainous catchments as suggested by Yu et al. (2015).
To highlight the benefits of the application of probabilistic data to reveal estimation uncertainties
during heavy precipitation events, the two measures absolute precipitation variability and the precipitation
range are compared in general as well as for one specific flood event. The comparison of absolute
precipitation variability and precipitation range shows a linear increase of the values. This relationship
gives evidence that more than a single ensemble run is needed to find particularly low or high
values. Otherwise only the precipitation range without the corresponding absolute precipitation variability
would show a distinctive high value. Only a single deviating value is not sufficient for a high
standard deviation. These circumstances are discussed by taking the example of the flood event on
1st June 2013. A depression over Eastern Europe active on 30th May 2013 and 2nd June 2013 was
responsible for very intense, continuous precipitation (categorised as stratiform precipitation in
Figure 62) with up to 180 mm per day on the north side of the Alps. Runoff values of a return
period between 10 and 30 years were measured for the Thur which set a new record for June in the
catchment Andelfingen (FOEN 2013). The following maximum daily values in the probabilistic data
set show the high methodological variability during this heavy precipitation event: ensemble mean
precipitation at 120 mm (TEZGNR40 #40); ensemble precipitation range at 60.6 mm (TEZGNR40 #32);
and the absolute precipitation variability at 12.4 mm (TEZGNR40 #36). It becomes obvious that the
highest variabilities arise in the higher-lying subcatchments. The spatio-temporal pattern of the absolute
precipitation variability and precipitation range (Figure 62) are almost congruent. This similarity can be
explained with the distribution of the ensemble run values (Figure 63). The precipitation range of
approximately 60 mm per day indicate a high variability of the precipitation estimation of the
various ensemble runs. Because of the above-mentioned relationship, a simultaneously large absolute
precipitation variability can only be achieved if several ensemble runs show noticeable deviations from
the ensemble mean. The coincident occurrence of a large precipitation range and absolute precipitation
variability is equivalent to a large estimation uncertainty of precipitation. This combination of high
values mainly occurs in higher elevation areas (subcatchments TEZGNR40 #19–40). Although for
instance in subcatchment TEZGNR40 #14 a precipitation range of 21.6 mm per day was calculated,
the absolute precipitation variability only reaches a value of 4.33 mm per day because a few outliers
cause the high precipitation range but do not have a greater influence on the absolute precipitation
variability.
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Figure 62: Characteristics of heavy precipitation event from 30th May 2013 until 2nd June 2013 over all
subcatchments TEZGNR40. The size of the precipitation event gives the information on the precipitation sum.
Left: Classification of precipitation type. The example heavy precipitation event is classified as «stratiform period».
Middle: The precipitation events are coloured according to their absolute variability of the probabilistic data set.
Right: The precipitation events are coloured according to their precipitation value range within the probabilistic data
set. It becomes visible, that the behaviour of absolute variability and precipitation range is almost identical.
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Figure 63: Distribution of the precipitation ensemble run values for the subcatchments TEZGNR40
#5, #14, #29 and #36. During intense precipitation on 31th May 2013 and 1st June 2013, a spatial differentiation is
recognisable. The ensemble spread in the lower-lying subcatchments TEZGNR40 #5 and #14 is conspicuously
smaller than for the higher-lying subcatchments TEZGNR40 #29 and #36.

The deviations of the deterministic values (RhiresD) compared to the probabilistic data set means
(RhydchprobD) during the exemplary heavy precipitation events evenly fluctuate around 0. Neither
on a daily nor on a precipitation period scale a clear spatial correlation between the performance
and the data set becomes visible (Figure 64). Assuming that periods of heavy precipitation are
generally underestimated, only the 5 ensemble runs (90th percentile of the data values per day and
subcatchment TEZGNR40) with the highest precipitation values are tentatively averaged. If this
new mean value is now compared with the deterministic value, the deviations show a clear pattern.
Except for one value in the subcatchment TEZGNR40 (#18 on 30th May 2013, a day with little
precipitation), the probabilistic mean values of the data subset show higher values. Even when
considering only the upper half of the ensemble run values (median = 20 values), for 87% of the
data points a higher precipitation sum result compared to the deterministic values. If the
assumption of a general underestimation of heavy precipitation events according to
Girons et al. (2015) is now taken, the probabilistic data set for such events could be reduced to a
limited number of ensemble runs with the highest precipitation calculations. Whether this approach
is also valid for other heavy precipitation events, and should be further pursued, requires additional
investigation.
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Figure 64: Data set deviation deterministic (RhiresD) to probabilistic (RhydchprobD data set mean) with all
ensemble runs as well as a subset of the 5 runs with the highest precipitation values. Positive deviations
indicate higher deterministic precipitation values whereas negative deviations imply higher probabilistic values. Left:
considering the RhydchprobD data set mean of all ensemble runs, the deviation of the two data sets is almost
consistent. Right: if the RhydchprobD data set mean is calculated with a subset of the 5 runs with the highest
precipitation values, the probabilistic data set shows higher precipitation values compared to the deterministic data
set.

7.1.3

Data Set Variability

RO.1.3 To what extent do the daily precipitation sums per subcatchment of the deterministic (RhiresD) and
probabilistic data sets (RhydchprobD ensemble mean) coincide?
In general, the daily precipitation sums in the deterministic (RhiresD) and probabilistic data sets
(RhydchprobD ensemble mean) show almost identical values. The maximum difference lies at 1 mm
per day. This observation leads to the conclusion that the probabilistic data set mean greatly
coincides with the deterministic data set. The differences that were found seem to be small enough
to consider them negligible. Nevertheless, detailed analysis on these differences reveals three main
patterns. (1) The found differences follow a spatial pattern of lower precipitation values for the
lowlands towards higher values for the higher altitudes when comparing the probabilistic data set
mean to the deterministic data set. (2) Positive differences are found for heavy precipitation events
during spring and summer months. This temporal pattern correlates with the spatio-temporal
relationship of a precipitation sum increase in high altitudes during summer as seen in chapter 7.1.1
General Precipitation Variability. (3) In 90% of the precipitation estimations during winter months,
the difference is positive independent of the precipitation sum and location. These spatio-temporal
relationships if combined with the findings of Girons et al. (2015)—who concluded that the
precipitation sum in the deterministic data set is generally underestimated/overestimated for
heavy/low precipitation sums—support the usage of the probabilistic data sets for heavy
precipitation events. Under these assumptions, it can thus be concluded that the probabilistic data
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set mean is able to better capture heavy precipitation than the deterministic data set and that the
little precipitation in the winter months might be overestimated.

7.2

Model Variability

RO.2 How does the probabilistic data set (RhydchprobD) influence the accuracy of hydrological simulations
compared to the simulation based on the deterministic data set (RhiresD)?
The influence of the probabilistic data set on the model accuracy is investigated by applying three
calibration-validation combinations, namely (A) the deterministic-probabilistic approach where the
model is calibrated with RhiresD from 1977 to 1995 and validated with RhydchprobD as well as
RhiresD from 1998 to 2015; (B) the inverted deterministic-probabilistic approach wehere the model
is calibrated with RhiresD from 1998 to 2015 and validated with RhydchprobD as well as RhiresD
from 1977 to 1995; and (C) the probabilistic-deterministic approach where the model is calibrated
with RhydchprobD from 1977 to 1995 and validated with RhiresD from 1998 to 2015. The focus of
the discussion is on the Version A that is finally used for the variability analysis in runoff
simulations.
For all MSCs, no change in the general accuracy could be found using the probabilistic data set for
the model validation. The model performance measures of Version A in the results (6.2.1 HBV
Model Calibration and Validation Version A) has shown highly variable estimation accuracies for the
various MSCs, independent of the data set. The influence of five factors to the accuracy, i.e. (a)
initial model parameters, (b) catchment size, (c) topography, (d) vegetation zones and (e) human
activity, are discussed in the following. (a) The initial model parameters from Seibert & Vis (2012)
used in this research are well established in semi-distributed modelling of Swiss alpine catchments.
Because the best performance parameter sets from the GAP do not exceed but span those default
value ranges, they are considered suitable. Furthermore, the parameter values within the different
parameter sets show an irregular distribution, which indicates that all components are
interdependent. This means that, for example, no parameter set has conspicuous high or low
parameter values. With the selection of model parameters in the automatic calibration step (GAP)
together with the application of the equifinality concept, the prediction uncertainty is reduced to
the best possible minimum (Gourley & Vieux 2005). Nevertheless, the anticipated advantage of
ensemble data in runoff simulations remains limited at first impression. The model performance
does not seem to improve. The simulation uncertainties can be attributed to various factors. (b)
Larger catchments seem to perform generally poorer. A large catchment area has a higher variability
of present processes such as runoff generation and soil storage capacity. Thus, an increased
difficulty in simulating runoff must be assumed. A smaller catchment size does not necessarily
minimize the number of dominant processes, but it does minimize their influence (Hendriks 2010;
Häckel 2016). (c) The model performance is strongly dependent on topography. Intrinsically,
relatively accurate runoff simulations for mountainous regions should be expected. In these areas
almost all precipitation is discharged as surface water due to the steep flanks and shallow soil.
However, previous studies provide insights that data inaccuracies for mountainous areas exist.
Precipitation measurements due to windy conditions and small-scale weather variations in such
areas lead to uncertain input data and timing errors (Beven 2012; Rafieeinasab et al. 2015). (d) In
contrast to the elevation zones, only one vegetation zone was used for the runoff simulations
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according to the recommendation of Seibert & Vis (2012). However, the results show a correlation
between the inter-ensemble runoff variability and the soil storage capacity. The type of vegetation
contributes significantly to the storage capacity of the soil (Kammer et al. 2013). Therefore, the
implementation of different vegetation zones could give indication of its effect on the model
accuracy. This uncertainty factor does not only apply to probabilistic data, but also to model
simulations with deterministic inputs. (e) The human influence on water (e.g. irrigation, structures,
consumption…) increases the simulation uncertainty in addition to the errors in the input data,
model states, model parameters and structures (Rafieeinasab et al. 2015). This factor is not included
in any of the analysis. Further research should address how such factors can be incorporated into
the runoff simulation to decrease the estimation uncertainty.
Besides the discussed sources of error, some sources can also be excluded. On the one hand, the
calibration and validation period of 17 years each is long enough for an accurate model
performance. The longer the period, the less individual, conspicuous events are weighted. On the
other hand, a systematic bias of the ensemble runs can, contrary to the results of Strauch et al.
(2012), most likely be excluded. The precipitation variability analysis, performed before the data
was used as the simulation input, gives no evidence that the ensemble precipitation data are
depending on the ensemble run, catchment size or elevation. Additionally, the parameter analysis
of the individual ensemble runs shows independent values. Even the most sensitive parameters
PERC, CFR and CWH do not have a trend in the ensemble runs.
The analysis has shown that the model validation with probabilistic input data over the entire study
period cannot achieve more accurate simulation values than with deterministic input data. In
contrast to the findings of Buizza et al. (1999), Wu et al. (2011) and Yu et al. (2015), runoff
simulations cannot benefit from the equifinality approach of the probabilistic data. Nevertheless,
the statement of Frei & Isotta (2019) that the application of probabilistic data in meteorology
improves the knowledge of spatial precipitation can be supported. In the more alpine
subcatchments of TEZGNR40, the number of convective precipitation events increase due to the
topological barriers. Together with the information on the uncertainty estimate, the precipitation
values gain in significance. The amount of precipitation for events with low methodological variability
are estimated relatively accurately, whereas the precipitation sums of events with high variability
should be considered with caution. This improved spatial understanding of precipitation estimation
can be used to improve reservoir management and early warning systems (Georgakakos et al. 2004;
Yu et al. 2015). There is a tendency that the absolute ensemble spread of the runoff and the runoff
peak range increase with higher precipitation sum prior to a runoff peak. Especially heavier events
are of great importance for runoff-dependent processes like early warning systems due to their
influence. The information of the simulation uncertainty can therefore be used as an indication for
alert and readiness to act.
In contrast to the research approach in Version A, no noticeable improvements in model accuracy
or in the individual measures time to peak or number of runoff peak events are found in Versions B and
C. The fact that in Version B, in which the time periods for calibration and validation were swapped,
no differences in respect of performance were found compared to Version A, is a desirable result.
This proves that the model calibrates appropriately for the data regardless of the time period and
is able to estimate the discharge with the same accuracy. In Version C, where the model is calibrated
with the individual ensemble runs of the data set RhydchprobD, the averaging of the data sets of the
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individual ensemble runs is most likely responsible for the circumstances that large variabilities in
the runoff simulations remain invisible. In order to make better use of the advantage of the
probabilistic data set of making the estimation uncertainty visible, an approach could be considered
in which not all ensemble runs are included or not all ensemble runs are weighted equally in the
averaging. Finally, in none of the Versions A, B and C a dependence of the value ranges of the
individual model parameters and the model accuracy is found. This also suggests that the model
was well calibrated and that the model parameters are unbiased.

7.3

Hydrological Data Analysis

Analogous to the discussion of temporal and spatial precipitation patterns, this section discusses
the patterns of runoff variability in the context of their influencing factors of space and time as
well as current scientific knowledge. In order to answer the first research objective, the patterns
are once again subdivided into temporal, spatial, spatio-temporal and scale variability. Further, the patterns
are assigned to their origin, which is either natural or simulative. The influence of heavy
precipitation events on the runoff variability patterns is answered within the second research
objective. Finally, the third research objective focusses on the coincidence of the deterministic
RhiresD and the probabilistic RhydchprobD data sets.

7.3.1

General Runoff Variability

RO.3.1 What are the measurable spatio-temporal patterns in runoff estimations within the probabilistic precipitation
data set (RhydchprobD)?
To answer the research objective 3.1, the patterns are described using the four variability types
temporal, spatial, spatio-temporal and scaling, combined with the different sources of origin.
Temporal Variability Patterns
In the following, the patterns that were found regarding the temporal variability in the probabilistic
runoff simulations (RhydchprobD) are discussed along their variability class, which is either natural
variability or methodological variability.
Natural Variability
This section discusses the patterns of the natural variability in time. The model efficiency below 1
indicates that the runoff values are simulated with a certain degree of uncertainty. With model
efficiencies between 0.36 and 0.79, the simulated runoff values deviate from the observed values
by an average of 1.05 mm per day. The daily underestimation is intensified for summer months.
As discussed in the previous section (chapter 7.1.1 General Precipitation Variability), intense
convective precipitation is more frequent during these months. The daily resolution of the runoff
simulations has the consequence that spontaneously strong-changing runoff values get lost. These
temporal patterns are consistent with the results of Hendriks (2010) and Yu et al (2015).
However, if runoff is not considered a daily event but a process occurring over a period of time
identical to the precipitation analysis, the overall differences between observed and simulated
runoff values decreases. The seasonal patterns of runoff periods are described through the
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characteristics time to runoff peak and time lag between the precipitation and runoff peak. By looking at these
characteristics, three main conclusions can be drawn about seasonal, natural variability. (1) Both the
time to runoff peak and the time lag between the precipitation and runoff peak for the simulated and observed
measured values show very similar patterns over the year. (2) The characteristic time to runoff peak
elongates during the months May to October. This relationship is likely attributable to the
saturation of soil. The soil is highly saturated in the winter months and the precipitation in form
of rain contributes directly into the runoff, while this reservoir is filled up before the remaining
water flows into the runoff from May onwards (Häckel 2016). Although the methodology used for
event classification is based on the precipitation amount and not on the runoff peak, the influence
of snow on the time to runoff peak is negligible. On the one hand, Figure 65 shows that the observed
and simulated runoff reacts more or less immediately to precipitation events, even in the winter
months. Furthermore, the thresholds in the precipitation period classification are set to include
already small precipitation events for example in the form of snow. On the other hand, the highest
measuring station (MSC 2112 Appenzell) is located at just 769 m a.s.l., where the snow line is not
consistently lower (HYDROmaps 2020). (3) The characteristic time lag between the precipitation and
runoff peak shows only small seasonal differences. This finding suggests that the subcatchments are
only affected by snow during sporadic events. In case of a large influence of snow, the time lag in
the winter months would be much greater than in the summer months, as the snow often remains
first on the ground before it is injected into the runoff. Additionally, the small seasonal patterns in
the time lag values indicate that the soil reservoir can compensate for a larger amount of precipitation
in the summer months. Therefore, the time lag between the two peaks is not shortened. Instead, the
storage capacity tends to slightly extend the time lag. From these observations, it can be concluded
that the underestimation of simulated runoff values compared to observations gradually decreases
when analysing precipitation and runoff periods.
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Figure 65: Daily precipitation and runoff during the hydrological years 1999, 2003 and 2013 for the MSC
2112 (Andelfingen). The figure shows the reaction of the runoff to precipitation occurrences. The observed runoff
(black) is generally higher than the mean simulated runoff (red). The red band gives indication to the value range
of the simulated runoff values. The corresponding relative variability is very low (black dashed line).

Methodological Variability
Compared to the temporal precipitation patterns of the ensemble variability, the runoff ensemble
runs do not show clear seasonal characteristics. It is noticeable that despite the more frequent,
often strong occurrence during the spring and summer months, not all major precipitation events
show a large runoff simulation uncertainty. It could be assumed that high precipitation sum leads
to a higher runoff value. The simulation uncertainty of those intense runoffs positively correlates
with the amplitude level. The circumstance that not every major precipitation event leads to greater
runoff simulation uncertainty is likely explainable with the soil’s storage capacity because the history
of the preceding days is important for the runoff regime (Häckel 2016). With regards to the storage
capacity of soil, the four temporal patterns of methodological variability are observable. (1) In the spring
and summer months, the absolute and relative runoff ensemble spread (methodological variability)
varies more often compared to the fall and winter months. This correlation exists due to the similar
intensification of evaporation and the decrease in soil moisture because of higher air temperatures
and periods of no precipitation (Figure 4 in chapter 2.2 Precipitation and Runoff Generation). The
combination of those characteristics increases the soil storage capacity which minimizes the direct
contribution of a precipitation event to the runoff. Such precipitation-runoff events record a
moderate to major precipitation sum combined with large absolute runoff variability since the model
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underestimates the storage capacity. (2) A large proportion of the precipitation is added directly to
the runoff if the soil is already saturated because of no evaporation during winter months or by
previous precipitation events. The soil storage capacity plays a minor role during the saturated
periods; such events can be more accurately simulated by the model. Consequently, the absolute
and relative runoff ensemble spreads (methodological variability) for those precipitation events are
smaller. This correlation is supported by the negative correlation of the relative runoff variability and
the runoff volume. The initial precipitation is partly stored in the soil, which explains the delayed
increase in runoff. The model’s underestimation of the soil storage capacity results in a higher
relative runoff variability for low runoff values. After the reservoir is filled up, the runoff is generally
simulated more accurately. (3) A large runoff change within five days prior to the runoff peak
occurs with any precipitation sum from 25 mm per period. This observation underlines that the
methodological variability does not clearly correlate with the seasonal increase of precipitation sum and
occurrence probability. With a saturated soil, already small precipitation sum can lead to a large
runoff change. (4) Finally, small precipitation sums throughout the whole year can be absorbed by
the soil. Consequently, no high methodological variability is recorded for such precipitation events.
As a possible cause of methodological variability in runoff simulations, the influence of snowmelt can
be reliably excluded. The combined analysis of precipitation and runoff variability show that an
increased runoff ensemble spread (methodological variability) almost always follows a precipitation
event with a high methodological variability. If snowmelt influenced the variability of runoff
simulations, at least in spring and early summer higher runoff ensemble spread without a
precipitation event should be visible. However, a correlation of a higher snow melt rate in the
warmer months and a higher runoff ensemble spread is not found.
Spatial Variability Patterns
As before, the patterns that were found regarding the spatial variability in the probabilistic runoff
simulations set (RhydchprobD) are structured into the two variability classes: natural variability or
methodological variability.
Natural Variability
The amount of water in the streams and rivers (average runoff) naturally differs due to their size
in the study area Andelfingen. The average runoff is smaller for mountainous streams in the south
east compared to the runoff of the rivers in the flatlands in the north. However, the change in
runoff at the measurement stations during stratiform precipitation events—which occur over the
entire study area—show similar spatial patterns. That the developments are almost concurrent is
most likely due to the fact that the simulation are based on subcatchments and not on rivers.
Medium to large rivers are present in all MSCs. As a result, natural variabilities of smaller streams are
lost in the measurements and simulations at the measurement stations.
Methodological Variability
The deviations of observed and simulated runoff values follow a clear spatial pattern. In general,
the simulated values deviate more strongly from the observations as the mean catchment elevation
increases. For the lower-lying MSCs 2386 and 2126 the highest model accuracies are achieved,
while the lowest model accuracies are recorded from the highest MSCs 2303 and 2112. The findings
of increasing runoff variabilities with higher mean elevation agree with the results of
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Girons et al. (2015) and are explained with the high spatio-temporal variability of precipitation
occurrence in mountainous areas. However, similar to the temporal patterns in methodological
variability, these spatial patterns disappear when the runoff characteristics (time to peak and time lag
precipitation to runoff peak) rather than the daily values are compared.
Spatio-temporal variability patterns
The discussion of the spatio-temporal patterns in the probabilistic runoff simulations (RhydchprobD)
follows the above used structure of natural and methodological variability.
Natural Variability
The results in chapter 6.3.1 Deviation of Observed and Simulated Runoff indicate that natural variability of
runoff is stronger influenced by seasonality than spatial factors such as MSC size and topography
with their associated spatial distribution of precipitation. These findings contradict the results of
Huss et al. (2008) and Farinotti et al. (2012) who found a higher spatial than temporal dependency
of natural variability. Both Huss et al. (2008) and Farinotti et al. (2012) conducted research in
catchments with glacial influence. Therefore, the absence of glaciers in the catchment Andelfingen
might be responsible for the contradicting relationship.
Methodological Variability
Compared to the methodological variability of precipitation, the absolute and relative runoff ensemble
spreads (methodological variability of runoff) show significantly lower values. Nevertheless, they
should not be underestimated because the value ranges for runoff in general are much smaller than
for precipitation. This circumstance implies that comparably small runoff variability can still have
a great impact. The influence of (a) catchment size and (b) topography on the spatio-temporal
patterns of runoff’s methodological variability is discussed in the following. (a) Even though the MSCs
are of very different sizes, the methodological variability shows no spatio-temporal correlation to the
catchment size. (b) The methodological variability in MSCs with higher mean elevation is less volatile
compared to lower-laying areas during spring and summer months because of the influence of the
surface and soil on the runoff estimation uncertainty. This spatial pattern is an extension of the
previously discussed temporal variability of the characteristic time to peak (7.3.1 Temporal
variability). As already discussed, the soil storage capacity increases during spring and summer
months and influences the simulation accuracy. Because the southern part of the catchment is
mainly characterised by grass and loose rock as well as steep slopes, the soils are less deep compared
to the agricultural characterised lowlands in the northern part. Consequently, the storage capacity
is comparably lower in the higher MSCs. This relationship leads to less spatio-temporal variable
patterns.
Attention has been drawn to the existence of only small methodological variabilities in runoff values
compared to the one in precipitation values. A possible explanation draws from the processing of
the simulation data sets. The model validation with the ten best parameter sets from the calibration
results in ten simulation data sets for each ensemble run. These simulation data sets have
considerable differences. But the ten data sets are averaged leaving one simulation data sets per
ensemble run for the analysis. This processing step is responsible for the smoothing of the
ensemble run values and the resulting reduced variability. For this reason, two methodologies for
the data set processing should be pursued more closely. (1) An uncertainty coefficient, for example
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calculated by the range of simulation data set values, could be used to characterise the averaging
calculation. (2) Only a number of simulation data sets could be included to give more weight to
conspicuous values. The general underestimation of the simulated runoff values would suggest
that, for example, only the five highest simulation values out of the available ten are considered.
Scale variability patterns
In this part, scale variability is understood as a temporal restriction of the considered data which
focuses the consideration on the runoff peaks. The methodological variability of the ensemble runs
within 5 days prior to runoff peaks is discussed. The temporal subset of the data underlines the
previously discussed spatio-temporal patterns. In particular, the influence of soil storage capacity
as one of the major influencing factors on the simulation accuracy can be illustrated. One of the
indications to storage capacity in the different MSC is the runoff coefficient. A majority of the
runoff coefficients are smaller than 0.5, whereby a coefficient of 1 implies that the total
precipitation amount is converted into runoff and 0 that none of the precipitation is transferred to
runoff. For the coefficients, three spatio-temporal patterns are observable. (1) During winter
months, the runoff coefficient is comparably higher in all MSCs because the soil is more saturated
wherefore less precipitation can be stored and consequently becomes streamflow. It is therefore
possible that a moderate precipitation sum of about 50 mm within five days can already increase
the runoff up to 20 mm per day. Such precipitation sum and runoff volume combinations result in
high runoff coefficients. (2) Occasionally, runoff coefficients above 1 are observed. Such events,
where the precipitation sum is greater than the runoff, mainly occur in the higher MSCs 2374, 2468,
2303 and 2112 from January to March. It is very likely that these observations are due to
precipitation in the form of snow. The snow accumulates on the surface and does not affect the
runoff during and shortly after the precipitation event. (3) Conversely, higher temperatures in
summer months have a higher evaporation potential, which leads to a generally larger storage
capacity and thus lower runoff coefficients. The lowest mean runoff coefficient, where most
precipitation is absorbed by the soil, is observable in July. It is noticeable that the MSC 2374 and
2468 have slightly higher average values than the other MSC. Steeper, rocky slopes on the north
side of the Säntis have the consequences that the soil has a lower storage capacity as in other regions
and therefore the runoff coefficients are comparably higher.

7.3.2

Runoff Variability During Heavy Precipitation Events

RO.3.2 What are the spatio-temporal patterns of the occurrence of heavy precipitation events and what is their
influence on runoff estimates.
The runoff values and their methodological variability are very sensible to heavy precipitation events.
Previously discussed spatio-temporal patterns in section 7.1 Meteorological data analysis are also
applicable. Five of those patterns are more clearly observable for the periods of heavy precipitation.
(1) The time lag between the precipitation and runoff peak of around 1 day is clearly shorter than the
general time lag of 3 days. The immediate increase of the runoff indicates that the precipitation sum
is aggregated within less than 24 hours with a high intensity rather than over a couple of days with
moderate intensity. Unfortunately, the soil is not able to store water to this extent because the
storage capacity is exhausted. The runoff is thus changing significantly. (2) In addition to the runoff
peak, the absolute runoff ensemble spread also changes considerably during less than one day. Two
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days prior to and three days after the precipitation peak, the runoff has on average an absolute
ensemble spread of only 0.04 mm per day. This ensemble spread quadruples during the
precipitation peak. Those findings support the assumption that the combination of high
methodological variability in precipitation and the inaccurate estimation of soil storage capacity during
heavy precipitation events lead to high simulation uncertainty equated to the runoff ensemble
spread. (3) The absolute runoff ensemble spread (methodological variability of the ensemble runs)
increases more strongly with mean elevation compared to the general dependency of methodological
variability and elevation. (4) The high methodological variability and the rapid change in runoff in
mountainous areas can be explained with the spatial characteristics. The MSCs with higher mean
elevation are characterised by less permeable, rocky, steep surface and are subject to a larger
number of less predictable, convective precipitation events. Rapid runoff changes are according to
Girons & Seibert (2016) typical of mountainous headwater regions, which descriptions fits the
characteristics of the MSCs 2374 and 2468. (5) The general underestimation of precipitation sums
and runoffs is enhanced for heavy precipitation events. It is concluded that the methodological
variability as a measure for uncertainty can help to improve the knowledge about spatio-temporal
patterns of runoff changes during such periods. The improved uncertainty knowledge can help to
reduce environmental risks which recommendation is in accordance with Georgakakos et al. (2004)
and Yu et al. (2015).

7.3.3

Data Set Variability

RO.3.3 To what extent do the daily runoffs per subcatchment of the deterministic (RhiresD) and probabilistic data
sets (RhydchprobD ensemble mean) coincide?
The results clearly show that none of the two data sets, i.e. the deterministic (RhiresD) and
probabilistic data set mean (RhydchprobD), performs noticeably better than the other. However, the
simulated runoff values for the deterministic data set slightly overperforms the probabilistic data
set. From this fact it can be concluded that the advantage of a probabilistic data set is lost through
the averaging process. The analysis could not find any correlation of the performance to either
precipitation sum, runoff volume, catchment size or spatial patterns which is why the performance
results are treated as coincidental.
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Conclusion

This research work aimed to explore the application of a probabilistic data set for precipitation and
runoff estimation. The approach of several equally likely realisations of natural processes intend to
give information on the reliability of the interpolations and simulation values, measured by the
ensemble spread of the daily values. With the availability of a probabilistic data set for Switzerland
and the advanced computational capabilities, there is an ever-growing number of potential use
cases for the inclusion of uncertainty measures. To describe the significance of this measure, the
basic idea was to (a) describe the spatio-temporal patterns of precipitation and runoff variability;
(b) quantify the influence of heavy precipitation events on the variability; (c) characterise the
coincidence of the deterministic and probabilistic data sets; and (d) examine the influence of a
probabilistic approach on the accuracy of hydrological simulations. The approach of using the same
probabilistic data set for variability analysis in precipitation occurrence and runoff generation tried
to close the unveiled research gap for Switzerland.

8.1

Insights

The main objective of this study was to quantify the spatio-temporal patterns of precipitation and
runoff variability, ascribed to natural and interpolation/simulation origin. To achieve this objective,
the study has been divided into the three parts meteorology, model and hydrology.
Meteorology
The topography of the study catchment Andelfingen is mainly responsible for natural precipitation
variability. Convective as well as stratiform precipitation occurs more frequently and with greater
intensity in the higher-lying alpine areas in the south-east of the region during the summer months.
These spatio-temporal patterns influence the interpolation variability of precipitation values. A
similar accumulation of the absolute and relative interpolation variability in the spring and summer
months can be observed in the subcatchments with a higher mean elevation. The findings indicate
that the interpolation uncertainty mainly depends on the precipitation generation processes and
the associated precipitation intensities. Heavy precipitation events occur more often in the form of
convective precipitation. Due to the described relationship between precipitation sum, formation
process and estimation uncertainty, the interpolation uncertainty for such heavy precipitation
events increases. The fact that the deterministic and probabilistic mean data sets coincide very well
suggests that the advantage of the probabilistic data set does not lie in the generally improved
estimation accuracy but much more in the important information of the estimation uncertainty.
Model
The variability of model performance is highly dependent on the catchment size and the
topography. The results show that not enough attention has been paid to the history of
precipitation events and therefore the soil storage capacity is sometimes underestimated in the
simulations. This underestimation leads to smaller simulation than observation runoff values.
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Hydrology
The meteorological data (first part) are used as model input to calculate runoff simulations (second
part). The analysis of those runoff simulations in the third part shows that the methodological variability
in the probabilistic data set increases during summer months. This temporal uncertainty pattern
goes along with the natural increase of summer precipitation. The intensification of evaporation
and the decrease in soil moisture, which increase the soil storage capacity, are very likely the drivers
of the inaccurate runoff estimations during this period. The surface characteristics and the
associated runoff simulation variability further positively correlate with the mean elevation.
However, compared to the precipitation variability analysis, the runoffs’ natural as well as the
simulation uncertainty analysis are less spatially dependant. It is assumed that this observation is
relatable to the placement of monitoring stations only on the larger rivers.
As an overarching conclusion, it remains crucial to question the possibilities with which the
established information of spatio-temporal patterns in uncertainty estimations can be transferred
into an advantage in various application fields, e.g. reservoir managements, early warning systems
(Georgakakos et al. 2004; Yu et al. 2015). The existing interpolation and simulation variabilities can
undoubtedly improve the knowledge of the natural processes in the catchment Andelfingen.
Moreover, the influencing factors for precipitation generation and runoff changes need further
investigations to gain more knowledge about it.

8.2

Outlook

Future work should be concerned with the implication of the variability information of
precipitation and runoff. The application method was not part of this research. Firstly, a
methodology could be considered in which information on reliability is provided in addition to the
quantity of precipitation and runoff. Furthermore, training a suitable model could lead to the
introduction of a correction factor depending on the estimation uncertainty. Secondly, more
pronounced variabilities in the probabilistic data set are found for the precipitation estimation
compared to the runoff simulations. This indicates that the naturally occurring smaller-scale
fluctuations are additionally weakened by the calculation of the simulation data sets. A systematic
underestimation of the runoff is found. For this reason, the findings suggest that not all ensemble
runs are taken into account in the case of conspicuous runoff changes in further research. Lastly,
the overcoming of the coarse resolution problem should be considered. On the one hand, higher
temporal resolution allows to represent short, intense precipitation with greater probability that
would be missed with the daily data resolution. It is precisely such heavy precipitation events that
will increase and implicate greater local risk. On the other hand, other possible data sources to
improve the resolution problem should be considered. Radar data and satellite images are possible
data sources. Overall, an increase of the rain-gauge density is to be intended, especially in the
mountainous areas. The above explained approaches can help to broaden the knowledge about the
probabilistic data set application. This intends to better understand natural processes, to anticipate
short-term but also long-lasting variabilities and to adapt to new circumstances.
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10 Appendix

A.1

Additional Illustrations

Figure 66: Land cover in the catchment Andelfingen. (Corine Land Cover (2018): CLC Klassen; Federal Office
of the Environment FOEN (2019): Einzugsgebiete Schweiz 40km).

Figure 67: Comparison of model parameters for the different calibration-validation-versions.
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A.2

Code

Chapter 5.2: Calculation of coefficient of variation for precipitation (relative variability):
CV = ifelse(Ensemble_precip_mean>1, Run_precip_sd/ Ensemble_precip_mean, 0)

Chapter 5.3.1: Calculation and definition of Precipitation event
threshold_event_count <- (50*0.8)
mutate(Run_relevance = (Precip >= 1),
Event_relevance_80 = case_when(
sum(Run_relevance)>=threshold_event_count~TRUE,
TRUE~FALSE))
threshold_event_type_count <- (0.8*40)
mutate(Event_type = case_when(
sum(Event_relevance_80) >= threshold_event_type_count~"stratiform",
sum(Event_relevance_80) < threshold_event_type_count &
Event_relevance_80 == TRUE ~"convective",
TRUE~"no precipitation event"))

Chapter 5.3.1: Numbering of precipitation periods:
number_groups <- function(input,include_first_false = F, include_trailing_na= F){
if(all(c(include_first_false,include_trailing_na))){
# warning("Strange things can happen if both 'include_first_false' and 'include_trailing_na' options
are set to TRUE")
}
if(include_trailing_na){
trailing_na <- which(is.na(input) & !(dplyr::lag(input)))
input[trailing_na] <- T
}
input <- ifelse(is.na(input),F,input) #turn all NAs to FALSE
index_trues = which(input)+1 # get the indexes of the values after the TRUE Values
#make sure the indexes are greater than 0 and
index_trues = index_trues[index_trues <= length(input)]
group = cumsum(!input)+1 # make groups by incrementing at FALSE values
if(include_first_false){
input[index_trues] <- TRUE # if first F should be included,
group[index_trues] <- group[index_trues-1]
}
group <- ifelse(input,group,NA)
newlabels <- 1:length(unique(group[!is.na(group)]))
group <- factor(group,labels = newlabels)
return(group)

Chapter 5.3.4: Definition of heavy precipitation event:
group_by(Date) %>%
mutate(Extreme_event_type = case_when(
sum(Extreme_event_relevance_80) >= threshold_extreme_event_type_count~"stratiform",
sum(Extreme_event_relevance_80) < threshold_extreme_event_type_count &
Extreme_event_relevance_80 == TRUE ~"convective",
TRUE~"no extreme precipitation event"))
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Chapter 5.3.5: Calculation of temporal aggregation of precipitation data:
roll_windows <- c(2,3,7,14,30)
group_by(elev_class, EnsembleRun) %>%
mutate(Precip_roll = rollmean(Precip, k= roll_window, fill = NA, align = c("center")))
group_by(elev_class, Date) %>%
summarise(Run_precip_sd = sd(Precip_roll)) %>%
mutate(CV = ifelse(Precip_roll_mean >1, Run_precip_sd/Precip_roll_mean, 0))
roll_windows <- c(2,3,7,14,30)
stat_ecdf(aes(CV, color = roll_window), lwd = 0.1)

Chapter 5.4: Command line for HBV simulations:
# Specify paths:
catchmentNumber = "2044"
catchment = paste0("//service.geo.uzh.ch/private/lmarkwal/data/Documents/Masterarbeit/HBV/",
catchmentNumber)
# refer to the new .exe file!! (not on server)
HBVPath = "//service.geo.uzh.ch/private/lmarkwal/data/Documents/Masterarbeit/HBV/HBV-light/HBVlight-CLI.exe";
# Run a GAP simulation
outputFolderGAP = "Results_GAP"
calibrationFile = paste0("Rhires_HBV_", catchmentNumber, ".txt")
old <- Sys.time()
command = paste0(HBVPath," Run ",catchment," GAPRun ",outputFolderGAP, " /ptq:", calibrationFile)
system(command,TRUE)
# print run time
new <- Sys.time() - old # calculate difference
print(new)
# Copy GAP_Parameter.xml file to Data folder
# get a list of all parameter files from GAP simulation
paramFiles = list.files(path = file.path(catchment, outputFolderGAP), pattern =
"(?i)GAP_Parameter.*\\.xml", full.names = FALSE, recursive = FALSE)
# copy all parameter files to Data folder
for (paramFile in paramFiles) {
file.copy(file.path(catchment, outputFolderGAP, paramFile), file.path(catchment, "Data", paramFile),
overwrite = TRUE)
}
# List all files starting with "RhydchprobD" (case insensitive) and with extension ".txt" in the 'Data'
folder of the catchment
ptqFiles = list.files(path = file.path(catchment, "Data"), pattern = "(?i)RhydchprobD.*\\.txt", full.names =
FALSE, recursive = FALSE)
# REMARK: ptq filenames are NOT allowed to contain any spaces!
# creates an output folder
old <- Sys.time()
outFolder = "Results_SungleRun"
for(ptqFile in ptqFiles){
# Extract name of ensemble from ptq filename
ensembleName = sub("(?i)RhydchprobD_HBV_(.*)\\.txt", "\\1", ptqFile)
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print(ptqFile)
# Run a single model run
# /p: for different parameter set file name
for (paramFile in paramFiles) {
# get number of parameter set for file name
paramName = sub("(?i)GAP_Parameter_(.*)\\.xml", "\\1", paramFile)
# create file names
resultFile = paste0("Result", ensembleName,"_param", paramName)
summaryFile = paste0("Summary_",ensembleName, "param_", paramName, ".txt")
command = paste0(HBVPath," Run ",catchment," SingleRun ",outFolder," /ptq:",ptqFile, " /p:",
paramFile, " /results:", resultFile, " /summary:", summaryFile)
system(command,TRUE)
}
}
# print run time
new <- Sys.time() - old # calculate difference
print(new)

Chapter 5.5: Calculation and numbering of runoff peaks:
HBV_input_sim_RhydchprobD_runoff_peak <- HBV_input_sim_RhydchprobD %>%
filter(EnsembleRun == 0) %>%
group_by(Catchment) %>%
mutate(is_runoff_peak = ifelse(lead(Qsim,1)<Qsim & lag(Qsim,1)< Qsim &
lead(Qsim,2)<Qsim & lag(Qsim,2)< Qsim &
lead(Qsim,3)<Qsim & lag(Qsim,3)< Qsim &
lead(Qsim,4)<Qsim & lag(Qsim,4)< Qsim &
lead(Qsim,5)<Qsim & lag(Qsim,5)< Qsim &
lead(Qsim,6)<Qsim & lag(Qsim,6)< Qsim &
(lag(Precip,3) > 1 | lag(Precip,2) >1) &
Qsim >= 2.1725,
TRUE, FALSE)) %>%
filter(Date >= "1998-10-01" & Date < "2016-09-30")
HBV_runoff_ratio_ensemble_mean <- HBV_runoff_peak_events %>%
filter(EnsembleRun == 0 & !is.na(RunoffEventNumber)) %>%
mutate(RunoffEventNumber = as.integer(RunoffEventNumber)) %>%
group_by(Catchment, RunoffEventNumber) %>%
summarise(Date_Start = first(Date),
Date_End = last(Date),
Precip_sum = sum(Precip),
Qsim_sum = sum(Qsim),
Runoff_ratio = ifelse(Precip_sum >= 1, Qsim_sum/Precip_sum, 0))
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A.3

Software

R Programming Language and Environment
R
3.6.3
www.r-project.org/
R Studio
1.2.5033
rstudio.com/
R Packages
data.table
dplyr
forcast
GGally
ggplot
gridExtra
hrbrthemes
lubridate
maptools
ncdf4
plyr
purrr
raster
RColorBrewer
readr
reshape2
rgdal
rgeos
sf
sp
stringr
tibble
tidyr
tidyverse
viridis
viridisLite
XML
xts
zoo

A.4

Version
data.table_1.12.8
dplyr_0.8.5
forcats_0.5.0
GGally_2.0.0
ggplot2_3.3.0
gridExtra_2.3
hrbrthemes_0.8.0
lubridate_1.7.4
maptools_0.9-9
ncdf4_1.17
plyr_1.8.6
purrr_0.3.3
raster_3.0-12
RColorBrewer_1.1-2
readr_1.3.1
reshape2_1.4.3
rgdal_1.4-8
rgeos_0.5-2
sf_0.8-1
sp_1.4-1
stringr_1.4.0
tibble_2.1.3
tidyr_1.0.2
tidyverse_1.3.0
viridis_0.5.1
viridisLite_0.3.0
XML_3.99-0.3
xts_0.12-0
zoo_1.8-7

URL
r-datatable.com
dplyr.tidyverse.org
forcats.tidyverse.org
github.com/ggobi/ggally
ggplot2.tidyverse.org
–
github.com/hrbrmstr/hrbrthemes
lubridate.tidyverse.org
–
cirrus.ucsd.edu/~pierce/ncdf
github.com/hadley/plyr
purrr.tidyverse.org
rspatial.org/raster
–
readr.tidyverse.org
github.com/hadley/reshape
–
rgeos.r-forge.r-project.org/index.html
github.com/r-spatial/sf/
github.com/edzer/sp/
stringr.tidyverse.org
tibble.tidyverse.org
tidyr.tidyverse.org
tidyverse.tidyverse.org
github.com/sjmgarnier/viridis
github.com/sjmgarnier/viridisLite
omegahat.net/RSXML
github.com/joshuaulrich/xts
–

Icons

Icon
Gear
Thermometer

URL
flaticon.com/authors/freepik [01.05.2020]
flaticon.com/authors/Those [01.05.2020]
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